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HB 674 HD1 Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 

Aloha Chair Hee and Vice Chair Tokuda, and members of the Committee. We thank 
you for the opportunity to provide written testimony on House Bill 674, HD1 relating to 
Hawaiian Affairs. The University of Hawaii supports the intent of House Bill 674, HD1 
and welcomes the continued dialogue with our community partners relating to the 
financial support for initiatives impacting the University of Hawai'i. 

The initiatives impacted by this measure are the Aha Ho'ona'auo 'Oiwi (Center for 
Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education) supported by the College of Education, and 
a research and training program for native Hawaiian students at the Hawai'i Institute of 
Marine Biology, both at the University of Hawai'i at Manoa. The third is the Achieving 
the Dream Initiative for Native Hawaiian students at the Hawaii Community College. 
We do respect these programs and appreciate their positive impact 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide written testimony on this measure. 
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Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HOI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing on Wednesday, March 10, 20 10, 2:45 p.m. 

Kia ora Greetings from AotearoBINew Zealand and thank you for this opportunity to present testimony. I stand 
in strong support of House Bill 674 HPI which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational programmes and initiatives provided by the Sovereign Councils fur Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi: Aha Hoonaauao Oiwi (Centre for Native Hawaiian and IndigeDous Education) 
Partnership_ 

The Hookulaiwi Centre for Native Hawaiian and lndigeDous EdUcation, particularly its partnership with the 
SCRRA, is recognized in3cmati ~allY for its outstanding work in the preparation of 
o teachers for the Department fEducation Hawaiian Language Immersion Programme; 
o teachers for Title I sch 'th large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 

Homestead communiti.6s); 
o teachers for Hawaiian charter schools; and 
o Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school administration, and teacher 

education through study at the master's and doctorallcvels 

Te Urn MarauTOu and the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership have an association that spans many years. 
Recently, for example, a Hookulaiwi faculty member served. as a member ofa team that reviewed our Te Aho 
Tatairangi teacher education certification programme. The primary goal of this programme is to provide 
preservice teacher tmining that meets the requirements of Maori language immersion schools. The 
SCHHNHookulalwi Parttlership has a proven history ofl'reparing excellent educators; so much so that we are 
currently drafting a fOlIDal Memorandum of Understanding that will include opportunities for our 
undergraduate and graduate students to engage in study excbanges. We believe that our students will benefit 
greatly from el'pcriencing two educational ~stems. 

We are strongly supportive of the flawaii State Legislature, the Office of Hawaiian Affairs, and the Department 
of Hawaiian Homelands efforts, through House BnI 674 HDI. to partner with the SCHHAlHookulaiwi to bring 
about enhanced educational opportunities for Hawaiians and other indigenous peoples locally, nationally, and 
internationally. In conclusion, I stand in strong support of House Bill 674 HOI and send my sincere thanks to 
the legislators who introduced this bill. 
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To: Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Miramatanga 

Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committe~ on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill N. Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

From: Dr. Marilyn iang! Ina MoPherson, Research University of Auckland, New Zealand 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support onlouse Bill 674 HDt: 'Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing on Wednesday, March 10, 20 J 0, 2:45 p.m. 

Kia ora. My name is Marilyn McPbmoD. I am the Research Programme Leader of Nga p~ 0 te Maramatanga 
(Horizons of Insight), the National Institute of Research Excellence in Maori Development and Advancement at 
the University of Auckland, Aotearoa/New Zealand. 

I write in very strong support of Bill 674 HDI that includes the prOVision of funds to support the building, 
operating, and personnel expenses of the SCHHAIHookulaiwi Partnersbip. 

Nga Pae 0 te Maramatanga and Hookulaiwi belong to an international network of indigenous research institutes 
housed at the Universities of Hawaii, Aucklapd. Otago, Victoria, Massey, and Waikato; the Auckland War 
Memorial Museum; Te Whare Wananga 0 Awanuiarangi; and Te Wananga 0 Aotearoa. As well, litis network 
includes universities in Cbina, Taiwan, Canada, Australia, Fiji. and the United States. As Indigenous Centres of 
Research Excellence, we are pursuing a unique vision for achieving full participation by Indigenous peoples in all 
aspects of society and the economy, particularly througb education. In delivering on this vision, our goal is to 
advance excellent research to resolve problems defined from Indigenous experiences; run a wide range of 
academic and community-based programmes; and draw on the research strengths of our member universities and 
organizations. 

Under the direction of Drs. Laiana Wong and Margie Maaka, the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has earned a 
reputation for excellence in the fields of community-based teacher professional development; curriculum research; 
and educational leadership. In particular, their approach to mentoring young Native Hawaiian leaders in education 
bas won them intemational recognition, as evidenc~d by the numerous .a.wards they have received in Hawaii, the 
United States and ill the international arena. 

Building the SCHHAlHooknlaiwi center within the University of Hawaii at Manoa will ensure tbe degree of solf
governance necessary for the development of a wide range of itmovative community-based projects, programs, and 
initiative~. For example, Hookulalwi is looking to establish an "Academy of Kupuna"-tbis academy will invite 
kupuna to co-instruct pre-service and in-service COUrses in education. As a result, teachers, well-grounded in both 
Hawaiian and We..tem ways of knowing and doing, will bring specialized knowledge bases to meet the unique 
education and cultural needs of their children. These teachers will become advocates for Native Hawaiian ohildren 
and serve as change agents in educational refunn by learning about critical issues in Native Hawaiian education, 
such as history. culture. and language, and innovative teaching methods and strategies. 

Because the SCHflAlHol)kulaiv,oi partlJership plays a critical part in our international research PartnerShip, J very 
strongly urge your committee to support House Bill 674001. Submitted with kind regards. 

Received by email: m.brewin@auckland.ac.nz 
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To: . Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, & Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, & Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill N. Tokuda, Vice-Chair, CO'mmittee on Water, Laud, Agriculture, & Hawaiian 
Affairs . 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HOI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing on Wednesday, March 10,2010,2:45 p.m. 

Kiaara: 

Thank you for this opporrunity to testifY in strong support ofHanse Bi1l 674 HPI which provide-, 
funds to support for the Sovereign Councils for Hawaiian Homelands Asserobly 
(SCHHA)!Ho'okuliiiwi: 'Aha Ho'ona'aoao 'Oiwi (Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous 
Education) Partnership. 

My name is Pro'l~s50r Patricia Johnston. I am Head of the School of Indigenous Graduate Studies at 
Te Whare Wananga a Awanuiiirangi that was opened in 1992 and officially became a wananga (or 
tribal inst[tutioJl) in 1997. AW9.Jluiiirangi is one of only three institutions designated as winanga 
under the Education Act 1989 (New Zealand). 

Our institution and the SCHHAiHo'okullliwi have a long-standing part!1crship tbat recognises the 
role of education in providing positive pathways for Maori and Hawaiian development. As such, we 
partner on a wide range of initiatives from community education programmes to Certificates and 
Diplomas, and on to Bachelors, Masters and Doctoral degrees. In particular, we build on each 
other's experiences and expertise to finetune our respective programmes and initiatives. The primary 
goal ofAwanui!!rangj's School of Indigenous Graduate Studies is to provide a quality progmmmc 
that incorporates quality learning/teaching experiences for students. LikeWise, the 
SCHHAlHo'okuliiiwi Partnership has a proven bistory of preparing excdlent educational leaders 
who are well grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are 
committed to ensuring the educational well-being of Hawai'i's diverse population of ohildren, 
especially Native Hawaiian children. . 

The appropriation of funding to grow the SCHHAlHo'okuliliwi Partnership as a permanent part of 
the University ofHawa;'i system (with significant community involvement) will :result jn lasting 
systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic outcomes for children in Hawai'i's 
public schools. I respectfully recommend that tbis must be given the highest priority by Hawai'j's 
lawmakers. 

In the intemational arena, Ho'okulaiwi is recognized.as a leading Center for lndigenou5 Education. 
Our institution is particularly excited thanlouse Bill 674 HOI will result in E\ continuation oftha 
outstanding work that has already been established. As such, I stand in strong support of House Bill 
674 HOI and send my sincere regards to the legislators who introduced this bill. 

Nakunoa 

A Whakatilne Aotearoa 
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Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Commjttee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill N. Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land. Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

From: J.arson Ng, Educational Specialist, Department of Curriculum Studies, College of Education, 
University of Hawaii at Manoa 

Date: 

Subject: 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support of House Bi\l674 HDI: Relating to Hawaiian. Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha rna; kilkou: 

Mahalo nui for this opPo/'tUnity to present testimony. My name is Larson Ng and J am an Educational 
Specialist at the College of Education at the Univer.;ity of Hawaii at Manoa As a researcber of Native 
HawaiiM Education, I am fully aware of the current state of the educational well-being of Native Hawaiians, 
Although efforts by the State and federnl government to financially redress this situation have been attempted, 
the current economic downturn threatens to terminate many of those programs. As such, alternate sources of 
funding that help to improve the educational attainment of Hawaii's Native Hawaiian population must be 
secured. 

Hence, J stand in strong support of HB674 HD1 which provides funds to support critically needed Native 
Hawaiian educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes 
the proviSion of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Parmership. This legislation offers the SCI-IHA/Hookulalwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department ofHBwaiian flame Lands for the common 
purpose of prQviding educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

The SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH Manoa 
Hookulaiwi Center for N alive Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational ann of the SCHHA. 
Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum developers, 
researchers, teacb.e( educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native }lawaiian communities. 
Now, more than ever, a ooncerted effort is needed to raise educational oppo/'tUDities for Native Hawaiians. 
This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals oflhe SCHHAlAookulaiwi Partnership: 

c To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, scbool 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHA/liookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators Who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
edtlcatiooal well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especiaUy Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAIHookuJaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part oftb.e 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schoClls mu.~t be given the higbest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

10 conclusion, I stand in strong support of HB674 HOI and all of its proVisions tbat advance Native Hawaiian 
education. 



To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, & Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill N. Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, & Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, & Hawaiian Affairs 

From: Margie Maaka, Director, Hookulaiwi: Aha Hoonaauao Oiwi (Center for Native Hawaiian 
and Indigenous Education) 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HD1: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HD1 represents the budget provisos 
that were publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference 
Committee members, but were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of 
the inadvertent omission of these items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to 
rectify the omission and to include the legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co
introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support of HB674 HD1 which provides funds to support critically needed Native 
Hawaiian educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, 
which includes the provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian 
Homelands Assembly (SCHHAjlHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the 
SCHHAfHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and 
the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common purpose of providing educational 
opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

In preparation for the 2009 - 2011 biennium budget, Myron Brumaghim (SCHHA Chair, Committee 
on Education) and I, along with members of the communities affiliated with the SCHHA, met with 
Trustees Oswald Stender and Colette Machado in April of 2009. Former House Representative 
Mike Kahikina, Myron and I met again with Trustee Stender on February 16 of this year. During 
both meetings, the SCHHA's long-term education plan was discussed in depth, particularly the goal 
to enhance educational opportunities for beneficiaries statewide. In keeping with OHA's mission to 
perpetuate the Hawaiian culture, to enhance the lifestyles of Native Hawaiians, and to build a 
strong and healthy Hawaiian people and nation, Trustees Stender and Machado made a firm 
commitment to continue supporting our multiple initiatives. Trustee Stender, in particular, discussed 
our partnership as a winner! Mahalo to them for their vision in recognizing that investment in 
education yields the highest returns for the Hawaiian people. 

Hookulaiwi is a multifaceted effort designed to prepare outstanding teachers and educational 
leaders, particularly Native Hawaiians. Educators who have strong backgrounds in Hawaiian 
language and culture; who are well versed in the English language and culture; and who have the 
expertise to research and develop new theories, pedagogy, and curricula that reflect the needs of 
the Hawaiian community are the key to raising the school achievement of Native Hawaiian children. 

Currently, we have several initiatives underway-at the hearing I shall submit information on some 
of our recent projects. There is also an enormous demand for Hookulaiwi to extend our reach to 
islands other than Oahu. In particular, Native Hawaiian Homestead communities associated with 
the SCHHA have implored us to offer programs in teacher education and educational leadership. 



As you know, the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership impacts the 30,000 beneficiaries residing in the 
communities of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. Our work also impacts thousands of others who 
benefit from the preparation of our teachers and educational leaders. 

Our SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership believes that ours is the first step in bringing about systemic 
reform to public education in Hawaii that will provide enhanced educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. That the community is central to this initiative-in the conceptualization, planning, 
implementation, and assessment-brings a "never-before-attempted" element to educational 
reform in Hawaii. House Bill 674 HD1's allocation of funds for operations, the establishment of a 
building, and for the hire of new personnel will allow Hookulaiwl to support Native Hawaiian 
communities state-wide- in their efforts to provide critically needed educational opportunities for 
their children. 

Again, I write in strong support of House Bill 674 HD1. Mahalo nui for your support. 



March 7, 2010 

TESTIMONY 

To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chairman Senate Committee of Water, Land, Agriculture 
and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chairman Senate Committee on Water, Land, 
Agriculture and Hawaiian Affairs. 

From: Jo-Ann Leong 

Re: HB674 HD1 Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing on March 10,2010 2:45 p.m. 
Conference Room 229, Capitol 

Aloha Chairman Hee and Vice Chair Tokuda, and Members ofthe Committee. I thank 
you for the opportunity to provide written testimony regarding HB674 HD 1 which 
amends the operating budget of the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of 
Hawaiian Home Lands to provide financial assistance for education programs that 
provide training in marine sciences and STEM education for local and native Hawaiian 
students 

My Name is Jo-Ann Leong, a resident of Kaneohe, Oahu, and I offer testimony as a 
private citizen in support of House Bill 674 as it relates to Section 9 which provides 
financial support for a research and training program for Hawai'i high school students 
and recent graduates, including those of native Hawaiian ancestry. 

Background: 

The Hawai'i Institute of Marine Biology (HIMB), situated on Moku 0 Lo'e (Coconut 
Island) in Kane'ohe Bay, is an organized research unit within the University ofHawai'i's 
School of Ocean and Earth Science and Technology. HIMB supports and facilitates 
research and education in tropical marine biology for the state of Hawai'i. HIMB's 
unique location on Moku 0 Lo' e provides student researchers with access to estuarine, 
coastal and offshore environments that are important sites for the study of marine 
processes important to the management of Hawaii's resources. Thus, HIMB is 
developing an Education Program that promotes community ocean stewardship, 
increasing scientific literacy with marine science training opportunities for our island 
students. The central mission of the Education Program is to recruit the next generation 
of ocean scientists, managers and stewards in Hawai 'i to help protect the marine 
resources of our islands. To do this, the Education Program has focused on students 
from Hawai'i schools. 

One ofthe most successful educational initiatives at HIMB has been its intensive 
internships for high school students who are interested in possibly pursuing marine 
science at the community college or 4-year university level. With funding in the past 



from various government grants and foundation awards, we have been able to provide 
research training experiences for close to 100 students over the last several years. As 
funding for these types of initiatives from competitive funding sources have limited 
duration, HIMB has been seeking continuing financial support for the student programs 
that offer full-time summer training in marine science research on topics that are 
important both environmentally and culturally to the State ofHawai'i. The education 
group at HIMB also has plans to expand these summer internships to more in-depth year 
long internships in actual HIMB research labs for students showing exceptional 
motivation and interest. 

I ask to work with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs to develop a new research training 
program at HIMB that targets local and Native Hawaiian students. The program will be 
designed with research modules investigating the ecosystems ofKane'ohe Bay and will 
use HIMB faculty research expertise and resources on student team research projects. 
For highly motivated students, there will be awards of one year-internships in HIMB 
research laboratories. 

Support of the Bill 

Based on enrollment statistics at DH Manoa, relatively few students from Hawai'i are 
pursuing degrees in marine science disciplines, an area of considerable environmental 
and economic importance to our islands. HIMB is committed to increasing the number 
oflocal students, particularly those of native Hawaiian ancestry, that are enrolled in 
marine science majors at DH and beyond, and ultimately seeing increased recruitment in 
the marine science research and management professional workforce. I believe that 
STEM programs with mentored training programs and internships would contribute to 
this goal and HIMB would be pleased if funding were appropriated for HB 674 Section 9. 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, 
and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice Chair, Committee on Water, Land, 
Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674HDl: Relating to Hawaiian 
Affairs 

Aloha mai Senator Hee and Senator Tokuda: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the 
budget provisos that were publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget 
session by the Conference Committee members, but were inadvertently deleted 
from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission 
and to include the legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co
introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDl which provides funds to support 
critically needed Native Hawaiian educational and cultural programs and initiatives. 
In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the provision of funds to support 
the Sovereign Councils ofthe Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi 
Partnership the privilege of partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the 
Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common purpose of providing 
educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home 
Lands Trust. The UH Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and 
Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the SCHHA. Legislative fmdings 
clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to 
work with Native Hawaiian communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort 
is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. This type of 
concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language 
Immersion Program; for Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian 
children (especially those schools in Hawaiian Homestead communities); 
and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum 
research, school administration, and teacher education through study at the 
master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent 
educators who are well grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and 
cultures and who are committed to ensuring the educational well-being of Hawaii's 
diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This effort will 
grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a 
permanent part ofthe University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the 
quality of education and in the academic outcomes for Hawaii's children in 
Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's lawmakers. 



In conclusion, we want our children to live their dreams. We want educational opportunities for them that 
focus energies and resources on guiding and supporting them as they journey towards success in life. We 
want to ensure that our children receive rich educational opportunities that prepare them for good jobs, to be 
good people who live healthy lives and who raise healthy families, to be good citizens, and to have passions 
for learning beyond their formal educations. And, most important, we want to be self-determining in this 
process. It is with this in mind that I strongly support House Bill 674 HDI. 

DOwau me ka haDahaDa, 

Quicklime"" and a 
TIFF (Uncompressed) decompressor 

are needed to see this picture. 

Kamaki Kanahele, Chair 

cc. Myron Brumaghim, Chair Education Committee 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, 
and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice Chair, Committee on Water, Land, 
Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

From: Myron Brumaghim, Educational Chair SCHHA 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674HDl: Relating to Hawaiian 
Affairs 

Aloha mai Senator Hee and Senator Tokuda: 

Mahalo for allowing me this opportunity to present testimony in support of 
HB674HDI. My name is Myron Brumaghim and I am the Chairperson of the 
Education Committee for the SCHHA, as well as the President of the Board for the 
Boys and Girls Club ofNanakuli NFL YET Center. 

House Bill 674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were publicly voted upon 
on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, 
but were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the 
inadvertent omission of these items, this measure was re-introduced by Senators 
Hanabusa, Kim and Hee, as well as Representative Carroll to rectify the omission 
by including this legislation in the 2010 budget. 

I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI which provides funds to support 
critically needed Native Hawaiian educational and cultural programs and initiatives. 
In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the provision of funds to support 
the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi 
Partnership the privilege of partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the 
Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common purpose of providing 
educational opportunities and of building the future for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home 
Lands Trust. The UH Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and 
Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the SCHHA. Legislative findings 
clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to 
work with Native Hawaiian communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort 
is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. This type of 
concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language 
Immersion Program; for Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian 
children (especially those schools in Hawaiian Homestead communities); 
and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum 
research, school administration, and teacher education through study at the 
master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent 
educators who are well grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and 
cultures and who are committed to ensuring the educational well-being of Hawaii's . 



diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This effort will grow exponentially ifthe 
SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part ofthe University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic 
changes in the quality of education and in the academic outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be 
given the highest priority by Hawaii's lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HOI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who have demonstrated 
their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. Thank you assisting us in this effort. 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

mailinglist@capitol,hawaii,gov 
Monday, March 08, 2010 11 :29 AM 
WTL Testimony 
jkmoniz2@hawaii,edu 

Subject: Testimony for HB674 on 3/10/20102:45:00 PM 

Testimony for WTL 3/10/2010 2:45:00 PM HB674 

Conference room: 229 
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Comments; 67'1 
I stand in strong support of HB~HD1. 
We should prepare teachers for the DOE. 
administration, and teacher retention. 
endevors. 

Produce strong leaders in areas of education, 
Please support Hookulaiwi/SCHHA partnership and 
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To: 

nltte: 

Subjeet: 

Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hllwlilian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vicc-Chair, Committee On Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, J..and, Agriculture. and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in SUpport ofI{ouse Bill 674 HDl: Relating to Hawailtm Affairs 
Hearing Date; Mm:ch 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.rn. 

Aloha mai k!lkou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon 011 April 30,2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, bur 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
itetuS, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectIJY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB239J was _introduced by Senators Hanahusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support ofHB674 HOt which provides funds to support critiCl!!ly needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initIatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to sappon the Sovereign Councils of tile Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCfffiAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
parlnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affai,rs and the Department of Hawaiian Rome J..lmds for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. Tho UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center fur Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational ann of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teacbers, curriculum 
developers, researchetS, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHNHookulaiwi Partnership; 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Langtulge Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers ofHawlliiau children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare: Native Hawaiian educational leaders in arellS such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Westem languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well.being afHawail's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes fur Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In concJmdon, I stand in strong support of fm674HDl and send my sincere aloba to those legislators who 
have· demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Name: y t2tasha :p~ Signature: 1I!.f;tI k 'f«4r' 
Organization: Nt\hotlkaPDhO §.ementa~ gc,.bool . 
Address: gq-ts'? """-(;thO MC'oy..e, Wt7ti0I'l0'f1 fu.~i qb1~" 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 

Date: 

Subject: 

Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 liDI: RellUblg to Hawaiian Atfuirs 
Heari.ng Date: Mocch 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha roai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDl represents the budget pTo'Vis()s that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a resl,llt oftbe inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectifY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hoe for 
the same purpose. 

I stalld ill strollg support of HB674 HD1. which provides funds to support critically nC«!ed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural progIilm$ and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision offunds to llllPJ)01't the Sovlll"cign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/IfookuJaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCf:lBAIHookulaiwi Parlnership the privilege of 
parlnering with the OffiCI) of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational oppormnities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Horoe lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian IU"Id rndigenous Education is the educational <ll'm of the 
SCHHA. Legisfativc findings cleaTly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a conc¢tted efiart is needed to raise educational opp¢rtunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals oithe SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To preparc teoohers for thc Department of Education Hawaiian Language fmmersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Nativc Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education througb study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent eduoators who are well 
groWlded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse popUlation of children, especially Native Hawaiian chUdten. This 
effurt will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi P~orship is estabUshed as It permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 lID I and sendmy sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonStrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Name: 1$.O$e. )..... K.J.~A: 1-' u i Signature: it-u. cI'. k..a:t1-Jt...u..L,~ 
Organization: Nal"101iblpDho eg~ta~ Svhool . 
Address: 8q-~ Mt:tI'"lD N-eby-e Wtif!liI.M-eI ±btl4ti Q"1Q,:l. 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Com:mittee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian AffiUrs 
Scnat(')r Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, C(')lnmittee on Water, Land, Agriculture. and Hawaiian 
Afthlrs 

Pate: 

Subjeet; 

Members, Senate Committee (')n Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8. 2010 

Testintony in Support (,)fHouse Bill 674 HOI: Relating to Hawaiian Affa.i" 
Hearing 081e: March 10, 20 I 0 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai lc8kou: 

Mahalo nui ror this (')pportunity to present testilnQny. HB674 HD I ~esents the budget provisos that were 
pLLblicly voted uPQn on April 30, 2009, in (')pen budgct session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was int1'oduQed by Represenlative Cat.roll to rectifY the omission and to include the 
legisl81ion in the 20 I 0 budget. Sintilarly, SaZ391 WlII,I co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee fOT 
the same purpose. 

I .tand in strong support of HB674 HOI which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of HawaIIan Afi'abs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa HookWaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm oftbe 
SCHHA. Legisiative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers. curriculum 
developers, resea:rcbers. teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now. more than ever, a. concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type ofconcertcd effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookutaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teache" for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language ImmeBion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, scbool 
administration, and iellcher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow eo<ponentially if the SCHHNHooIrulaiwi Partnership is established as a pennanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the q1.llllity of education and i.., the aoademic 
outcomes fur Haw";i'. Qhildren in Haw";i's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support of HB674 HOI and send my sincere aloha to those legislator.! who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Name:~IAIl,,* I GSP6/()~ Signature: ~ &{ .~ 
Organization: I\1(AOg',\<qp:mo El-eme.nk!j S~DI 
Address: ~q - \ ~'? tvio.nt ~"'~ ~iGtooe i kta,wti;! %11:& 
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To: Senator Clayton Bee, Chair, Committee on Water. Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian A:ffitirs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Conunittee on Water, Land, Agriculture. and Hawaiian 
Affil.irs 
Members, SCIlate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDt: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.llI. 

Aloha m"; kAkou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony_ HB674 lID! represenlS the budget provisos that wete 
publicly voted upon on Apri130, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the finaI budget dooument. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by R.epresentative Carroll to:rectifY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 W!l.$ co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in StroDg support otlll'l674.8Dl which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural pragrams and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, whieh includes the 
provision offunds to $upportthe Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCB:FlA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislorlon offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department ofHllwaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational oppot1.'llnities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the f.law";ian Home Lands TI1l$t. The UB 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawlliian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and edu(:'1tionalleaders, especially to wOJk with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than evet, a concerted effort is needed to taise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals ofth" SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; far 
Titlo r schools with large numbers of:H"a'W";;an children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead COmn1unities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Haw";ian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the Jrul8ter's and doetorallevels 

The SCHHAlHook..Jaiwi Partnership h!l.$ a proven l"oistory ofpreparlng excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are conunitted to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially iithe SCHHNHookuJaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quaijty of edncation and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawail's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHS674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Haw~ii_ 

Name: f\"\~~ ... ..::. O"'..l..~~ Signature:...tY\.....,., Q I V o...a, 0.....-

OrganiZation: N", hOlj klilpOhO g-tl-r\ehn~ SMOG I _ 
Address: 8q-~ ~al"lo .w-ehY-e. W0\0.na-e fu.\lq..jj qb1q~ 
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To: Senator Clayton Ree, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice·ChaiT, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HD I: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March to, 2.010 at2:4S p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui fur this opportunity to present tcstimoll,Y. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30,2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was inll'oduced by Representative Carroll to rectifY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support ofHB674 H»I which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign CounciJs of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHNHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partncring with the Office ofHawaHan Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Aome Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportUnities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The DB 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educati()JJalleaders, especially [0 work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concel'!ed effort is needed to raise edUCatiOllal opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals oflhe SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian cllildren (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter sc11ools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teaeher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the lfawaiian and Western languages and eullures and whO are committed to ensuring the 
educlltional well-being of Hawaii's diverse population ofcbildren, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHliAIHookulaiwi l.>artnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii" system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and ill the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the bighest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, IUld Hawaii/llt Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chait, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affuirs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8,2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support of Rouse Bill 674 HOI: RelatiJlg to Hawaiian Aifuh'S 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kllkou; 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HS674 l:1D I represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the 6na1 budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was oo-introduced by Senalors Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support ofHB674 DDI which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, r snpport Section !fA, which includes the 
provision offund$ to SUPlX'rt the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homeland$ Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookuIaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCffffNHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the: Ofllce of :Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities fot Native Hawaiians. 

As yon know, the SeHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands 1'rust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for ext:el1¢trt teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native 'fl:awaiian 
~Qmmo.nities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort i$ reflected in the goals ofthe SCHHAlHookulaiwi PartDership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department ofEducaiion Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large nnmbers of Hawaiian children (especially those ·schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookuIniwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
~unded in both the Hawaiian aDd Western languages and cnltures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. 1his 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnemhip is established as a perm/lltent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's pnblic schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

Tn conclusion, I stand in strong 5UPlX'rt ofHB674 HOI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Name: ~ft1v P.lI@ttl Signature: 1im&fJlA~ 
Organization: NGtt)O\lkaPOhD E3-et:nf.hta'() School 
Address: 8q~/&? Mctno N-e'Oy=e. W(i\jOtM-tJ fu~j qb1q~ 
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Date: 

Subject: 

Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, C()1llmittee Oil Wau:r, LtIltd, Agriculture, and Hawaiian AffiIirs 
Senator Jill Tolruda, Vice.Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
AfihlrS 
MemberS, Senate Committee on Water, (,and, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8,2010 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HOI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 lIDl represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conterenee Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission oftbese 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectifY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 W8$ co-inttoduced by Senators HanabuslI, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in ItrODg support ofHB674 HD1 which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programS and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of ftmds to sappon tile Sov","eign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. 1bis legislation offers the SCHHAlHoolrulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affair:; and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
putpose of]Jl'Oviding educational opportunities fur Native Hawaiians. 

AS you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of tho Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hoolrulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and IndigenollS Education is the c:ducalional arm of the 
SCHHA. Lesislative findings clearly show that there is a critical "need for excellentteachers, cULTiculum 
developers, researchers, tencher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, mote than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title 1 schools with Ilirge numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHoolrulaiwi PartnerShip has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are OOlDlnitted to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHI'WHoolrulaiwi Partnership is established 8$ a pennanent part of the 
UniVerSity of Hawaii s)lstem. Lasting s)'stemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes fur Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest prjority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, T stand in strong support ofHB674 HO I and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Name: 12a y~ \ () ~em.. ~\;e- SignaUll'O:...!? I ( tJ1,< 
Organimtion: Ng nO\ik~rcl'lD ~~n.~ Schoo I . 
Address: 8q-~ 'M.ltno 1w:ebM.-e, Wt\i~nCt-e fu~i lil?1t{:t. 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Ghrur, Committee on Water, Laud, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture. and Hawalian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

SubJe~t; T<'Stim<,my in Support of House 8UI674 HOI: Relating to Hawruian Affirlrs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

AJoha mai Ukou: 

Mahalo 1]ui for this opportunity to pf<'$ent testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, In open budget S<'S810n by the Conference Committee members. but 
were Inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. M a result of the inadvertent omission ofthes. 
items, this measure was introduced by R.epresentative Carrol! to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the sMie purpose. 

I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
edueational and cultural programs and iniliativ<'S. In particular, 1 support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision offunds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Part!lership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Aome l.ands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversC<'$ the 30,000 beneficiarles of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa HooIculaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educa1ional atm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative (Jnd;ngs clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Natiye Hawaiian 
commun;ti<'S, Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected In the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for thc Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawa;ian 
Hom<'Stead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To preplll'(: Native Hawaiian educatioJla\ leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and dootorallevels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent edUClI-tors who Ill'e well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational weU-being ofI-IawaU's diverse population of children, especially Na1lve HawQ;;an children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership Is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawrui's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the hlgh<'St priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sinQere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 
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To: Senator Clayton B:ee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affuirs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 

Date: 

Subjed: 

Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affitirs 

March 8,2010 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HOI: Relating to Hawaiian Aflhlrs 
Hearing Date: March 10,20 I 0 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kAkou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testim()ny. HB674 HDt represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to recti:IY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators HanabusD, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support nfBB674 HDI whicb provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and culturai programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes tile 
prO\lision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCl-n·IA)/Iiookulaiwi Parmersllip. This legislation offers the SCHHAIHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities fur Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, tile SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UIi 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researcheJ1i, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportullities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in tbe goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare reachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language ImmelSion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communIties); and for Hawaiilll1 charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctorai levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history o'fpreparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in bllth the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especia1Jy Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow ex.poncntially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part ofthe 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education alld in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support offfB674 HOt and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Ha~~ 

Name: ~ ~ffiJrnL Bjp) Signalllre: ~ ~ 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agricultllre, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tok:uda, Vice-Cbair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture. and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate ColWl1ittee on Water, Land, Agricultore, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Snbject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.rn. 

Aloha mai k!kou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HD I represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on Apri130, 2009, in open budget session by the Conrerence Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by :Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB239 I was c~introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
tho same purpose. 

I stand in strong support ofH8674 DDI which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, J support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the SDvereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands fOT the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiilll\ Home Lands Trust The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and ludigenous Education is the educational arm ()fthe . 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, lCacbcr educators, and educational leaders, especially t() work with Native Baweiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Oepartment of Education Hawaiian Language fmmernion Program; for 
Title T schools with large numbers ofBawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educationalleeders in arcas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has n proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawai ian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic chunges in the qoality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDJ and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstmted their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

N ... , isM""" of<. Co roM "oJ, _~~ 
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To: Senator Clayton Free, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affuirs 
Senator ml Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agricultllre, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

SUbjec:t: Testimony in Support ofliouse Bill 674 HDt: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30,2009, in open budget session by the Conference Conmrittee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support of HB674 HDl which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovc:rtign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation ofTers the SCHHAlHookuIaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian AIf.rlrs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the conlmon 
purpose of providing educational opportunities the Native Hawaiians. 

As )'ou. know, the'SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust The UB 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center tor Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teacilers, cUlTiculum 
developers, researchors, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted eftor! is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is rcflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Educalion Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o 1'0 prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as cUJriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher educati(IR through study at the master's and dOCl.Onlllevels 

The SCHHNHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse 'population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is estabIisbed as apennanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes fOT Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HOI and sen 
have ~nstrated their 2jwavering advocacy for public educ 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Sobjett: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDI: Rcla1ing to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 20 I 0 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kAkou: 

Mahalo nui fur this opportunily to present testimony. HB674 HOI represen1s the budget provisos that were 
publicly voled upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadve11C11tly deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission oftbese 
items, Ibis measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB239J. was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee lor 
the same purpose. . 

J stand In strong support ofUB674 HDI which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHliA)lHookulwwi Partnership. this legislation offers Ihe SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partoership the privilege of' 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for Ihe common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Na1ive Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCH HA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need tor eKcellent teachers, Curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacber educators, and educational leaders, especially 10 work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed [0 raise educational opportUnities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHNHookulaiwi Partoership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immel'Sion Progmm; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian cln1dren (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as cUlTiculum re.~eaTCh, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excelJeot educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse popula1iou of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHI-WHoolculaiwi Partnership is established as a pennanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highestpriorily by Hawaii's 
lawmake:rs. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDl and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their un~vering advocacy for public edUCnnn:Waii. .. 
Name: ~,,~(\O ~MWQ. Signature: ~ t\Mmr 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agrioulture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Watet, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date; Marcb 8,2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDl: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p,m. 

Aloha mai ki'ikou: 

Mahalo nni for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee membors, but 
were inadvertently deleted OOm the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectiiY the omission and to include the 
legislatir;m in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB239 1 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I $tand In strong support of HB674 HDI which provides funds to support oritic:ally needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
proVision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwl Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose 6fpro'liding educational opportunities fur Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the I-Jawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center fur Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education Is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critic:al need fur el<:cel1ent teachers, cutriQulum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, It concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawalians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHNHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers fur the Ocpat1.ment of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title 1 scl\ools with large numbers ofHawatian children (especially those scbools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and tor Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partoership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both (he Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well.being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHflNHookulaiwi ·Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawroi's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support of HB674 HDl and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advooaoy for publio educat~ 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Laud, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Dale: 

Subject: 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HD1: Relating to Hawaiian A ff1l.irs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nu; for this opportunity to present restimony. HB674 001 represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members. bur 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll 10 rectify the omission and to include the 
legiSlation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

1 stand in strong support of H8674 flDl which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular. I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Coullcils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCH6A/Hookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department ofHawailan Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCliHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UR 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchCnl, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now. more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunilies for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlRookulaiwi Partnership: 

o 1'0 prepare teachers for the Depanment of'education HawaHan Language Immersion Program; tor 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially lhose schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, SChOll1 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels ' 

TIle SCHHNHookulaiwi Partnership has a provenhistQIY of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaii children. This 
effurt will grow e~poncntially iflhe SCl-:IHAll-:Iookulaiwi Partnership is established as a per ent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic chllnges in the quality of ucation and in the' ademic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given highest priori b Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, 1 stand in S1.r(lng support of HB674 HDI and 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public edu 

Jators who 
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To: Senator Cla.yton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator JiJI Tokuda, Vice·Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 

Date: 

Subje~: 

Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support ot'House Bill 674 HDI: Relating to Hawaiian Affllirs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kltkou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvenent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, 892391 was co·inlroduced by Senators Hanabus8, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support of1:JB(j74 BDt which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Ha.waiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAIHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands tor tbe common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiilll1s. 

As you know, the SCElliA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands TrusI. The UH 
Manoa liookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for ex.cellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, research()J$, tcacher educators, and educational leaders, especiolly to work with Native Hawaiian 
commlll1ities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership; 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter scbools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacber education through study at the master's and doctonl levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western ianguages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's pnblic schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
la.wmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support of.HB674 HD I and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education ~~:rui. 1 Q 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee. Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
AffiUrs 
Members. Senate Committee on Water. Land. Agriculture. and Hawaiian Affairs 

.. 
Date: March 8, 20 to 

Subject: Testimony in Support of HOU$e Bill 674 HOI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: Moreh 10.2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha rnai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009. in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inO\dv~tly deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to recti:fY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 20 I 0 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

J stand In strong support ofHB674 DDt which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawoiinn 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. Tn particular, T support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds 10 support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawailan Homelnnds Assembly 
(SCHHA)/HookuIaiwl Partnership. This IcgislatiOl1 offers the SClH1NHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnerlng with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

AS you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiinn Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hoolrulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communitie •. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goais of the SCHHAJHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers {ot" the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title T schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum researeh, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doatorallevels 

The SCHHA/Hoolrulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and We.~tem languages and cultures and who are committed to ensLLring the 
educational well.being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort wlll grow exponentially if the SCHHAiHookuloiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support of HB674 HDl and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 
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To: Senator Clayton Hoe, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee: on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDI: Relating ro Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Dale: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kilkou: 

Mahalo "ui fOrth;s opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Represenlative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Bee for 
1he same purpose. 

I stand in strong support ofHB674 IIDl which provides funds ro support critically needed Native Hawaii8l1 
educational and cultural progrnms and initiatives. In particular, I support Sccrion 9A, wbich includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the HawaiiWl Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHfiAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Aawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian flame Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, 1he SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center fur Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings cleaTly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators. and cducationalleaders, especially to wolk with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concert cd cffort is reflected in tbe goals of the SCHHAfHookulaiwi Partnership; 

o 1'0 prepare teachers for the Departmcnt of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially !hose schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiiall charter schools; and 

a To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doclQrallevels 

The SCH I:IAfHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
g10unded in bo1h the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHA/Bookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
Vniversity of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes fOf Bawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In con.clusion, I stand in strong support of HB674 HDl and send my sincere aloha [0 !hose legislators who 
have demonstrat:d their Ull:avering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. ! -:=") 
Name: \(9u) tV e 5. J c~nr~< Signature: --+6-->-. -fPr-+--I-L-=U~",,---
Organization: Nt:\ f1Cit",kqPllhO Et:-ementa.'j Scboo I 
Address: 8q-~ M~no" htt.hU-e, We\i~nc;l"e 1fa.~i '1b1"l,:t 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian AfIlrlrs 
Senator Ji II Tokuda, Vicc-Ch.ur, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affuirs 
Members, Senate Connnittee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

SUbject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 001: Relating tn Hawaiian Affuirs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kiikou.: 

Mahalo nui fur this opportunity to present testimony. flB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted troll) the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectifY the onrlssion and to include the 
legiSlation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators HanabUSll,. Kim and Hee for 
fue same purpose. 

I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCffi::lAIHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Aawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands forthe common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

AS you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hooku!aiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational ann of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a crid~a! need fur excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators.. and educati.onalleaders, especially to work witb Native HawaHan 
communities. Now, more thllll ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals oCthe SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department ofEd-ueation Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title T schools with large iJumbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educationalleader$ in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educa1(>rs Who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being ofHawa;;'s diverse popUlation of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHooku.laiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systenrlc changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii'. public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaij's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 001 and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have del'l.l~S1l'ated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. ::-f. .. , 
Name: Lt~.?I ~hIJU Signature: ~ '1ftt1lU),l.J 
Organization: Ntitnot-lkaPllhO ~-emehia.~ S~OQI _ 
Add-ress! 8q-1@ Mar.o N'!bY-e, W0igno"e' futVR4i Q"1G);l 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian AffiWs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water. Land, Agriculture, and Rawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Subjed: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HOI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai k!kou: 

Mahalo nui fOT this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 liDl represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvenent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

1 stand in strong support of HB674 HDI which provides funds to support critically needed Native )-Iawaiian 
educational and culruml programs and initiarive,q. In particular, I support Scction 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCH.HA)I.Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAJIiookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Depanment of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries oftbe Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Rookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational ann of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, cumculum 
developers, researchers, tcacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. Tbis type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCBHNHookulruwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teacher.; for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian chaner schools; and 

o '1'0 prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as cumculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and dQctorallevels 

The SCHAAll-lookulaiwi Partnership bas a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and culrures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being ",fHawaii 's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnezship is established as a permanent pan arrha 
University ofl-Inwaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, 1 stand in strong support ofHB674 IIDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy r",r public education in Hawaii. 

Name: \.11.11<1"-\\<.0 C. --Io\O-\\'LOil::> Signature:t'~ 
Organization: NtitI"lO\iketpohP ~-etnehn.~OC . 
Address: 8q-l~ }/lanD Mhu'fl Wf\.WtM~ fu.'4ii q~1tp. 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, AgriCllIture, and flawaiian Afthlrs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, 8lJd Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 201 0 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HD1: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kiikou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to preseut testimony. HB674 liD! represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify tbe omission and to include the 
legislation in the 20 I 0 budget. Similarly, S'92391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and rIee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support ofBB674 HDt which provides f.unds to support critically needed "Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision offimds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian I'Iomelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHflNHookuiaiwi Par1nership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian A ffairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
pUIpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust The UI-I 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational ann of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
commlmities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. 'Ibis type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian cbarter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum researcb, scbool 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

'Ibe SCHHAlHookuiaiwi Par1nership has a proven history of preparing excellent educalOrs who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse popUlation of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a pennanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes fOT Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 

bave demo~ed their U~~g ;J~na~h;r public educatio:;. ~a~ai~ 'Y'l /J 

Nam"CMtJ)17Mi¢Jt?. Signature: (~)lP ~ 
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TI): Senator Clayton Bee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affirlrs 

'Date: 

Subject: 

Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiien Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDl: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearin& Date: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai k8kou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HF.I674 HD 1 represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget dooument As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legialation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 W8$ co-introduced by Senators Ffanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand III stt'Oog support of HB674 001 which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. Ie particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
Provision of funds to support tbe Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hooknlaiwi Partncrahip. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affalrn and the Department of Hawaiian Borne Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA o"ers~s the 30,000 beneficiariea of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust The UH 
Manoa Hookulalwi Center for Native Hawaiian and ledigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA, 'Lt)gisilltive tindinss clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educatioualleadera, eapecially to worlc with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a conce1ied effort is needed to raise educational oppOrtunities fur Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in tbe goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department ofEducntion Hawaiian Language Immersion Progranl; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charlet schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational Jeaders in areas such as curriculum research. school 
administration, and teacher education through study at !be master's and dootorallevels 

The SCIfiiAlHookulaiwi Partnership ha\! a proven histoty of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii'. diverse population of cbildren, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHNH()()kulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of1he 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in 1he quality of education and in the acaderilic 
outcomes fur Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strollg support of HB674 HD 1 and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonsb'ated their unwavering advocacy fur public education in 'Ra waiL 

Name: \f't'et\~ I'f a\:::a.,jq I'ha Signature: 1te:-&~ 
OQ,,>ani7.ation: nOli kvlpOhO §{.etnf,r\ta~ S~OQ I . 
Address: 8q~l&? \4ttno Ney\y'fI W'Uti0.M6 ±rt~i q~1'l2: 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Sill 674 HD1: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.Ul. 

Aloha mai kEikou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the fuwJ. budget document. As a result ofthe inadvertent omissioI1 of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Cmoll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, S3239 t was co-introduced by Senators HanabusB, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

Istand in $troog support of HB674 HOl which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational md cultural programs and initiatives. In p3tticular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi ,Partnership. TIlls legislation offers the SCHHAI.B.ookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partncring with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs WId the Department of Hawaiian Borne Lands forthe common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, cuniculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is nceded to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effurt is ref1e~1ed in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers fOT the Department ofEduC'ation Hawaiian Language Immersion J>rogram; for 
Title r schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educationalleadt."r8 in ilJ'e8S such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven. history ofprepariog excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-beiI1g of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children.1'his 
effort will gl"Ow exponentially lfthe SCHHAJB'ookuJaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic ' 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priorily by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demo~ated their unwav0 advocacy. for public educati~in aii. (} rJR-
Name: Nr La \~ L -e Signature: _ ~ ~_ 
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To: Senator Clayton liee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Subject; Testimouy in Support of House Bill 674 HDl: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kiikou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportuni1y to present testimony. HB674 1:ID 1 represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the :final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectiiY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 201 0 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support ofRB674 HDl which provides fuuds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational aud cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
proVision offunds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation off ern the SCfnlNHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Borne Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native "Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational ann of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a conceited effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Ha.waiians. This 1ype of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHoo\(waiwi Partnership: 

a To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especiaJly those scbools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian chaner schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHl:'IAl.f.lookulaiwi Partnership bas a proven history of preparing ~cel1ent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being ofIiawaii's diverse pDpulation of children, especially NatlveHawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAffi'ookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
Universi1y of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, 1 stand in strong support of HB674 HDl and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public cation' awaii. 

NamJs...,~ mar'liitA.-eU '::' torj,"o 
Organization: Nlil nCliklilp-0hO E3.emm 
Address: 8Q-rre. }t\ttt\O N'lhy-e qb1~,,,-,;l..,---_ 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, AgticuJture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jlll Tokuda, Vice-Cha.ir, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affilirs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HOl: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearin.fl; Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 OOt represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon OD April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from tlJe final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to ill<llude tbe 
legislation in the 20JO budget. Similarly, SB2391 was oo-introduced by Senatots 'Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand In strong support ofHB674 HOI which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision offunds to support the Sovcrcign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assemhly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwl Partnership the privilege oC 
partnering with the Office ofllawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SeRHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home 'Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hooknlaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and lndjgenous Education is the educational ann oCthe 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly sh.ow that there is a critical need for <:l/.cc)l1ent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational Jeade1'S, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to ralse educational opporttmities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of tbe SCHHAlHookulaiwi Parioership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for HaWaiian etuuter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as cW'ticuium research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doclorallevels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators wJlo are well 
grounded in botb the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-heing of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially iftbe SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part "fthe 
University ofHawail system. Lasting systemic chauges in the quality of education and iD the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools mas! be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, 1 stand in strong support ofHB674 HOI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in liawaU. 

N~' Jtvlhi-W ~ '_-t';";/'< ~ 
organiwion; l'ighQ\lkfi ~~ehJa'(1 S~ool 
Address: 8q-l~ ):4It\'\O M{hY'I} W~i0.M'&' fu:~j GHnq~ 
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To: Senator ClaYlOn H~e, Chair, Committee on Water, .t.a.nd, Agriculture, and Hawaiian. Affah-s 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Membern, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support ofHou.~e BUl674 HOI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March to, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kAkou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 Hot represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items. this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly. SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Bee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support ofHB67411 Dl which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. rn particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision offullds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHooknlaiwi Parmership the privilege of 
parmering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hooknlaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and 1'Ildigenous Education is the educational ann oflhe 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a cri.tical need for excellent teachers. curriculum 
developers, researchers. teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational oppolto.nities for Native 
lfawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals orlhe SC.HfWHookulBiwi P8l1l)crship: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research. school 
administration. and teacher educationthrougb study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed 10 ensuring tbe 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children. especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAJHookulaiwi Parmership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

rn conclusion, l stand in strong support QfHB674li'Dl and send my sin se legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public educ in H waH. 

Name: t<Jm~li ~ Signature: -=--\+"-"-'<-______ _ 

Organization: Ntl nC\iktlpoIlQ· t?:-&-neh-tu~ SchOD I 
Address: 8Q-f&.? Mttno MhU~ W&\jtlM-e fu.~i 
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To: Senatot Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
AffhlIs 
MembClS, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDl: Relating to Hawaiian A £Fairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kllkou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, tbis measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budge!. Similarly. S132391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the ~amc purpose. 

llitand in strong support ofBB674 001 which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and culrural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilcge of 
partnering with the Office ofHawaHan Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportUnities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawailan Home Lands Trust The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center fur Native Hawaiian and Indigenou.q Education is the educational arm of the 
sCl-n~. Legislative findings clearly show that thcre is a critical need for excellent teachers, cunicu(um 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, moretban ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities fOT Native 
(ia.w;liians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals oflhe SCHHAlHaokulaiwi Partnership: 

a To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language fmmersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers ofHawaHan children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational Ieaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SClliWHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history 0 f preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are commincd to ensuring the 
educational well-being of l-Cawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawailan children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a pennanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic change.~ in the quality of education WId in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the bigbest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclUSion, istand in strong support ofHB674 HD1 and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in HawaiI. 

Name: JJw~ ~ Signature: ~ 
Organization: Na. nC\'k:ipOhlL = ~±d~ SvhOQ I _ 
Address: 8q-l~ MaYlo hr"hy-e W0icmGt'fJ fu.~i q1019.?. 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, IllId Hawaiiao Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Bawaiian 
Affairs 

Date: 

Subject: 

Members, Senate Committee on Water, .Laod, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDl: Relating to f:lawaiiao Affairs 
He/ll"in& Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.rn.. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo uui fur this opportunity to prescnt testimony. HB674 HDl represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly 'Voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result ofthe inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 20 I 0 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim aod Bee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand In strong support ofHB674 HDt which provides fullds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision offunds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SClR-IA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department ofHawallnn Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries ofrhe Hawaiian Home Lands Tmqt. The UH 
Manoa Hooktllaiwi Center for Native HaW'.uian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm ofrhe 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiiao 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of CI)ncerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHfWHookulaiwi Part'tJcrship: 

o To prepare teachers for the Depantnent of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaii all children (especially those schools in HaWaiian 
Homestead communities); and (or Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiiao educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's aod doctoral levels 

The SCHBAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's d;vcrsc population of children, e.qpecially Native Hawlliian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHA/Bookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawail's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support of HB674 HDl and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated thcir U1J.waverin!! advocacy for pllblic edu~ Hawaii. 

Name: ~\A~~ ~i\VI M.Ct\flw- Signature: ~ ltvv ~ 
Organization: ~ nO\ik~pDhO ElementaQ;) S~OO I, 
Address: Sq-I&:? \-l\al'\o MhY'fr WtifiOthO.6 -fi!:~·1 %1li\:l. 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian AtTain 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agricnlture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDl: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kiikou: 

Mahalo nni for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 Hot repl'¢scnts the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on Apri130, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was inJroduced by Representative Carroll to recrilY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 20 I 0 bndget. Similarly. SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee fOT 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support ufHB674 HDl which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawalian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with [he Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the comlTlon 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Nal1\1c Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries afthe Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center fur Native Hawaiian and IndigenollS Education is the cducational3l1ll of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curricnlum 
de\lelopers, researchers, tcacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to rajse educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHI-WHookulalwi Partnership: 

o 1'0 prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers ofHawalian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawalian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in =85 such as curriculum research, school 
administration. and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse popUlation ofchlldren, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCf:ffWHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a pennanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality ofeducatlon and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 tID! and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public edu:!:r ~ () 

Name: i2~lIt.....-:k.I'ta."..<- Signature: ~ ~ ~ 
Organization: N~ 1"10ik"lpOllO E!.et-net"lta'l1 S~OO I .. 
Address: 8q-l~ N\GthO k(hY~ W£\jt\M'6 fu~i t:t1011!l I ,=---
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1'0: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Ji1l1'olcuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Kawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDt: Relating 10 Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDt represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of tile inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB239t was co-introduced hy Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand In strong support ofBB674 HDI which provides funds to supportcriticaJly needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hoolculaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affajrs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trus!. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need faT excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language ImmClSion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers ofHawaHan children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCmWHookula.iwi Partnership bas a proven history of preparing excellent educatorS who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are commined to ensuring tile 
educational well-being (If 8awaii's diverse popUlation of chiidrell, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a pennanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawail's public schools mus! be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

Tn conclusion, 1 stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have dem.onstrated their unwavering advocacy for publie educ~ti.z,n in Hawaii. 

Name: LiSa RClvllAda Signature: iMaj2v.A-iJ&-
OrganizaTion: NGthOljkgr-01'lQ 13.emen1a~ S~ool . 
Address: 8q-/5?? ""/.tW'.O N<hY~ Wt\)lAMfi fu.14I', 
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S<:nator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affuirs 

Date~ 

Subjeet: 

Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support ot'Honse Bill 674 HD!: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mm kllkou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HD 1 represen1s the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30,2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission ot'these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to t"eetify the omiasion and to include the 
legislation iT.! the 2010 budget. Similatly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Rim and Hee for 
tho same purpose. 

I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. fn particular, I support Section 9A, which ineludes the 
provision offunds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Afthlrs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands fot the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands TtuSt. The UH 
Manoll Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational ann of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teaenern, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially (0 work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in tbe goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers fur the Department of Education Hawaiian Language fmrnorsion Program; for 
Title I schools with large nllmbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian eduClltionalleaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and lellchet education through study at the masler's and doctoral levels 

The SCHflAIHookulaiwi Partnership has II proven history of preparing excellent educators Who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially ifthe SCHHAlHoolculaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic chanses in the quality of education and in the academio 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, :I stand in strong suppott of HB674 HDt and send my sincere aloha to th se legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy fOr publi • n in Hawaii. 

Name: fpgfl't1'6i. ~. *{1: Signa ~~\~~~~-
Organization: Ntil.l"tOhKapohO \3.etoetll-d'<j Scbo I . 
Address: Sq-Itb ~aY\o NehY$ WQtl(j\n~"6' I fuW!1i 'ib1Q!l. 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, WId Hawaiian AlTairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agricultore, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Subje~t: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 lIDI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha roai kiikon: 

Mahala nui fOT this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. AS a result of the inadvertent omission ofthe.qc 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to recti/y the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB239 I was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand In strong support oftrB674 HDI whicb provides funds to support critjcaUv needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. rn particular, I support Section 9A, whicb includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils ofilie Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lflookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHBAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partncriog with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providIng educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, cu.rriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed In raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHNHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Ocpartment of "Education Hawaiian Language fmmersion Progratn; for 
Title I schools with targe numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those scbools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communiLies); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and reacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlffookulaiwi PaItnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being ot"Hawaii's diverse population ot" children, e.qpecially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
Univtl'Sity of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education WId in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the higbest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 lIDI and send my sIncere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Name: .;Ierll"l 1<e:i14 Signature: -~-'Pr'<""",,-'-""-'=-~-------
Organization: Ntt nO\jk(i\pOhO E!-emen-ta't) SJ)oo I 
Address: 8q-l~ ""etno -httny~ W~fI0M"" fu~j %1Q.:t 
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To! Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affilirs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 201 0 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HO 1: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
l-Ie>tring Date: March 10,2010 at 2,45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kiikou: 

Mahalo nui fur this opportunity to present testimony. BB674 HD1 represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, In open budget session by the Conference Committee members, bot 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, 8B2391 was co-introduced by SenatoTS Hanabusa, Kim and Heo for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support of HB674 WI whicb provides funds to support critical Iv needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiativC$. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of tile Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulalwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHooirulaiwi Partuersbip the privilege of 
parInering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA overSeC$the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust The UR 
Manoa Hookulalwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
8CHHA. Legislative findings cloorly sbow that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, cumculum 
dev~lopers, researchers, teacher educators, and educati(>1)al1eaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than evet. a concerted effort is needed to raise educational oppofIl.lllities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected In the goals oflhe SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numberS ofHawaiiao children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o 1'0 prepare Native Hawaiian educationalleadeTS in areas such as eurriculllm fC$carch, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctcrallevels 

The 8CHHAlHool<ulaiwi Parloership has a proven history ofpreparlng excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are commlned to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian ohildren. This 
effort will b'fOW exponentially if the SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership is establisbed as a permanent part cfthe 
University ofBawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the aeademic 
outcomes for Hawaii's ch.ildren in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

fn conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 001 and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advooocy for public education In H.awaii. 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice.Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee Oll Water, Land, A(,lriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 201 0 

SUbject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 liD 1: Relalil1g to Hawaiian A trairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahala nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, ill open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As It result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to recti IY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was ¢(I·introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Bee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support ofHB674 n01 which provides funds to support criticallv needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural progrlllDS und initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, whiCh includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCBHAlHookulaiwi Partuership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Haw ali an Affairs and Ihe Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the30,OOO beneficilU'ies of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center tor Native Hawaiian and Illdigef.lous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings (lIQarly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, cuniculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
¢(Immunities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type ofconccrtcd effort is reflected in the goals orlhe SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepate teachers for the Department of EducatiOn Hawaiian Language Immersion Program: tor 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especiaUy those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities): and for Hawaiian cbarter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teaoher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawalian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCI:iHAIHookulalwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes fot Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be gIven the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, 1 stund in strong support of HB674 liDl and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy fot public education in Hawaii. 

N_, L1.rt~j. C k.:. .....-~ W 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee. Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and flawaUllll Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
AtTlUrs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 aD J : Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kiikou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure W'd$ introduced by Represen(a.tive Carroll to rectify the omission and to Include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support ofBB674 HDI which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultursl progrsrns and initiatives. In particular, 1 support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision offtmds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaii;m Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lf:Iookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Horne Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportnnities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home l.ands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCliIiA. Legislative Rndings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especi.ally to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ev¢I', a concerted effort is needed to ralse educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHNHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, scho(1i 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educalol1l who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii syslem. Lasting systemic changes in the quality ofeducalion and in the academic 
outcomes fur Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HD1 and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 
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To: Senator Clayton He.:, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affuirs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, .tand, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date; March 8, 20 to 

SUbject: Testimony in Support ofHollSC Bill 674 HDl: Relating to Hawaiian Affilirs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 20 10 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kiikou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present restimony. HB674 HD I represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rl)(:tily the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 W/iS co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand In strong support ofRB614 HDI which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and caltural programs and initiatives. In particular, 1 support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision offtmds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHooky\aiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership tho privilege of 
partnoring with the Office ofHawlriian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands tor the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you k1!ow, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands TnlSt. The UB 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Nativ.., Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, currioulum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed lO raise educational opportunities for Nalive 
Hawaiians. nus type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of lbe SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of'f-lawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral I..,vels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western lang~ages and cait.v.res and who are committed to ensuring the 
edllClltional well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookullliwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conolusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HOI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy tor public education in Hawaii. 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee 011 Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian AfFairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on WateT, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HOI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kaJcou: 

Mahala nui for this opportunity to present tesrimony. HB674 HOI represents the budge! provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the fmal budget docwnent. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure WBS introduced by Representative Cmroll to rectilY the omission and to inclUde the 
legislation in the 201 0 budget. Similarly, 882391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stllRd in strong support ofRB674 HDl which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, J support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands A.ssembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian AffaiIs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries (lfthe Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous 8ducation is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, reacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is nceded to raise educa.tional opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of ooncerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title r schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctomllevels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history ofpreparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population ofchiidreI1, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHA/Fiookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part oflhe 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the- quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii·'s children in Hawaii's pUblic schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 
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To: SenalOr Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
SenalOr Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affain; 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Alohamaikakou: 

Mahala nui for this opportunity LO present testimony. HB674 HD I represents the budget provisos that were 
pnblicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, bur 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure ws,q intrOduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB239 I was co-introduced by Senators Hanahusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

1 stand in strong support of HB674 RDl which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and culturel programs and initiatives. In particular, 1 support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of tile Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHNHookulaiwi Parrnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational ann of the 
SCHl-IA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, cuniculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Nmive Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed 10 raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SC HHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o 1"0 prepare teachers tor the Department of aducation Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native :Hawaiian educational leaders in areas sucb as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHNHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHA/HookuJaiwi Par1nersbip is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic chWlges in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrared their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice.Chair, Committee on Water, l.and, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Subject: Teb'timony in Support of House BiIl674 HDI: Relating to Hawaiian A ITail'S 
Hearing Date: March lO, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai k!lkou; 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDl represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the fmal budget document. As a rcsult of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to illclude the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Bee for 
the same purpose. 

r stand in strong support oflIB674 HDl which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and ini"tiatives. In particular, 1 support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership tbe privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for theeammon 
purpose of pro"iding educational opportunities tor Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center far Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and edueationalleaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type ()f concerted effort is reOocted in tile goals of the SCHHA/Hookulaiw.i ,Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Progr-clJD; tor 
Title L schools with JllIge numbers ofHawaiisn children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian chaner schOOls; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such a,q euniculum research, school 
adminb'tration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctontllevels 

The SCHHAlHoakulaiwi Partnership has a proven history ofpreparlng excellent educators wlio are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well·being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, T stand in strong support of HB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Name: flmv E. (h aj4 M; Signature: ~ L~~. 'k-
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affhlrs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, l..and, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affilirs 

Date; 

Subjectl 

Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and HaWll-lian Affairs 

March 8, 20 10 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahala nul for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 EDt represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session b>, the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items. this meaqure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectij)r the omission and to inl)lude the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanahusa, Kim and Hoo for 
the same purpose. 

J stalld ill strong support ofHB674 flD1 which provides funds to support critically nceded Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultllral progl'ltms and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which iucludes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partllcring with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opporlllnities fur Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and indigenous education is the educational arm of the 
SCI-IRA. Legislative tindings clearly show that there is Ii critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise edllcational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted eftbrt is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Departrtumt of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion f'rogl'al1l; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Haw ali an children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educationaileaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western hutguages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational weU·being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native l:-!awaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHlWHookulaiwi paxtnership is established as a pel'l11anent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of edllcation and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmak~. 

Tn conclusion, I stand in strong support c)f HB674 HD 1 and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their llllwavering advocacy fur public education in Hawaii. 

Name([2·\9J'X). E~ Signato~rQ?C2 9~3 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
SenatOr .rill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affilirs 
Memben;, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: MaTCh 8, 20 I 0 

Subjcct: Testimony in Support ofHousc Bi1l674 HOI: Relating to HawaiiWl Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 20] 0 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kiikou: 

Mahalo nui tor this opportunily to present testimony. HB674 HDI represenTS the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted fl"om the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
Items, thi$ measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectifY the omission and to include the 
legislation In the 20]0 budge!- Similarly, SB2391 was co-Introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same pUrpose. 

I stand in strong support ofHB674 HD! which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs lUld initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provisiou of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partnel1!hip. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering wifh the Office of Hawaiian A ffairs and the Department 0 f Hawaiian Home Lands tor the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA. oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The VH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational ann of the 
SCI-IHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially 10 work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted eUbrt is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This lypc of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHNHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language lmmersion Program; for 
Title r schools with large numben; of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education rhrough study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAIHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded ill both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse popula1ion of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will gJOw exponentially if the SCHHAJHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
Universily of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priorily by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education In Hawaii. 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Afthlrs 
Senator JiI! Tokuda, Vice-Chait, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 

Date: 

Subject: 

Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian AffaifIJ 

March 8, 201 0 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDI: Relating to Hawaiian A trail'S 
Hearing O!lte: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p,m. 

Aloha mal kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 lIDl represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
Were inadvertently deleted from tli" /lnal budget docnment. As a resull of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectifY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee tbr 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong suppart ofHB674 HOt wlrichprovides funds to support Critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which inclUdes the 
provision offunds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwj Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational oppottuniti~s tbr Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SeHHA oversees the 30,000 benefioiaries of the HawaUan Home Lands Trust. The VH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native l-Iawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachctS, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, II concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHoolrulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language I mmersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawallail chaner schools; lUId 

o "0 prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the mastet's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Haw ali's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
eftbrt will grow exponentially If the SCHHNHookulaiwI Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere alOha to those legislatol'S who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public edUcati:~ :awaii. 
Name: WA rM~ S~!tJ\;[fQ. Signature: ~ ~(U..,v~ 
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Address: 8q-l5t> lJI.ano MhY-e, Wll\i0.M~ I fu~i '!b1.1.?.=-_ 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Sen8l0r Jill Toknda, Vicc-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 

Date: 

Subject: 

Members, Senale Commillee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian AtTain; 

Marcb 8, 201.0 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HOI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing D8Ie; March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.rn. 

Aloha mai kiikoll: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. FJ'B674 flD 1 represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on Apri130, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the linal budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll 10 rectilY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budgel. Similarly, 8B2391. was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support ofBB674 HDt which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Seclion 9A, which includes the 
provision offullds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation oITers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affuirs and the Department of Hawaiian Horne Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

AS you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more tban ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I: schools with large numbers ot'Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaden; in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are couunitted to ensuring the 
educational well-being ofHawaiPs divct$l) population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent pari of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of edue8lion and in the acadelnic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

Tn conclusion, I stand in strong suppott of.I:£B674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legisl8lors who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Name: .....!.A.:..!I1C!.l":.!.I<.=--..!..P.:.:(t:.:.f!:.I<, ____ _ Signature: _.:.a....!.tf'0'-..!., -_l.,.._-LfJl-L.4.....:.: ___ _ 

Organi7.aUon: ..!::¥t hO\jk~OhD ~.etneh±a'() Schoo I _ 
Address: 8ct-(~ \>4atlD MhY'fI Wtfl"na~ fta~i 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
SenatOr Jill Tokuda. Vice-Chair, Committee On Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HOI: 'Relatin,g to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 20 I 0 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mal kiilcou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HD I represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members. but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectilY ilie omission and to include ilie 
legislation in ilie 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introdueed by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I' stand in strong support ofBB674 HD! which provides funds to suppor! critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which Includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sov¢l'¢lgn Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation otTers the SCHHAlI:lookulaiwi PartnL'1'Ship the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
pllypOse of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The un 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center fur Native Hawaiian and Jndigeoous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effurt is needed to rai.se educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected In the goals of the SC.I'.IHNHookulaiwi Partnership; 

o 1'0 prepate teachers for ilie Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbcrs of Hawaiian children (especially those schools In Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Bawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, School 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCJ:frWHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will gtow exponentially if the 'SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lastin,g systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academio 
outcOmes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highCS\ priority by Hawaii's 
Jawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support of 00674 HD I and send my sincere aloha to those 'legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Narne:~w C· \CppM,1M\I./ Signature: CL..."u.,) ~,. ~ 
Organization: ~\')c:;\!kt:lpOnQ,_E.'(:...J.:-emen::'!"'c""-!.Irra=,:.'tlpS~vhc.!""OQI<.JI,---______ _ 
Address: 8q-~ \-4aY\p kl'''Y-e, W01t\M1Y fu~i qb1q~ 
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'1"0: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair. Committee on Water, Land, Agriculrurc, amI I·Iawaihm Aflhlrs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice..chair. ColIllllittee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Afthlrs 

Date: 

Subjeet; 

Member>.l, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agrlcultllre, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDI: Relating to Hawaiian Affilirs 
Hearing Date: Maroh 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mo.i kakou: 

Mahalo nui for 1his opportunity to present testimony. $674 HDl repres<mts the budget pro'Visos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, ill open budget ses.~ion by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertellt omission of these 
items, 1his measure was introdueed by Representative Cartoll to rectiry- the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, 81;12391 was co-introduC¢d by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

1 stand in stroltg sPl'pol't ofHB674 HDt whicb provides funds to support critically nceded Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHBA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Atf!lirs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As yOu know, the SCHHA Qvers~es the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands 1'rust. The UH 
Manoa "f:lookulaiwi Center for Native Bawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational ann of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, rcsea:rche"" teacher educatol"S, and educationa11eaders, especially to work with Nati"" Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is refleoted in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

c To prepare teachers for 1he Department of EducatiOn Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of"Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian obarter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educaticnalleaders in areas such as culTiculum research, school 
administration, and teacher edu<:ation through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educate", who are well 
gl'o"nded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being ofHawoli's diverse population of children, especially Native HawaIian childr ...... Thls 
effort will grow exponentially If the SCHHAlHookulalwi Pannership is established lIS a permanent part of the 
Univenity of HawaIi system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and ill the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 WI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering adVo~cy for public educati~w~. 

Name: ~iM"VL C. f: Il Signature: 'l~-f4. 
Organization: t'lt:thO\jkgPOM §~-ta~ S~OoI 
Address: 8q~L5?? ManD Mnu'f, W0itAM"fI fu:~j qb1q;t 
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To: 

Date: 

Subject: 

Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice.Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March.8,2()10 

,'estimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDl: Relating to Hawaiian Affaim 
Hearing Pale: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.rn. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahala Dm for this opportunity tt) present testimony. HB674 HD1 represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to recti:tY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 Was co-introduced by Senatom Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand In strong support ofBBCi74 DDt which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultarsl programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to supportthc Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership the privllege of 
partncring with the Office of l:Iawaiian Affairs and Ille Department ofl'lawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SClmA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCBHA. Legislative findings cleaTly show that there is a critical need fot excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leadem, especially to work with Native HaWaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed 10 raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partm:rsbip: 

o 1.0 prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as cwriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi :PartneI5bip has a proven history of preparing excellent educatolS who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western language.q and cultures and who are committed to ensuring !he 
educational well-being ofBawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookuIaiwi Partnership is established as a pelllllUlent part of the 
UnivelSity of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
Jawmakers. 

In conclusion, r stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislatolS who 
have demo ted !heir unwavering a~vocacy for ~UbliC educat~ ~. ::> ~ 

Name: ~ Signature: ~ ~ 
OrgllDization: N.tJ\noi!k~rDhO ~.etneh=.!..!=.!.lda=~~S...uJ,~OO!L!.I ______ _ 
Address: 8q-~ M~hD N-ehy-e Wpn~M1Y ~~i 'Ib1Q.? 
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To; 

Date:: 

Subject: 

Senator Clayton Hee. Chair, Committee on Water, Land, AgriCUlture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Laml, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
A:ffilirs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in SuWert of House Bill 674 HOl: Relating to Hawaii;U) Affairs 
Hearing Dille: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai klikou: 

Mahala Qui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HOJ represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Cot)[¢I'ence Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent Ol'rIission ofthesl!' 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to I"eCtiiY the omission and to inolude the 
legislation in the 2010 budget Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I sfjrnd in strong $UPport oCHB674 HDl which provides funds to support Critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs /IIld initiatives. In particular, I support Seetlon 9A, Which inoludu the 
provision offunds to support the Sovereign Councils ofilie Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)ll:'lookulaiwi Partnel'$hip. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnersbip the privilege of 
partncring with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Departm...t of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Homo Lands Trust The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native HawaHan and (ndigenous Education is the edUcational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, currioulum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educatlonalleaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted. effurt is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
HawaiianS. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHf(A/Hookula!wl "Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immel'$ion Program; for 
Title l schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (upecially those schools ill Hawaiian 
HomUlcad communities): and tor Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian eduoationalleaders in areas such as curriculum researoh, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership hilS a proven history of preparing e>r.cellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and. Western languages and oulturu and who are committed 1.0 ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native aawaiian cb.ildren. 'This 
effort will growexl?onentially if the SCllHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as ~ pennanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in !be quality of education and in !be academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's publiQ schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conolusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Name: ~ ~.fJIV',,<,d nJ'f.J('fff Signature: r~.....t..l /}'? ...... L 
Organization: Nc.thC\ik~p9.DP El:.eme.ni'aQ1 SchOol 
A.ddtess: 8Q-!S2 Mano W"hy-e W~itaM-e I :/±zI.'.J..:::..:IIflI:.t:.!,:' :!..!.i_GJ.z..:.b:...J1....£CJ.:t=-_ 
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To: Senator Clayton liee. Chair, Committee on Water, Land, AgricultUre. and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Cbair. Committee on Water. Land, Agriculture, and HawaHan 
Affuirs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water. Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March g, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDJ: Relating to Hawaiian Affuil's 
Hearing Pate: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mal kilkou; 

Mahalo n\Ji for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDl represcuts the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectifY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB239 1 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hce for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong sopport of HB674 HDt which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/I-Iookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHlWHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities Cor Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The DR 
Manoa liookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian Wld Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educationallcaders, especially \0 work with Native f:lawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCBHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program: for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and reacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SClfHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership has a proven histOiy of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent]Jart of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic ohanges in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by lfawaii's 
lawmakers. 

Tn conc.lusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demo~s~rated their unwav.ering larlvocacy for public education in .HaWaii: ( 

Name: 41ft d !n.~~ Signature: CJI«,v ~ 
Organization: Nc:tI"JOilkaPOhO \3.etn€.hja~ S.v.b~ooC!...I ______ _ 

Address: 8q-~ }ilcthO N-e'Qyf, WtaitAno.~ -fu.~; 
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To: 

Date; 

SlIbjc:et: 

Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Haw>tiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tok.lIda. Vice-Chair, Committee on Water. Land, Agriculture. and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affain; 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support of House BiIl674 liD I: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 20 I 0 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mm kakou: 

Mahalo nui for tllis opportunity to present testimony. Hl3674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget doc\lment. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectifY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators l:lanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand In strong support orHB674 HDl whioh provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
edu<llUional and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, 1 support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SC.HlfA)/Hoolrnlaiwi "Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering witb the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and th¢ Department of Hawaiian Home l.ands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficlaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Cemer for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational rum of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developem, researchers, teacher educators, and oducationalleaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
conununities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCllHAIHoolrnlaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepa:re teachers for the Department ot'l1.ducation HawaHan Language immersion Program; fur 
'Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in. Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educationalleadCl's in areas such as c\U'I'iculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHNflookulaiwi Partncn;hlp has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Westem languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlBookulaiwi Partl)mhip is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic chang~s in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakcn;. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocaoy for public education in Hawaii. 

Name: "'Da....",cffe t.JOJ1 SignatW'e: 2l~ t.)4'lo, 

Organization: Nil nGitk6lpohQ E!.etn€.htv.'(1 Sc~oo I 
Address: Sq-!&? Mo;no -/w.'OU'f; Wt;flt\M6 -fu.~i qb19~ 
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To: Senator Clayton Flee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator )il1 Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affuirs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: Marclt 8, 2010 

SlIbject: Testimony in Support ofHouseBiII 674 HDl: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 2010 at 2;45 p.m. 

Aloha mal kruc:ou: 

Mabalo nui for thIs opportunity to present testimony. I-ffi674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members. but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 201 0 budget. Similarly, S)32391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand In strong support nflIB674 DD1 which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lRookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
parlncring with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Horne Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookula; wi Center for Native Hawaiian and rndigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHBA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a oritica! need for excellent teachers, cumculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi PartnetShip; 

o To prepare teachetS for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title r schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed 10 ensuring the 
educational Well-being oflfawnii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHA/Hookulaiwi l'ar1nership is eslElblished as a permanent par! of the 
University ofHawnii system. Lastiog systemic changes in the quatity of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB574 lID! and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education ill Hawaii. 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Aflilirs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, lind Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture. and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8,2010 

Subj~t; Testimony in Support oftl'ouse Bill 6741iD1 : Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kilkou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HOI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30,2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final hudget document. As II result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure wes introduced. by Representative Carroll to rectiry the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabll$3, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I sl:/l.nd in strong support of HB614lfDl which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawl;\iian 
educational 'Il1d cultural programs and Initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support tho Sovereign Councils of the Haw:ilian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offen; the SCHHNHookulaiwi PlU'1nermip the privilege of 
parb1ering with the Office ofHawsllan Affalrs and the Department ofHawslilUJ flome Lands for the common 
purpose of providing eduoational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

A. you know, the SCBBA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Bawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Bookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the eduoational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that thet¢ is a oritiool need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
commuruties. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise eduootiona] opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAJH:ookulalwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Sdueation lfawailan Language Immersion Program; for 
Title J schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (espeeia.lly those schools In Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for HawaiilUl charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as currioulum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the Jll8$tel"S and doc!orallevels 

The SCHHAJHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent eduootors who arc well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Westero languages and cultures and who are oOmmitted to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especia.lly Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially If the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a pennanent part of the 
University ofI:Iawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the qualjty of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclll$ilm, I stmd in strong support ofHB674 HOt and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Name:ictuVa McQ.lA.tLvl Signature:Qf?l.LU"Ct 1M c~ 
Organi2ation: Nt\ lioilkepeno E!-ern0"l-rn.~ Svhoo I . 
Address: 8q~~ Mar.o M-Ghu't} W0ill\.na-e tbt\llfli %1q;t 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agri<:ulture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Toknda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture. and Hawaiian 
Affairs 

Date! 

Subject: 

Members, Senate Committe~ on Water, Land, Agriculture, and H.awaiian AtThirs 

March 8, 201 0 

Testimony in Support of House BiII 674 HDI : Relatil1l1 to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearinll Date: Mar<:h 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kllko\): 

Mahalo Dui for this opportunity to present testimony, HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this m<:asure was introduced by Representative Carroll to ,.ecti:fy the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, S82391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee fOT 
the same pnrpose. 

I stand in stroug support ofBB674 DDt which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to suppOIt the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi .Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAJHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnerlng with the Office of Hawaiian Affilirs and the Department of Hawaii am Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As YOli kuow, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indillenous Sducation is the educational arm of the 
SCHI·IA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, espeCially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational oppo:rtunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi l'ilrinetship: 

o To prepate teachers for the: Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as cutriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral leVels 

The SCBHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who ate well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Westem languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Rawaii's diverse population of children , especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's chlJdren in Hawaii's publio schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
Jawmakers. 

In conclusion, 1 stand in strong support ofHB674 HOI and send my sincere aloha to thQ$~ legislators who 
bave demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public ed:~on in Ha7~ = / 
Name:0mtw(JO~Ani C~ SjgnatUl'e:~=_=="---''''--''~'::;:_:;'::'. __ =-_~=_ 
Organization: N{;\ 11".;, kg peno ~-ernen-\].~ S MOO I • 
Address: SGf-/5?? MctnD :MehY~ Wtl.I0.nGl"6 -fut~; qb1q~ 
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To~ Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Bawaiion Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 

Date: 

Subject: 

Members, Senate Committee on Wate1', Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiillll Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support of BOUSe Bill 674 HDI: Relating to fiawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai k!kou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publi<;ly voted upon on Apri130, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadver!entJ)I deleted from the final budget document. As a result oithe inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 20 I 0 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same puxpose. 

I stand In strong support 0'00674 HDt which provides fimd$ to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
edul)ationa) and cultural programs and initiatives. In ptu1icular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of fund$ to snpport the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAiHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office offfawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Land$ for the common 
puxpose of providing eduoational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCAHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the HaWaiian Home Lands Trust. The VII 
Manoa Hooknlaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational ann of the 
SCHl-fA. l.egislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher edUl)ators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educatIonal opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of1he SCHHA/Hooknlaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Progmm; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas sueh as curriculum researeh, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAiHookulalwl Partnership has a proven histoIY of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in bolh tbe Hawaiian and Westero languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii'. divCTSe population of children, especialty Native Hawaiian ohildren. lhis 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
UniversIty of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes ill the quality of edncation and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated. their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Name: i<~\~ Dr) MCbMne Signature: ~~ -hviJ.~ 
Organization: Ntlhvfrk"'pDho ~JaQ1 ScJ\OQ . 
Address: Sq-IE©> M~no M!hYi, W0ianGl'EI frtl4ii %1GJ~ 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee. Chair, Committee on Water, .Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affilirs 
Senator Jill Tolruda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
MembClS, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Af'J:'airs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

SUbjett: Testimony in Support of Rouse BH1 674 HOI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 20 I 0 at 2 :45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDl represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Conunittee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, tbis measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 201 0 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

J stand in strong support 0('88674 HDl which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaii3l) 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes tho 
provision offunds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiiau Homelands Assembly 
(SCBHA)I.Hoolrulaiwi Partne1'llhip. nus legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi PartnClShip the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Departmen[ of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachelll, curriculum 
developers, researchelll, !cacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to worle with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCRHA/Hookulalwi Partnership: 

o To prepare [eachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
'title I SChools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum re.qcarch, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCffiWHookulaiwi .Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational wen-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent pan of the 
University offIawall system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii'g public schools must be given the higbest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HOI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated !heir tlnwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Name: Kri<;.kh +les\er Signature: f{V\I~i-.lM bk,., Q,.!\, 

Organization: Ng l1c;ilkapohO E.\-ernet\to.~ Schoo I 
Address: 8q-l~ }.t\ano .ftr-ehY~ W0.ilAnc;t6 fu~i q~1tj;l. 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, J\griculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senaror Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
AffiLirs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: Marcil 8, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 fIO 1: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Dare: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mallctilcou: 

Mahalo ow for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conierence Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget docwnent. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 20 I 0 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

'stand in strong support ofHB674 DDl which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and culmral programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, wbicb includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHo()kulaiwi Parlnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership thl: privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Borne Lands for the common 
pUTpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you. know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries oftbe Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
MlUloa l-lookulaiwi Center tor Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
scr·niA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, cunicuillm 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHo()klllaiwi Partnersbip: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education HawaiilUl language Immersion Program; for 
"Title (schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as cUlTiclilum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators wbo are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures lUld who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population (If children, especially Native Bawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnemhip is establisbed !Ill a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the bighest priority by Hawaii's 
Ia.wmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support onm674 HDi and send my sincere aloha to those legislators wbo 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public educati7h :aaw~. /11 L 
Name: ~r~ W' Le~ Signature: ~~9i' U 
Organization: Nt\n~ik~pllho Et.etnehia~ &b~oo~I ______ _ 
Address: 8q-152 }AlthO N"hY~ W6\jG\nc;\~ #4~j 'lb1'1;" 
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To: Senator Clayton Hoo, Chah-, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affitirs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiiau 
Affiljrs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affitirs 

Date: March 8, 201 0 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDl: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing D9lC: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publioly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectifY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support of HB674 HUI which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, r SUpport Section 9A, wbich includes the 
provision of funds to support tbe Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCl:I.HA)lHoolculaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department offJawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands 'frost The UH 
Manoa Bookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and edllQltionalleaders, especially '10 work with Nati ve Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SC}ffiA/Hookulaiwi Partnership; 

o To prepare teachers for [he Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large nwnbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian chaner schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum researcb, sohool 
administration, and reacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlf:fookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who IJl'e well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are commined to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow c:xponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part orthe 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality ofeducatioJl and in tbe academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's cbildren in Hawaii's public schooh must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

rn cOllclusion, I stand in strOng support of.HB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public educaiion in Hawaii. 

"-.j! E;g.rk -£4~ 
Organization: _ t'lotL1L OhO E{.etne.hia~ S~ I _ 
Address: 8q-l~ }4t\t\O Mt'lyft W0i0nae fu.~i qb1'1~ 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senll!or Jill Tokuda, Vice·Ch.ur, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 

Date: 

Subjectl 

Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Elawaiian Affairs 

March. 8, 201 0 

nstitnony in Support of House Bill 674 HD I: Relll!ing to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mal kllkou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDl represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and tu include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB239 I was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same putpose. 

I stand in strong SUl'port or RB674 DDt which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initill!ives. In particular, l support Soction 9A, which includes the 
provision offunds to support the Sovereign CQURcils (){th¢ 'Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCfJ:HA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian A traiTS and Ihe Department offlawaiian Home Lands for the common 
PllIPose ofptoviding t(\\Il)a!ional QPportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you !<:now, Ihe SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries oflhe Hawaiian HQme Lands 'I'rust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational ann oflhe 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly sltow that there is It critical need for excellent teachers, cumculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to worle with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership: 

o 1'0 prepare teachers forthe Department of education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children {especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities}; and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educaiionalleaders in areas such as curriculum research. school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral!evels 

The SCHtWHookulaiwi .Partnership has a proven history of preparing exCellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
ed:llcational well·being ofHawaii'$ diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCffiWHookulaiwi Partnership is estabJi~hed as a p.mnanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes ill th(: quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii'. children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest Priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conciminn., J stand in strong support ofHB674 liD! and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
Itave demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

N_'~!l;~ ~T."-.~' &v-~ 
Organization: N.a! hot_"'P ~ta.~ S~. _ 
Address: Set-/&'? \-4ttno MhY-e, W~iQ.M'8 ihtvfltil Qb1tt!).. 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Watel', .Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDl: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kAkou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDl represents tbe budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the tiruil hudget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission oftbese 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget Similarly, SB239 I was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support ofBB674 HIll which provides funds to support criticallv needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, 1 support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA}/Aookulaiwi Par1nership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational oppormnitics for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands TnlSt. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian alld Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, resCBtChcrs, teacher educators, and eduCa1iollalleaders, especially 10 work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
l-iawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHfiAlHookulaiwi Partnership; 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers offlawaiian children (especially !bose schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctor.u levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who life committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
",ffort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi "Partnership is established as a pennanent partoflhe 
University of Hawaii systeln. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highcst priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

Tn conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HOI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Name: \:t1lr1t1ll/1V11 ~h~ Signature:_~-----':"'-+-l?'1kJ,----___ _ 

Organization: Ntj\ no;"1 k~ fOhO ~·~.I-etn~h~ S ~OQ I . 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair. Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senntor Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, CommIttee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affaits 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affirils 

Date: March 8, 20 I 0 

Subje.:t, Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDI : Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
HearlngDate: Maroh 10,2010 at 2:45 p.fi1, 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for Ihis opportunity to present testimony. BB674 HDt represents the budget provisos tbat were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget docwnent. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectilY the oullssion and to include the 
legislation in the 201 O· budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, l<im and Bee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in $trong support of HB674 fl01 which pt'ovides funds to support critically needed Nalive Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and Initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Conncils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHfI.A/Hookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering wifu the Office of Hawaiian Affuirs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
pwpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCWfA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Cent~r for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCBliA. Legislative findings olearly show that there is a critical ne¢d for excell cnt teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a conceIted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHockulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Deparnncnt of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; tor 
'fitle I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those sohools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and fOl' Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doclorallevels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership hIlS a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
groUlided In both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being ofllawaii's diverse population ofch.ildren, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
eflort will grow exponentially if the SC.llHAJHookuJaiwi Partnership is established 8$ a pennanent part oftbc. 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and In the academic 
outcomes fot Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Bawaii's .. 
lawmakers. ., 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 lIDl and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
bave demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public educatiOllln Hawaii, 

Signature; ~. 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affhlrs 

Date: 

Subject: 

Members, Senate Committee on Watet, Land, Agriculture, and HaWl1iian Affhl,.. 

March 8,2010 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 RoI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Dille: Maroh 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mal klikou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present tcstinlony. BB674 HDl represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget doclmlent. As a result ofllie inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omis$ion and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. SimiL'trly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I.tand in strong support ofJ(B674 HDI which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educatIonal and cultural programs and initlatiV\!$. In partioular, 1 support Section !lA, which includes the 
provision of Cunds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHflA)/I'fookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partaering with the Office of Hawaiian Affuirs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educatio,,~ ann of the 
SCHHA. Legish¢ive findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excelleut reaehers, cutriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educat1onalleaders, especially to work with Native B:awaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effbrt is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
B:awaiians. This type ofconcened effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHfWHookulaiwl ParlJiership: 

'" To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; tbr 
Title r schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and fol' Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare·Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as cUlTiculum research, School 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership hBS a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and culllll':S and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii'. djverse population of children, <::$pecially N~ve Haweiilln children. lbis 
effort will grow exponentially If the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a pennanent·part ofilie 
University of Hawaii system. I.MOOg systemic changes in the quality of education and in the aoodemic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong Support of HB674 H.DI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demO~ated their unwavering advocacy for public educa~i~ Hawaii. 
Name: SEw.rrna n It. t IJ.(J., >; Signature: ~ y 
Organization: Ntll1ClikepohQ ~.ementa~ Scbool 
Address: 8Cf-1Ek ~1tY\O Menu'fl Wcirlt\M"6' fu~; %1q~ 
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To: Senator Clayton Ree, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affuirs 
Senator Jill Toku.da, Vice.Chair, Committee on Wa!¢!', Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affuirs 

Date: 

Snbject: 

Members, Senate Committee on Water, J..mld, Agriculture. and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 20 10 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: Match 10, 20) 0 at 2:45 p.rn. 

Aloha tnai klikou: 

Mahalo nlli for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HOI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. Aa a result of tho inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectity tbe omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, Sl;li391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I.tand in strong Sllpport ofHB674 HDI which pl'Ovides fUllds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I SIlpport Section 9A, which includes the 
provision offunds to snpportthe Sovereign Councils of tho Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hook\Jlaiwi parmership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
pwtnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native "Hawaiians. 

As you know. the SCHHA oversees the 30.000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Q."1lter for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHlfA. Legislative findings ol<:arly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers. curriculum 
developers, reswchers, teacher educators, and educationallea<iers, espec!ally to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, mort than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportonities fur Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCffiiAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department ofEducat.ion Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Tit!e r SChools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead commWlities); and f01' Hawaiian charter schools; and 

I) To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and. teacher education thro~ study at the IlIlL9ter's and doctoral levels 

The SCHIWHookulaiwi P<1rtnership has a proven history of preparing exl)ellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who arc committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii 's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian ohildren. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHooknlaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
)aW:tnakers. 

In conclusion, 1 stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
hav/; demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Name! D",v:\cu'\V\ ~!..ltl.v> Signatare: 1-}~~.t~ 
Organization: Nt:tncaikapllhQ E1;.emento.~ £0001 . 
Address' 8q-~ \-4ttno ..ft,r·cny-e Wli\j(i\\'"JO"6' fta~i "HnGf.?. 
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To: 

Date; 

Sllbjeet: 

Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda. Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Asriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affuirs 
Members, Senate Committee On Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support ofIiouse Bil1674 HDI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2!4$ p.m. 

Aloha mlli kakou: 

Mahalo nui fur this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission oftbese 
items, tbis measure Wils introduced by RepresenIative Carroll to rectity the omission ""d to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I smnd m strong support ofBB674 HDI which provides funds to support critjcally needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and gultl/tal programs and initwtlves. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHBA)JHaakulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAII-lookulaiwi Partnership the prIvilege of 
pllrtnering witb the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and thc Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the (:Ommon 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaril)S of the Hawaiian Home LandS Trust. The UA: 
Manoa Bookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Educatiau is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical nm for excellent teaollers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a conaerted effort is needed to raise educational opportUnities for 'Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effurt is retlected in the goals of the SCHHAlflookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department ofBducation Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

a To· prep""e Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
lIdministration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doC!ol'allevels 

The SCHlWHookuJaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent eduClllors who ate well 
gra\ttlded in both tbe Haw;oiian and Western IllngUages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educatIonal well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children. especially Native Hawaiian children. ThiR 
effOrt will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partoership is ... tablished as a permaneut part oftbe 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic chWlges in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy far public education in Ha.waii. 

Name! e-rgstOlI :u..hityy Signature: C;~ dJP---
Organization: Nt\. hOljktilPDhO E.I;=em€K'lta'Zj ScAOQ I . 
Address: Sq-IS? }4ano Mthy-e WtajlAnae fu~i Qb1tJ;l.. 
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'to: 

Da.fe: 

Subject, 

Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee On Water, Ltnl.d. Agrjculture, and HawaHan Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, VIce-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affuirs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, LWld, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support oniouse l3ill674 BDl: Relating to Hawaiian Aff;rirs 
HeanngDate: Maroh 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha rna! kiikou: 

Mahalo nm for this oppO:t"lutrity to present testimony. HB674 HDt represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget dOcument. As II result oftbe inadvertent omission ofthese 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carrol! to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Slmilar.]Y, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senetors Hanabusa, Kim andHee fur 
the same purpose. 

1 stand In sfl"oog support nfBB674 HDt which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, J support SeOtion 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legi$l!ltion offers the SClUIA.lHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnerlng with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Borne Lands for the eommon 
purpose ofpravidlng educational opportutrities fur Native HawaiiMs. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Horne Lands Trust. The UfI 
Manoa Hookul;riwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational ann of the 
SCHffA. I.egisI8tive findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, reSearChors, teacher educators, and educational1eaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concorted effort i. needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concert¢d effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAJRookulaiwi Plll'Inership: 

o '1'0 prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program: for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian chlldren (especiall)' those schools In Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native .Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education waugh study at the master's alld doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent edueators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cul1utes and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being ofI-Iawaii's diverse population of ehildren, especially Native Hawaiian ehildren. 'lbis 
effort will grow exponentially If the SCHHNHookulaiwi Partnership' is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system, L ... ting syatemic changes in the quality of education and In rhe academic 
outcomes for Hawai.;'s chUdren in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priOrity by HawaiI's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion. I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have dem0n.:tra:ted their unwav~ring advocacy for public education III :fu;waii. //?~f 

Name: M£c,hdl"& QI!t A"t'- Signature: _~<-L=-==-==-==..::,-,~"""-"",,,=.c.-"=;F--
Organimtion: ~hc\'lkgpOhQ E!-&-nQ\@~ School _ 
Address: Sq-/Eb };4ano Mhu-B Wefl0.no.'&' fhtWV4i Qb1Q:;l. 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, 8lld Hawaiian Affillrs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affuirs 

March 8, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDl: Relating to Hawaiian AffiUrs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mabalo nul for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HOI tepresen~ the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result oftbe inadvertent omission oflhese 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in tbe 201 0 budget. Similarly, SS2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabus .. Kim and Hoo for 
the same purpose. 

I stand In strong support of HB674 HDI which provides funds to support critically needed Native fiawallWl 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support tbe Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership tbe privilege of 
partnering with tbe Office of Haw ali an Affhlrs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities fur Native HawaiiWlS. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SeHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, cuniculum 
developers, t:esearchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to wolk with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, 1110re than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportuni(ies for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is retlected in. the goals ofllie SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools wilh large numbers of Hawaiian Children (esp¢Ciaily those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctorallevels 

The SCHHA/Hookuialwi Partnership bas a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both tho Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who ate committed to ensuring tbe 
educational well-being of Haw aU's diverse popUlation of children, especially NatIve Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially iftbe SCHHAlHookuIaiwi Partnership is established as Ii permanent partoftbe 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the ~ademic 
outcomes fo~ Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion,.! stand in strong support ofHS674 HDl and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 

have der;~ated ~~r unW;:;:i;.g _advocacy for public ~n. ~ HaWai~ ~ U ~ _ 
Name:KMlrH1{..-)rG- uu~CU1tt Signature\T+~ ~ 

Organir.ation: Ntt nOlikgpohQ §-etnen-ta~ S~Oo.l . 
Address: 8q-~ Mano ~hLl~ W"'iraM-e fu.~i %1'1.? 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Ha.waiian Affuirs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice.Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Al¢culture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Dale: March 8, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support ofl:louse Bill 674 HDI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai klikou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony, HB674 lID I represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted frOm the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectiJY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budgcr. Similarly, SB239 I was co·introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDt which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes Ihe 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHoolrulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Tmst. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational ann of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teadler educators, and educational leaders, especially 10 work with Native Hawaiian 
commonities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is refleCted in the goals of the SCHHNHoolrulaiwi ,Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian WId Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population ofchiJdren, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part oflhe 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, 1 stand in strong support of HB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Haw 'i. 

Name: ~ CAM.U'OA 

Organization: N.t:\ nVilk~pDhD ~_"cetn~en~d1=-+1~1oC.!-"""-'-______ _ 
Address: 8Q-1S? }4ltno M'oY~ Qb1G),:t 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affhirs 
Senator Jill Tolruda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affhirs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Snbject: Testimony in Support ofl-louseBi1I674 liDI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing DlllO: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kiikou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. H8614 HD1 represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30,2009, in open budget session by the Conference Commlttee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Canoll to rectity the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget Similarly, SB239 1 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support ofRB674 HDl which provides funds to support crilica!1y needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHoolrulaiwi rartoership. Thjslegislation offers the SCHHA/Hoolrulalwi 'Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the cornman 
purpose of providing educational oPPortunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hoolrulaiwi Center fur Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to wolk with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted eftbrt is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. 'This type of concerted effort is reflected In the goals of the SCHJWHookulaiwi .Partnership~ 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Sducation Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead coIlUUunities); and for Hawaiian charter SChools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership i1as a proven Ilistory of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are commined to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii 's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part ofthe 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's publie schools mUS\ be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, r stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their wtwaveting advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Name: C~ l? :vro()'1)1H-\/~q Signature: C,i.b/~ 0~!O/t{ 
Organization: N~hCilkc;\pCbO e:.(-t:to€hTI.!Jj School 
Address: 8q-!&? ""aM MhY-e, Wti\jt?hO"6 ~~j q"1q~ 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian AtJailll 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 

Date: 

Subject: 

MembeTS, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March. 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HOI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kBkou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted UptJll on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectifY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, 882391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purp\lse. 

I stand In strong support or ffiJ674 HDI which provides funds 10 support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds [0 support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation ofiers the SCflHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with [he Office ot'Hawaiian Affairs and the Department offlawaiiau Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportUnities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for ex.cellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of tile SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for Ihe Department of Education Hawaiian Language lounersion Program; tor 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoml levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian chlldren. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHIWHookulaiwi Parmership is established as a perman~'1lt part of the 
Univexsity of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in [he academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Tiawaii's 
lawmakem. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support of f:la674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have de~straIed their unwavering advocacy for public edU~ 

Namc:.bVqrle-I/t! /fpore.- Signature: ~ ~ 

Organization: N.tl t)O\-,kt{pDbo ~.etnenta~ Schoo I . 
Address: 8q-l&? ~ahD Mhy-e W6\I~Mf1 ihtl4li , 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, A!,'Iiculture, and Hawaiian Affitirs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDl: Relating to Hawaijan Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo Jlui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the fina1 budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, Ibis measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectifY the omission and [0 include the 
legislation in the 2010 budge!, Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

T stand in strong support of HB674 HOI which provides funds to support criticallv needed Nativo Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives, In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partoersllip. This legislation offers the SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department ofRawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

AS you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Tru.qt. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA, LegislRtive findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, cUlTiculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with NRtive f:Iawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians, 'r/lis type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals ofthc SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare tcachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I SChools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities): and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and docloroIllevels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing el(cellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western lang\l8ges and cultures and who are commltted to ensuring the 
educational well-being ofHBwaii's diverse population of children, espeeially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially iflhe SCHHAffiookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quali.ty of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, J stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated th,Ilir unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Nam~%Q ~ Signature: -c::. ...... ; e S;W\f6oV\ 
Organization: N~ t)<,\j\@pano E!-etn€i'lta.~ $""OQ I . 
Address: 8Cl-/5?? Mltl'\o M'nu~ Wtfllj\M6 fuW'-ti Q171Q.? 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda. Vlce-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agrlculture, and Hawaiian 
AffiIirs 

Date: 

Subjeet: 

Members, Senate Committee on Water, l.and, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDl: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: Maxch 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai klikou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HD1 represonts the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the CoJlfllrence Committee members, but 
Wf:te inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure wss intt(lduced by Representative Carroll 10 rectify the omission and to include the 
legl$lation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hauabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

1 stand In $trong support of BB674 UDl which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I Sl.lpport Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to snpport the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assem1)ly 
(SCHHA )lHoolrulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partuershlp the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affuirs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the cornmon 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries (lithe Hawaiian Home l.ands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hooklllaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to worl<: with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a COnceIted effort is needed 10 raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. Thi.tyj,e of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department ofEdncation Nawaiian LangUllge Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian childr¢Jl (especially those schools in HawaiillD 
Homestead commnnities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in aJ:eas sneh as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHfWHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western langnllges and cultures and who are comnritted to ensuring the 
edUCational weIl-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Haw"Han children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHA/Hoolrulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University ofHawaH system. Lasting systemic chllllges in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the .highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclu.qion, 1 stand in strong Sl.lpport ofHB674 HDl and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

N_'~~ _,~~ 
Organizat:1~El:-emen1a~ School. 
Address: Sq-lS?;> MQ.I"ID lrr-ehY~ Wli\i{,\na~ fu.~i tHnq~ 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Cornmittee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affuirs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affuirs 
Members, Senate Committeo on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House BiIl674 HDl; Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 a12:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kiikon: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 lID! represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee membelS, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget docwnent. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure WlIS introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 20' 0 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Sena10l'S Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same pUrpose. 

I stand in strong support off(B674 8Dl which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHooku1.aiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlffookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnoong with the Offioe Qf Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Tru.qt. The UN 
Manoa Bookulaiwi Centcr for Native Hawaiian and 1ndigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher edueators, and educational leade1S, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, !l concerted effort is needed to raise educatiOIllll opporrunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals ofthe SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title 1 schools with largo numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership has a proven bistory of preparing excellent educators who arc well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educatiooal well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian childrCll, This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHooirulaiwi Partne1Ship is established as a pennanent part of the 
University ofHawnii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must he given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HOI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their Illlwavermg advoeacy for public education in Hawaii. 

( 

Name: \f!;fpha",-v I-'/W'I(K.:;rml Signature: ~W ?Jc.vtc. , 
Organization: NIi\ hot; kapOhO E{.erne.hi1~ $""00 I 
Address: 8q-l~ MarlO .Jv.Cf)Y'& Wtll'hAM6 fu.~i Q"1'lJ.-
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tolruda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affuirs 
Members, Senate Committee ou Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

nate: March 8,2010 

Subjeet: Testimony in Support of House Bi!l674 HD1: Relating to Hawaiian Affail'$ 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kiikou: 

Mahala nui for this opportumtyto present testimony. HB674 HDI represents tbe budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on ApriJ30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Commitlee members, but 
Were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 20J 0 budget. Similarly, 8.B2391 was co-introduced by Sena10TS Hanabusa, Kim and.Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support ot'llB674 HD! which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)l.Hookula:iwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHoolruiaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Aifajrs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Horne Lands Trust. The Uri 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCBl:!A. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need fur excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researohel'll, teacher educatoTS, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities far Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partuernhip: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title 1 SChools with lB1'gc numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare N alive l-IawaBan educatioJJalleaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctarallevels 

The SCIDWHoolrulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are wcll 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being ofRawaii's divetstl population ofchi!dren, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHoolrulaiwi ~artnership is established as a pennanent pan of the 
University of Hawaii. system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outeomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, 1 stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aJoha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Name: llih!A.e,,-, e,~rJe.if-<' Signature;~, (II.~ 
Organization: NGtt"lcflkapono t8~ia~ SuhOQI 
Address: 8Q-(.!k 'MLtnO -W'e'OY'8 W0i0.M6 ±k~., q~nq:;t 
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To: Senator Clayton Bee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Af:fuirs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support ofBonse Bill 674 .HDI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Bearing Date: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p,m. 

Aloba mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity tc present testimony, HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget SesSio11 by the Conference CommiUee members., but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Repres~ntAtive Carroll tc rectilY the omission and tc include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, S82391 was co-intrOduced by Senators HanabuSII, Kim and Hee fot 
the same purpose. 

I stand In strong support ofBB674 HDl which provides funds tc SllpPOrt critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision offunds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Parillership. TIlls legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian A £fairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home L.ands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries oftl1e Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookullriwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational ann of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, csp~ially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than tlVet, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities fOT Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlFIookulaiwi Partnership; 

o To prepare teachers fOT the Department of Education Hawaiian (,anguage Immersion Prognun; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian childl\ln (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homest¢ad communities); and for 'fiawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriCUlum research, sohool 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who ate committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAfHookulaiwi Partner\lhi1> is established as a permanent part of the 
Univer\lity of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy fur public education in Hawaii. ./7; 
Name: ..#dl .k. 4#7~ Signature: &4 r ~ 
Organization: Ntll')oilk~pono t3-&nenJa't) School 
Address: 8Q-l!P \-4t.tM MM'f, W"'iana'f1 ±t!~; 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agrlculrurc, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

SubJed: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HD 1 : Relating to Ha.waiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai ldikou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result oftbe inadvertent omission oflbese 
items, this measure was introdnced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 20 I 0 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

1 stand in strong support of 8.8674 HDt which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCllliA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAiHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Otlice of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunilies fur Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCl:IHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaxies of the HawaiiWl Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm oftbe 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, cumculum 
developers, researchers, tcacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to wolk with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a conc<:rled effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. Tbis type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals oflhe SCHHAlHaakulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Tille 1 schools with large numbers of Hawaiian chi Idren (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through srody at the master's and dootorallcvels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing c>(cellent educators who are well 
grounded ill both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational weU-being ofl;'lawaii's diverse popUlation ofcllildren, especially Native HawaHan children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is establisbed as a permanent part of the 
Unlversity ofl-Jawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given tho highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDt and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have detno~;pted their unwavering advocacy for pUb(jC~in Hawaii. 

Name: rGith£.L ~ Signature~~ ~ 
Organization: Ng t"\O\jk(;lpOhQ t:.(~1a~ ScbOQ [ . 
Address: 8q-~ MctYlo MhY-e. Weili\no.e fu~i qb::rq~ I ~~----
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affuirs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March S, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support of \-louse Bill 674 HD I : Relating to Hawaiian A !fairs 
Rearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kiikou: 

Mahalo nui fur this opportunity to present testimony. HB674liDl represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted rrom the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectifY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Bee for 
the same purpose. 

J stand in strong support ofH"B674 HDI which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, l support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partneriog with the Office or Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for tbe common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Landq Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCI·rr-l'A. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to worlc with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools illl-lawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoml levels 

The SCHHNHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven histolY of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being ofHawaii'$ diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership Is establisbed as a permanent part ot'the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and ill the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion,l stand in strong suppon of HB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legisllllOrs who 
bave demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public educarion in Hawaii. 

-:Name: h", .. 
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To: Senator Clayton Hoe, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Conuuittee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agrlc\1lture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date. March 8, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mal klikou: 

Mahalo ow for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget ses~ion by the Conterence Conunittee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omi •• ioll of these 
i.tems, this measure was Introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to in¢lude the 
legislation in the 201 0 budget. Similarly, SB2391 wa.. co-Introduced by Senators Hanabusll, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support of HB674 HDl which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural program~ and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHH A)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you kuow, the SCH.HA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Contei' for Native HawaHan and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, \'esearchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to mise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwl Partuership: 

o To prepare teachers forthe Department of Education Hawaiian Language ImmCl'Sion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especiaUy those Schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educationalleadets in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education throug" study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnmship has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded In both the Hawaiian and Western languages and ouUures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a pCl'J1lanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes In the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawail's ohildren in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highe«t priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in slrong support of HB674 MDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwaverin: advocacy for publio edud''o; Hawaii. _ 

Name: ~I'IV ""'iI@1A'~1 signature~ C~~ . 
Organl~ion: N~n0ikgt'Dho ~-eroenta'Z1 S~OQI _ 
Address' Sq-l!;b }4«\'I0 MhYof, WAi'tno.~ fu.~i %1Q;l.. 
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To: 

Date: 

Subjeet: 

Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agric\llture, and Hawaiian Affuirs 
Senator Jill Tolruda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, AgrIoulture, and Hawaiian A ffail's 

March 8, 201 0 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HOI; Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present. testimony. HB674 HOI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Commltlce members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a re,~\Ilt of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative ClUJ'Oll to rectifY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, S"82391 was co-Introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support of HB674 BDl which provides funds to support critically ueeded Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A., which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCAJrA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. 1'his legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Land!; for the common 
pwpose of providing education$! opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know. the SCBHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Hottle Lands Trust. The UIi 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly sbow that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
ffawaiil\1ls. this type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlffookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHoo.kulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of pmparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational Willi-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHJWHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a. pennanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

Tn conclusion, 1 stand in strong support of HB674 HDl and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public eduoation in Hawaii. 

Name! /3M.&f L . 7<1 ( If Sigpature: -;13b"'a"",c-t""&-~A<----'...e ............ ~,&k;"""",,,,=,-!o.....-_ 
Organization: NIAt)otiksponQ ~-ero€.htv.'(1 Sr~OQ! I 
Address: 8q-~ Mttno ./v·COY'f} Wli\j0M'(J I ~c:..:.\I!'f1~' L!....i _qL::b ...... 1'1 .... :J.."'---_ 
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To, Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agrioulture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Commiltee (1) Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaillin 
Affairs 

Date: 

Snbject: 

Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian.Affilirs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDl: Relating to Eiawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p,m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committe" members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omissiofl of these 
items, 1hls measure was introduced by Represenfative Carroll to rectify the omission and 10 include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, 882391 was co-introduced by Senators H8I1abusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support ofHB674 Bl)l which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educa:tional and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Sectiou 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovere.ign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi'l'armership. This legislation offers the SCHHAfl{ookulaiwl Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office ofI-Iawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for tbe common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you !mow, the SCHflA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The DB. 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Educatiol) is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislativ~ findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teacherS, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more th811 ever, a concerted effort is needed Tl) raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concef~ed effort is reflected in the goals of tho SCHHAlHookniai wi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Educa:tion Hawaiian Language Immersion "Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To' prepare Nlltive Hawaiian educational leaders in aroas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher educatiwl through study at the ma.~ter's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is esfablished as a pennanent part ofthe 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

lit conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDt and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 

have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public edu:!T1 H!!, 

Name: M t~ed WC1"l\.i . Signature; ~t ci'i.M ~J.
Organization: !:let hVlik6lpDhO I?:.etne.nta~ Sc:.-hOQ I . V 
Address: SQ-I5?,? \-4ariD ftr-ehy-e W~flti\.na~ fu\H"6..l·, % 1Q;;l.. 
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To: 

Date: 

Subject: 

Senator ClaytOn Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tolruda, Vice"(;hair, Committee en Water, Land, Agricultunl, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senllte Committee on Water, l_and, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDI: Relating to Hawaijan Affairs 
f(earing Date: Mlu-ch 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mal kAkoIl: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to preseot testimony. HB674 lID! represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget doCUtnent. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, tbis measure was introduced by Rep\'eSenmtive Carroll to rectify the omission and to inolude the 
legislation in the 20) 0 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the ll8.me purpose. 

I stand hI strong support ofBBfi74 901 whiCh provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cullural prognnns and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provisiou offunds to support the Sovereign Councils oftite Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHooladaiwi partnership. This legislation offers the SCHIIAlHookulaiwi Portnershipthe pn-vilege of 
partnering with tite Office of Hawaiian AfThiIs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 3Q,000 beneficiaries of the Bawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Heokulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Educalion is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly sbow that there is a criti<:al need for excellent teacbers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially (l) work witit Native Hawaiian 
communities, Now, more titan ever, a concetted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals ofthl) SCFJHAIHookulaiwi Pal1lJllrship: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawallan educational leaders In areas such as curriculum researoh, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master'. and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partne.-ship has a proven history ofprepariog excellent educators who arc well 
grounded in both the Haw;ilian and Western languages and cllltul'eS and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being ofHawllii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawallan children. This 
effort will grow exponentially ifthc SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting sYs!eralc changes in tite quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's ehildren in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conelnsion, I stand in strong support ofHB674l:fOi and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
bave demonstrated ~eir unwavering advocacy for public edutin ~Waii. 
Name:~ t U~ Signature:_~~~:....,,,--+-~~ ___ _ 

Organization: Na.noilkapOM E.(.emet'lta~ S~OQI ~-
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To: Senator Clayton Hce. Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, ViceoChair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 

Date: 

Subjed: 

Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 20 I 0 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HOI: Relating to liawaiian Affairs 
HearingOate: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mal kilkou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvenent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same pUTpose. 

I stand in stroug support ofHB674 DDt which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural progr.uns and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision offunds to suppon: the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department ofHawaii8JJ Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational oppormnilies for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 bClleticiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The VH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center tor Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational ann of the 
SCI-IHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a crItical need for exceUcnt teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals oflbe SCHHNHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers forthe Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; 'lor 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian chorter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doC!Oml1eveis 

The SCHl:WHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who ar~ well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population ofchildren, especially Native Hawaiian chiJdfCll. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAJHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part oflhe 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support of HB674 HD I and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have dem~trated their UJ1wave~ ad}'OC~ for public educa~.on io Haw "r ~ 

Name: _ lo!J?;I.y n nJA:3an.!lSignature: ~~==---:',f'=-"""~"""'------
Organization: NGlI1C"@POhQ t3~€JijaQ1 S~O . 
Address: Sq-/&? Mttno .Jsr.ehY~ W0ifAna~ tht~; Qb1'1!:l. 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 

Date: 

Subject: 

Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDl: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kAkou: 

'Mahalo nui tor this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on Apri.130, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently dcleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectifY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partuership the privilege of 
partuering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the 'Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As YOIl know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The DR 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational ann of the 
SCHHA. L~gislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educationalleadcrs, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partuership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian child .... '1l (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead comlJrunities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o 'ro prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

Th.e SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators Who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being ofHawaii'g diverse population ofchiJdreo, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
etl'ort will grow exponentially if the SCl-If:IAIHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

Tn conclusion, 1 stand in strong support of 1:\,8674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their Ullwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Name:.lY.\ichell e. C4Q.("ofo 10 signature:vffi .clJo.lr~lY 
Organization: N(.( 1"11,'1 kapOhO E:{.etnehta~ S rboo I . 
Address: 8q-(~ Mt.tM -hr!hy-e Wl1tjt.l.M"EJ +ta~j GJb1q~ 
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To: Senator Clayton Hoe, Chait, Committee on Water, Land. Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affuirs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Cllair, Committee on Water. Land, Agriculture, and HaWlliian 
Affairs 

Date: 

Subject: 

Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony In Support of House Bill 674 HDl: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kiikou: 

Mahalo nui for this opponunity to present testimony. HB674 HOt represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
wen: Inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission ofthese 
items, this measure was Introduced by Representative Carroll to rectifY the omission and to Include the 
legislation In the 20 I 0 budget. Similarly, 8a2391 was co-introi:luced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support ofHB674 HOI which provides flffids to support critically needed Native l1awaiian 
educational and cultural programs and Initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which Inoludes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the HaWlliian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lI'Iookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHNHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As. you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 ile11eficiaries of the HawaHan Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa HooJculaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm oflhe 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, currioulum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportlmities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHA/HooJculaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language rmmersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian cWldren (especially those schools In Hawaiian 
Homestead communilies); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
adminiSlration" and teaoher education through study at the master's and doctomlevels 

The SCHHNHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well.being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially If the SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership is established as a pcmtanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclll$ion, r stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy fur public education in Hawaii. 

Name: 13e.rr}l'~ /7'f'Jt.4r1.3f' Signamre~ N~~ 
Organization: NgrlOi)k",pOI'lO gg~ta~ ScJ'!DOI . 
Address: 8q-~ Ma\"\O Att:hY~ Wt\kmQ'6 ful4ll %1&\;1. 
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To; Senator Clayton Hce, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and HawaHan 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee On Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian AfTairs 

Date; March 8, 2010 

Subjeet; Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDI : Relating to Hawaiian A {fairs 
Heating Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mal kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. H1I674 HD I represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open bndget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadV¢rtet1t1y deleted from !he final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectiJY the onUssion and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators HanabU$a, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support ofHB674 DDt which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partuership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
pan:nering with the OffiCe of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SOMA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries oftbe Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native HawaiiaJl and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of Ihe 
SCHHA. l..egislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, cuniculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educationalleOlders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than over, a concerted eftbrt is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. ThIs type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers fur the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders In aroas such as cuniculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doClorai levols 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages anc.i cultures aJld who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being ofHawaU's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian chilc.ircn. This 
eftbrt will grow exponentially if the SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii syst~m. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of eduQation and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support of HB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
hllve demonstrated their Ullwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Name: 1> ... )'\\ $ e ""\ A\..<. Signature: 'i>~ ~ ~ 
Organization: N&\n0ik0p0..b.a l3-err.ehn.~ S~OQI . 
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To: Senator Clayton Bee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice"Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 

Date: 

Subjee!: 

Men1bers, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date; March 10, 2010 at 2;45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HOI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to =tiiY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

J stand in strong support or 8"8674 fI D I which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural progrnms and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision offunds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHoolculaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHaokulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educationalllpporronities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educationa1leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
conununities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership; 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Tille I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's iUld doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the I:lawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well.being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially ifthe SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a pennanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I srand in strong support ofHB674 HOI and send my sincere aloha to tilose legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

N_, j!~ th"f ",.-~ ~ 
Organi~ion: Ntlnvt"'\@pOh.O S:~Ja'\l &~ . 
Address: 8q-l~ MQY\o NtbY-e, Wtilj0M6 fhtl4li 'J!?1Q:l 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affain; 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affuirs 
Members, Senate Committee on Waler, Land, Agriculture, !!tid Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8,2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 rID!: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kiikou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 lIDl represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
Were inadvertently deleted from the final budge! document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectiiY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee tor 
the same purpose. 

Iitand in strung support of HB674 H 01 which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiative,q. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHRA)/liookulaiwi Partnership. This 10gisJation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnernhip the privilege of 
partoering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands fot the common 
purpose of providing educatiOllal opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. l'he UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigcoous Education is the educatiOnal arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, reseaJ(;hers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effol'! is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in tbe goals of the SCHHNHookulaiwi Partnership; 

o To prepare teachers forthe Department of Education Hawaiian Language Tmmct'Sion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and (or Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educationa11eaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and reacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCf:fHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven histol)' of preparing excellent educators who arc well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being oi'Hawaii's diverse popUlation of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership is established as a peIlll8Dent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. . 

In conclusion, 1 stand in strong support of HB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public edUC~ _ 

Name: M'I. heQI ((11 I (' - I<"~ (,{rl Signatut'C: ---"~_cSL----=::""""";'----= __ _ 

Organization; Nt::I nc;.i,ktapOhO,--_ -=El;--'..!:.!~C!..l>o<,-"W.c:.::.;:~:.~S~~:..!>oC\!.o.!.-1 ______ _ 

Address: _ Sq-/5? M,£tno /m'QU'f!t W6\',o..M'" -fu.~i Qb1QJ. 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tolruda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 

Date: 

Subject: 

Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 20 I 0 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HD I: Relating to Hawaiian A !fairs 
Hearing Dale: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha rnai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectiJY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultum! programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHoolrulaiwi Partnership. TItis legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Afi'.rlrs and the 'Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hoolrulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. I_egislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for eKcellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, Ii concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHNHoolrulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title r schools with large numbers oflfawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian chaner schOOls; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum re.qcarch, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHoolrulaiwi Partnership has a proven history ofprcparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the HawaiiWl and Western IWiguages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi PartJlership is established as a permWient part of the 
University of Hawall system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. . 

fn conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii, 

Name: _~ \-\-be4A &abaoo Signature: __ 4ttkr¥----
Organization: ~hClikgpohO E\-etnen-@'\l School 
Address: 8q-~ M«no AA'OY'8 WIi\)0ha~ +k~i q~nq.?. 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Subjed; Testimony in Support ofl-Iouse Bill 674 001: Relating 10 Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mal kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from tbe final budget document As a result of the inadvertent omission ot'these 
items, this measure was introduced by Represenrative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 201 0 budget. Similarly, 8B2391 was co-introduced by 8enatolS Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support ofHB674 RDI which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, T support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/HoQkulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulniwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and fndigenous Education is the educational ann ufthe 
SCH HA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHNHooknlaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those scbools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educationalleadcrs in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doetoIaI levels 

The SCHlWHookulaiwi PartnelShip has a prOven history of preparing excellent educalors who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and Who are connnitted to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort wiIl grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support of ffB674 001 and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy. for public cducatiy{n .. Hawaii. 

Name: fra: ~ % ~1Y ~DfI'1ignature: ~06A 01. ~r'J ~ ~ 
Organization: N~ I1v"Jk,'~PObQ E{.emeh-rn~ SrAoo t . 
Address: 8q-~ Mane :Isr!'oy~ W6(Ili\na~ fu~j ql!.nt)!). 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Asriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 

Dale: 

Subjeet: 

Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Asriculture, and Hawaiian Affuirs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on ApriJ30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectifY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support orlJ8674 a01 which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers tlte SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs IllJd the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational oppormnities for Nalivc: Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneticiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Cenrer for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCI-HIA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers. curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially lo work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum researcb, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's 31ld doetolllilevels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven histQry of preparing excellent edueators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population ofehiJdren, especial.!)' Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi. Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public school~ must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education' 

Name: ~ /'a.n J..1c.~lVdy-
Organil.ation: ~ nOli kClpQt}O_~_.,~~~~....,.)J~~ ______ ----t!-:::'---I-
Address: SOl-log, MltY'lD Mny-e. q~1'1;l.. 
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To: Senator Clayton flee, Chair, COIwnittee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and li:awaiian AfflIi,.. 
Senator Jill ToIruda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affillrs 

Date: 

Subject, 

Members, Senate Committee on Water, L;u,d, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8,2010 

Testimony in Support of House 13i11674 HD!: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2,45 p.rn. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nw for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI representS1he budget provisos that were 
publicly 'Voted upon on April 30, 2009, In open budget session by tbE: COnference Committee members, but 
Wfi:te Inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission oftbese 
Items, tlris measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectifY the omission and to Include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by SenatorS Hanabusa, Kim andHee for 
the same purpose. 

I.tand In stfoog sopport ofBB674 DDt which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
edncatioIWl and cultural programs and Initiatives. In particular, 1 support Section 9A, which inoludes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiion Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offilrs th(: SCHHAIHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
parmering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of HawaUan Home .Lands for the cotnmou 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for NatiVe Hawaiians. 

As you know, th(: SCHHA oversees the 30,000 benefioiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Tl'<1St. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian ""d Indigenous Education is the (:(/ucational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly sbow that thE:re is a Critical need for excellent teachers, cunicnlnm 
developers, researchers, teache" educators, and (:(/ucational leaders, e.peciaJIy to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concelted effort i. needed to raise educational opportUnities for Native 
Hawaiians. ThIs type of concerted effort is reflected in tb(: goals of the SCHHAlHooknlaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large number.s of Hawaiian children (especially IhOse schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead commuuities); and for Hawaiian charter SChools; and 

o To ·prepare Native Hawaiian educationallea.ders in areas suoh as euniculum research, school 
administration, lUlel teacher education through study at the master's and doctoraileveis 

The SCHHAlHooIrulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators wbo m:e well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are conuuitted to ensuringtbe 
eduClltional well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially lfthe SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting s)'stemic changes in the quality ofeduca.tion and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii'. children in Hawaii's public school. f\mst be given the highest priority by Hawaii'. 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, 1 stand in strong suWortofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators Who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in HawaiI. 

Name:~ '4-/{ C. s flO"~ I.., Si~l\ture: ~ <9%'- ( 
Organization: NG\h9l-,kapOhO g~-rn~ School. 
Address: 8q-f~ Mttno MhY~ W6\iIil.M't' ftztW'l'ii %1'1~ 
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TOI Senator Clayton Hee. Chair, Committee on WatCt', Land, AgricullUre, and Hawaiian Affairs 
SC1la!orJiU Tokuda, Vic~hair, Committee Qn Water, LSJ1d, Agrlc111ture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 

Date: 

Subjeot: 

'MembOllS, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in SUPPQrt of Hause BiJl674 HDI: Rela1ing to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo uui for this opPQrtuuity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, hue 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget docum.ent. As a result oftlte inadvertent om.ission of these 
items, 1his measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to recti:iY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

1 stand in strong support of BB674 DD1 which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils oflha Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
{SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Parcnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partuering with the Office of Hawaiian AfflUrs and the Depm"tment of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportUnities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous F..ducation is the educational ann of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findiogs clearly show that there is a critical need fot excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, mOre than ever, a conC¢lted effort is needed to raise educational opportunltles for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlRookulaiwi Partuership: 

o To prepate teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Tille I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian eduoationalleaders in areas such as cunioulum research, school 
administration, SJ1d teacher education through study at tho master's and doclOrallevels 

'l'he SCliHAIHookulalwi Par(l)cJ;Ship has a proven history ofprepal'inl.l excellent educators who arc well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and W",,'tel'll languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Haw all's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially If the SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership is established 81) a permanent pal'! of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic chllnges in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Ha.waii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. I/J . ") 

Name: Attw Noa Signature: __ ,J:l.&~@~...!tt-"",,-I.,I+-" ___ _ 
Organization: Nao(;{,kapono E{~entAZI School. 
Address: SCl-IQ? ~ahO k"hY-e, W~i(,\nO-~ fPt'4l', 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chalr, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair. Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affuirs 

Date: 

SUbject: 

Members, Senate Committee 011 Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Maf1:h 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support oJ'House Bill 674 HDl: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai knkou: 

Mahalo nui fur this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HD 1 represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30,2009, in open budget session by the Conference Conunittee members. but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget docwnent, As a result or the inadvertent omission oJ'these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectHy the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, S82391 was co-introdueed by Senators flanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same put"Pose. 

I oland ill strong support ofHB674 HDl whicb provides funds to snpporfcritically needed Native Hawallan 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. Iu particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils ofth~Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulalwi Partnersbip. This legislation offers the SCHl::lAIHookulaim Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Haw ali an Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversee. the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home La-uds Trust. The VH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than over, a concerted effort i. needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
HawaiianS. Thi. type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals cftbe SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teacbers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with latge numbers of Hawaii au children ("specially those sohools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian chtu"ter school.; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as cWTicuium research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master'. and dootornlevels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven hil<loty of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian aud Western lan/l:u"l.les and cultUTes and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulalwi li'artnersltip i. established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic chanses in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's cltildren in Hawaii's public ~chools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

fn conclusion, I stand in strong: support ofHB614 HDl and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonsttat«i their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii(/"" 

Name! \JMlo. ~1IltL Signatute:-b~~::>.........;..)t;(.=..!....-Ac;~·,.p.L=-
Organization: Ntlhot·(kgpOhO §{.ementa~ S~OQI . (7 
Address! 80/-102 \-4Ano Mnu-e. W01{i\nc.:I'8 fu~i 
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To: 

Date: 

Subject! 

Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, I,.llDd, Agriculture, imd Hawaiiim Affairs 
Senator Jill tokuda, Vi-c:hair, Committee on WaU:r, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Ml!rch 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 AD I: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 20 I 0 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai k4kOll: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB6741IDl repr¢$M\S the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the finaJ budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectlf.y tbe omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. SImilarly, S:82391 was co.introduced by Senators Hanabusn, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I ltilllld in strong support oflm674 HDI which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, 1 support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. 'I'bis legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office offtawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawallans. 

As YOJ,) know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 bene6ciarles of the Hawmian Home Lands Trust. The (JH 
Manoa Bookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Eduoation is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excelient teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. ibis type of concerted effurt is reflected in the goals of the SCHlWHooku11jj wi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language lnnnersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian chatter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
adminisU'ation, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators wbo are well 
groUllded in both the HawaiillJ) and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially NativeHawaiiaq children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCBHAlHookulaiwi Partnership Is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system, LlISting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the aaademic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 H))I and s 
have demonstrated their unwavering advo<.:acy fur public edu 

Name$\l'eW EiAl~--G.~L. 
Organization: ~ t'llitjkt.-tpol)j2 E{.etnen\-a~ S~OQ I . 
Address: 8q-~ ""/:thO Mny-t W0i0I.:.!n~a'8=--" fu:.u..::c~=.L.' _q..."b:...lCl...,q.:;l..=-_ 
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To: 

Date: 

Subjeet: 

Senator Clayton gee, Chan-, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Bawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian AffaiJs 

March 8, 201 0 

Testimony ill Support of House Bi1l674 filll: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 20 I 0 at 2 :45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for Ibis opportunity to present testimony. HB674 EDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the tinal budget document. As a result ofthe inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. SimHarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, l.(im and Bee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support ofHB674 DDt which provides funds to support critically needed Native Bawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to suppnrtthe Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCBHA)/HooIrulaiwi l"arlnership. This legislaliOll offers the SCHBAlHookulaiwi Pattnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
pUlIlose of providing educational opportUnities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi <:':nter for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm oftbe 
SCHHA. Legi~lative findings clearlY show that there is a critical need fur excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educalionalleaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed 10 raise educational opportunities faT Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare tcachelS for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion 'Program; fur 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher educatioll through study at the master's and doctor.s1leveIs 

"he SCHHAlHoolrulaiwi Partnership bas a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who arc committed to CIl5uring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHlWHookula;wi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of edncation and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conClusion, I stand in strong support ofBB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their ~wavering advocacy f~r public educ:B Hawaii. 

Name: 5+.12\?\... .... "'-\~ B-tll~~M~a!UJ'e: ~'-~ 
Organization: Net 1"l00ikapOhO E{~""-[a=.:.;,.'()+-",S_~..:.;:o,,,-o!...-I ______ _ 

Address: 8q-~ }4ttYlO M'ou~ W~!0.M-e fuw!..i 'lb1'l:l. 
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To; 

Date: 

SubJeet: 

Senator Clayton Hee, Chair. Conunittee on Water, Land, Agrioulture, and Hawaiian Affail'$ 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affirlrs 
Members. Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8,2010 

Testimony in Support ofIiouse Bill 674 BD1: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
HeariugDate: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI ~epresents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on Apri130, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was Introduced by Representative Carroll to reclifjr the oullssion and to iuclude the 
legislation in the 20 I 0 budget. Similarly, S62391 was co-iutrodnced by SenlrtOrs Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

J stand 1n strong support ofHB674lIDl which provides fhnds to support criticaUy needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In Particular, I support Section 9A, which includes lhe 
provision of funds to support the Sove1'eign Councils of !he Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHf.(AlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partncring with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Land$ for the common 
purpose ofprovidiug educational opportunitie.q for Native Hawaiians. 

A. you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries oithe Hawaiian Home T.ands Trust. 'rhe UH 
Manoa F.!ookuIaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative uJ1dings clearly show 1hat there is a critical need for excellent teoohers, cuniculum 
developers, researchers, teacher edUcators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Rawaiians. This type of concerted effort is retleCll)(\ in the goals of the SCHHAffJookulaiwi Partl)crship: 

o To prepare teacherS for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; fOT 
Title 1 schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools 1n Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare NatiVe Hawaiian educational leaders ill areas such as curriculum research, $chool 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and docto:rallevels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
groU'1ded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultuxes and who are conumtted to ensuring the 
educational well-being ofHawa!i's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian childret\. This 
effort wlll grow exponentially if the SCHHAfHookulalwi Partnership is established as a p=anent par~ of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting sysfenlio changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes fOT Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the hlghest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, 1 stand iu strong support ofHB614 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Name: N.<U'l.e.+t~ ~4... Signature: N. Ok'~ t4.......... 

Organization; Nt\l"\otil@po!)p ~~~ £0001 . 
Address: 8q ..... (5?? ~(,tY\O N!hy-e- Wlili0hCt't' W\I!"f!i 
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To: 

Date: 

Subje~t: 

TU'+808:>8bbb:>:I 

Senator ClaytOn Hee, Chair, Commitlee on Water, l..and, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affhlrs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in Snpport of House '8i11674 HD 1: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

'Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDl represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in oPen budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectifY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. SimUarly, S82391 was co-introduood by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the S4me pUl]lose. 

J $taud in .trong support of HB674 DDt which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office ofHawaiia'n Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose ofpnwiding educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians_ 

As you know, th.:o SCHHA oversees th/; 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The VIi 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and IndlgCllous Education ;s the educational ann of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is It critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational/eaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities_ Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type ofconcorted effort is reflected in the goats of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language fromersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (espeoially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead oommunities); and for :Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educationallellders in areas such as curriaulum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHlWHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native HawaiillJ) children. 'fl\is 
effort will grow (lJqlonentinIly if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a pennanent part of the 
UniverSity of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academio 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools m\lSt be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

1n conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 lID1 and send my sine«e aloha to those legisl!u;ors who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advoca(.'Y for public education in Hawaii. 

Name: JOIf& ~~IKl Signature: --"'dnw'-'--l'<''----'-'U.:....:IW=-l:-._< _____ _ 

Organization: ~I)Clikf!p/Jtlo §(~ia'() Subool 
Address: 8Gf-f&? t!laho Ntby-e WGli0nG1'8 ftat~j Qb1q;l, 
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To: 

Date: 

Subject: 

Senar!)" Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and HawaHan Affai~ 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture. and Hawaiian 
Affuirs 
Members, Senate Committee On Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8. 20tO 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDt: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: Maroh 10,2010 at 2:45 p.OL 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahato nui forthis opportunity to present testimony. HB674 oot represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in opeu budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
Items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectifY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget Simi lady, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

r smnd in strollg support of HB674 liD] which provIdes funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural program$ and initiatives. In particular. I support Section 9A. which includes the 
provision offunds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. 'This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi l':utnership the privilege of 
p:utnering with toe Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the DeJ)llrtment of Hawaii 1m Home Lands forthe common 
pU1'pose of providing educational opportunitiC$ for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCfJBA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries oCthe Hawalian Home Lands Trust The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center Cor Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for (:Xcellent teachers, cuniculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and edW)ationalleaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, mOfe than ever, a concorted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Haw.uians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals afthe SCHHAlHookulaiwI Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Edllcation Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; fOT 
TItle I schools with large numbers of HaWaiian childreo (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
admini$lralion, and teacl,ter ¢<lucation through study at the master's and dootora11evels . 

The SCHHAJB:ookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educationlll well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a petmanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomC$ for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools mU$t be given the highest priority by l:Iawaii's 
lawmal<ers. 

Tn conclusion, I stand in strong support of I:IlI674 HDt and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy fur public educ(\.on in H?ail 
Name: [RId;:: D. Na.hAmw"p, Signature:~~t...,J4-J\u.~~4--=====::::::=~ 
Organization: Nan£i1ik~pOtQ E(-ementa~ School. 
Address: gGf-l$b M«hO N-e'OU:t. W~irAnatJ fut~'1 qb1q~ 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee 011 Water, Land, Agriculture, Illld aawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, WId Hawaiian 
Affairs 

Date: 

Subject: 

Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture:, and Hawaiiwl Affairs 

March 8, 20 IO 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 RD I; Relating to aawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kiikou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HD 1 represents the budget proviso8 th at were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result oflhe inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introdnced by Representative Carroll to rectif.y the omission aod to include the 
legislation in the 2QI 0 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was eo-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand In strong support of HB674 HDI which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational Wld cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to St!llport the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHI-IA)IHQokulaiwi Partnership. This legislation otrelS the SClffiAlHookuIaiwi :Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs aod the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose (lfpreviding educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and rndigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, aod educational leaders, especially to work with Native HaWaiian 
communities. 'Now, more tl1an ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Ha.waiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the gpais of the SCHHAlHooko.Jaiwi PartnelShip: 

o To f/repare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; fOT 

Title I schopls with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestesd communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's alld doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian WId Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grew exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a pmnment part of the 
University of Hawaii system. LastIng systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii'8 children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674l:1DI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demons1lated therr unwavering sdvocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Name: dy II"" Ma-kLot WIn-O Signature: ~ ~~1u 
Organization: N,at)(if)kgPOhO E.t.eroer.n.~ S~OQI . 
Address: 8q-l~ Mano Jv.enyft W0iCil.M-e fPt.l4li %1~ 
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To: 

Date: 

Subject: 

Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculturo, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

MarehS,2010 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HOI: Relating to Hawaiian Affitlrs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai k8kou; 

Mahalo nuj for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee rnembel"S, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the finaI budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was Introduced by Representative Cattoll to rectifY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 201 0 budget. Similarly, SB2391 WllS co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support of Wl674 HDl which provides funds to support critically needed Native HaWaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
pro"ision offunds to support the Sovereign Couucils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partuership the privilege of 
parrnoring with the Office offfawaiian AffiIlrs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the commol1 
pw-pose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawalians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UtI 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center lor Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational attn of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, research¢t$, teadler educators, and educationalleaclers, especially to work with Na(jve Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, II concerted etrort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected ill the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Bawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

" . To .prepare Native Hawaiian educationalleaclers in areas such as culTiculum research, school 
administrati')n, Md teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAJHookulaiwi :P~ership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who m-e well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and We~1:em languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHNBookulaiwi Partnership is established as a pennanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academio 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclu.qion, I stand in strong supportofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrat-? their unwavering advocacy for public education in l!.awn~ 

Name: K:2\\ L(~ Signature;--"fa~);,~~-§--_-+-~=
Orgaruzation: N~nqflkapDbO EI~ia~ SJwQI V 
Address: 8q-l5? }4a.tIb lw""ny-e, vVvfl(i\Mtr =/ta~., Cfb1'f.;2. 
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To: 

Date' 

Subject' 

Senator Clayton flee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Watc..'t, '(.and, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affilirs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8,2010 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HOt: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March J 0,2010 at 2:45 p.rn. 

Aloha mm kiikou: 

Mahalo nul for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDl represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by ilie Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this meas= was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectity the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

J .tand in strong sppport ofBB674 lin} which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Home1ands Assembly 
(SCBHA)lHoakulaiwi l:'arc:nership. This legislation offers the SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affilirs and the Oepartment of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The VEl 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Certtllt fot Native Hawaiian and Indigertous Education is the educational lIFID. of the 
SCHHA. Legi$lative findings clearly show that there i$ a critical need for excellent teachers, currioulum 
developers, resem:c.b.ezs, teacher educators, and edu¢<ltionalleaders, especially to work with Narive Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more: than ever, a concetted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities fur Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effurt is reflected in lhe goals of the SCHJWI:(ookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools wilh large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
lIomestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educationalleadcts in areos such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHlWHooknlaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and Who are oommitted to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian clliIdren. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHool<ulaiwi Partnership is establillbed as a permanent part of the 
University ofHawaH syslem. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for HawaH's children in l:iawaii's public schools must be given lhe highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support of 00674 HOI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavQling advocacy for puhlic education in Hawaii. 

Name: ;:::JOo~i lj t'\V\ -Kr-o p+- Signature: ~ 
Organi211tion: ~nO\ikgl2OtJo E3-ern€.¥'l-tu~ School. 
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S¢Ilalor Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, alld liawaiian Affairs 
Se::nator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Wate::r, Laud, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affair.; 

Date: 

Subjeet: 

Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hnwailan Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support of Honse Bitl674 HDI: Relating to Hawaiian AffiLirs 
Hearing Date: Maroh 10,2010 at 2,45 p.m. 

Aloha mai klikou: 

Mahala nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 flDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the:: Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted !Tom the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was Introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
Ic::gislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, 8B2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same pllrpose. 

I stand in strong support ofBB674 HOt which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, r support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Soveteign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAIHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Bawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands T",st. The UR 
Manoa Hook;ulaiwi Center for Native Hawailan and lndigenous Education is the educational arm. of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and eduoationalleaders, especially to wolk with Native Hawaiian 
commllnities. NoW, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. Tlris type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
'fide I schools with lal"8e numbers of Hawaiian children (espeoially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To- prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in MetIS suoh as curriculum fesCllrch, school 
administr.ation, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The 8CHHAIHookulaiwi Partnership hIlS a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western l8UjJ;uages and cultures and who are conunitted to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population ofcbildren. especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is establishe(! as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes io the quality of education and ill the academic 
outcomes for Jlawaii's cbiIdren in Sawall's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support of1l.B674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public ~:~ in Hart . f\ 
Name: wm!l ~ SignatuJ'e:~ I 

Organization: Ne I"IOflk@pOI)p E\:ementA.'(} Schoo I . 
Addres$; 8Q-1S? M,'l:Y\Q MhY~ W0iIil.M'EJ fu.'4-li Qb11'" 
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Tot 

Date! 

Snbjeet: 

Senator Clayton Flee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, ood Flawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, LWld, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8,2010 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HD 1: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mal kiikou: 

Mahala nui for this opportunity to present testimony. fffi674 lIDl represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result ofth:l inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to reetify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was oo-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong $UpPl)rt of HB674 HDI which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaii!lll 
educationsl and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHJ-lA)lHookulalwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHB'NHookulalwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCIiHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries oftbe Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm oflhe 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, tesClU'chers, teacher educators, and educatil)nalleaders, esp~cial1y to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities fat Native 
Hawaiians. This type ofconccl1ed effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership; 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Langllllge ImmersIon Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (espeCially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders it) areas such a$ olU"l'ii;Ulum resenroh. school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHl-INHookuJaiwi Partnet$bip has a proven lli$lOry of preparing excellent educators who are w¢1\ 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who ate committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population "f children, espeeially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCffilAIHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lming systemic ¢hanges In the quality of education and in the aoademic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest pri01ity by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

m conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in HaWRlfii. . 

Name: &fu,(l~ La,.,J/S Signature:-""~-="""4--f'f----#-.~-7'1--==--__ _ 

Organi2lltion: I'i/:\ t)otj k~pOno E!-etnrota.~ &iOJl . 
Address: 8q-l5? MLtY'lO N!hUft W~i@,np-8 fu.Wf..li '1~,jq;1. 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee On Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokudll, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land. Agriculture, md Hawaiian 
Affairs 

Date: 

Sllbjeet: 

Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, lUld Hawaiian AlTairs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDI; R.elating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: MlU'ch 10,2010 at 2:45 p.rn. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present teslimony.1-ill674 }lOl represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Represenllltive Carroll to t¢Ctify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support ofHB674 llDt which provides funds to support CJjticaily needed Native Hawaiian 
edUCiltiOnal and culrural prQg= and initiatives. In particular, I $l.Ipport Section 9A, whiCh includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHliA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi l'artnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department ofHawaiiml Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCIIHA, Legislative fmdings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, mote thml ever, a conce1ted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAfHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To ptep<lfe teachers fur the Department of Education Hawaiian Lmlguage ImmetSion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communilies); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctornllevels 

The SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership has a proven hlslozy of preparl,ng excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational weU-being of Hawaii'$ diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the higbest priority by Hawaii's 
IlIwmakcrs. 

lit conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demorfttated ,their unwavepng advocacy for public educa~jjO 'n Hawaii. _ 

Name: 'la~1\1 f.vWvv'v\.t Signature: c-----"',/\5/~ 
Organization: Ntl.nOli~fOno t3-emet\TI.~ s¥ . 
Address: 8q-~ MtthO Mhy-e WtI\jt:lhQ'9' -fu:~i 'Ib1Q,::l. 
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T(t, 

Date: 

Subject: 

Senaror Clayton Hee. Chair, Committee on Water, Land, AWiculture, and Hawaiian Affair. 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
A.ffidrs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Match 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support ofliouse BiIl674 HD I: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March to, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunltY to present ttl/ltimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the COllfcrence Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As aresuJt oftl1e inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectiJY the omission and to include the 
legislQlion in the 2010 budget. Similarly, 882391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, l<im and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand In stroug support ofHB674 DDl which provides funds to support critioally needed Native Hawaiian 
eduollfional and cultural programs and initiatiVes. In partioular, I support Section 9A, whioh includes the 
provIsion (tffunds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homell!l1ds Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHoolmlaiwi Partnership. '!'his legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands forthe common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA overstCs the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Hom", Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center fur Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings olc:arly show that thtre is a critical need for excellent teachers, <)umculum 
develOpers, researchers, teacher educators, l!I1d educational leaders, especially to work witl1 Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort i. needed to raise eduoatiOl1al opportunities for Native 
f:(awaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o T(t prepare teachers for Ihe Department of Education HaWaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those sohoo)s in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in ateaS such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookuIaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who arc well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who art: committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort wilt grow exponentially jf the SCHHNHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii 3ystem. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given tlte highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support of HB674 HD 1 and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonsttated their unwavering advocacy for public education in HIIwaii. 

Name: J at»I'e,- 0"""- . Signature: S1k¥. 
Organization: Na t'lGilkl'ilpDhO ~.eroet\ta~ S~OQ I . 
Address: 8q-~ \:.llano N-GhY-e, W0iG3.Me fu.WJ..i; %1q~ 
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To: Senator Clayton Hoe, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and tIawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Lal]d, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affilil'$ 

Date: 

Subject: 

Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8,2010 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HOJ: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai k!!koul 

Mahalo nm fur this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDl represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently ~letcd from the finaI budget document As a result of-the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introdnced by Representative Carroll to :rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation In the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hallahusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same plltpose. 

I stalld in strong snpport or 88674 HDl which provides funds to support critiCally needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initi;ltives. In particular, J support Section 9 A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookuIaiwi Partnership_ This legislation offers the SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnerlng with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department offlawaiian Home Lands fur the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Nativ¢ Hawaiiaus. 

As you know, the SClmA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian flome Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHRA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, cuniculum 
developers, researchors, teacher educators, and cducatiollalleaders, especiaUy to worle. with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than evet, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportUnities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted ef(ol't is reflected in the goals of the SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title J schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawlliian 
Homestead eommunitles); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian cducatiollalleaders in areas such as cWTiculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and dcotoraileveis 

The SCHHAlHooknlaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educatOI'$ who are welt 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are eommitted to ellSuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponc:ntia:tly if the SCHlWHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a pennanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawllii's public schools must be given the higbest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, J stand in strong support ofHB674 lIDl and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for pub!lc education in Hawaii. 

Name: ~de.", [v\o..ht,..~ Signature: 11~ m~ 
Organization: N(.\noil~pohO E3&oen-Ia'(J Subllol 
Address: 8C(-1~ MtthO Mnyo& WOtilAna~ fut~i Q"1Q;l. 
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'ft): Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, :Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Ji!! Tokuda, Vi<»-Chslr, Committee on Water, Land, Agrioulture, and Hawaiian 
Affalrs 

bate: 

Subjeet: 

Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, Ilnd Hawaiian Affairs 

Maroh 8, 2010 

'l'eslimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDI; Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March lO, 2010 at 2!45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kilkon; 

Mahslo om for this opportunity to present testimony. BB674 HDl represents the budget provisos that were 
·publicly voted upon on Apri130, 2009, in open budget s~ion by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this m~ure was introduced by Representative Carroll to recti:ty the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 201 0 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introducecl by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand In stroug support ofBB674 :run which provides funds to support Critically ueeded Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, X support Section 9 A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support thc Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Romelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers t.be SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Harne Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational oPpOrtunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The Ul:l 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHI1A. J.egislative fllldings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teaohers, curriculutn 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiiao 
communities. Now, more than ever, a COncerted. effort is needed to raise educational oPPOrtunities for Native 
Hawaiians. Thill type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHNHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawalian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as cUlTlculum research, schOOl 
administration, and. teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history ofprepating excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Westem languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of c.hildren, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially iftbe SCHHNHookulaiwi Partnership ill established as a permanent part of the 
University of Haw ali system. Lasting syl!temic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawali's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in SIrOng support ofHB674 HDI and send. my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Name: Q.tbl;lt'(."\'.. B~j)Q Signature: Dzk&'(, r81~ 
Organization: Nar\(;{,k~rDbO t::::(-t!neh1a'(1 SuhOQI 
Address: 8q-l~ ""aM M-e.hY~ W"'iC\M"e" fu~i Qb1"1;l.. 
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To; Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affail'S 
Senator Jill 'Tokuda, Vlce..chBlr, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
AffaiT'S 

Date: 

Subjcd: 

Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support ofI-louse Bill 674 HDI! Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 20 I 0 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha rna! kilkou: 

Mahalo nm for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members. but 
wel'C inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measlJJ'e was introduced by Repl'CSentative Carroll to TectifY the omis$iOll and to incl1,lde the 
legislation in the 2010 budget Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee fOr 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support ofHl'l674 HDt which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educatioual and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, J support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers th.:: SCHHAJHoolrulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affilirs and the Department ofBawaiian Home LiIIlds for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian flome Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is it critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers. teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native f:tawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effor! is needed to raise edueational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHoolrulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers fot the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially tbose schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead commuoities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepQl'e Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as cWTiculum reseafch, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCliliAlHookulalwi PartnCT'$hip has a proven history ofprepa~ excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCIDWHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent pQl't of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public: schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii'. 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support of HB674 HD! and seudmy sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated ~eir unwavering advocacy for public educatio~ 'Ha~aii. 

Name: OJUJL/. &oJOQ Signature: ~ 8~ 
Organiution: N{;!t)o(lkC4pOhO E.{'fu'IgK'\±am Suhool . 
Address: gCl-iS?? Mc.thO M'Oy~ W,rlc.\no.'e- I ±t.!.!!IIf!=I!:ll.; _q..!'~b::...1Lql!!::l.::...-_ 
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To: 

Subject: 

Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee Oil Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affllirs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affuirs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support of House BiJl674 HDI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.rn. 

Aloha mai km<:ou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 lIDI represents the hudget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Corumi!!.::" members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation In the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senato.rs Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the sam(l purpose. 

Iltsllid in strong support of.8JJ674 HDl which pl'ovides funds to support critically needed Native f:lawaiian 
educational and cultural progrsrns and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, wbich includes the 
provision of funds to sUpport the Sovereign Councils of the Hawmian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. "('his legislation offers the SCHHAMookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partncring with the Office ofHaWBiian AfTlllrs and the Deplll'!ment oiRawaiiall Home Lands for the common 
purpose ofp1'oviding educalional opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries oethe Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and lndigenous Education is the educational arm oflbe 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever., a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership; 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of EducatiOn Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schOols with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian cbarter scbools; and 

o 1'0 prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administtation, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAJHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cuJ~ and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being ofHawali's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially iithe SCBHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a P¢1'1llllllent part of the 
University ofHa.waii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Ha.waii's children in Hawaii's public sebC)o)$ must be given the highest priority by Hawaii'S 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support of HB674 HJ) I and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Name: W\().(\.u'\t, ~'!L\-TlIl,m0 Signature: ~g ~-T~.,., 
Organization: Ngn0l1kt:lponn \:?'.l;-etn®i!\j $",",001 " 
Address: Scf-/&? )<4tt\,\o hr"nYit W'0itaM6 ftztl4t", Gunq.;l.. 
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TQ: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Conunittee on Water, Land, Agti~ulture, and Hawaiian Affilirs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Conunittee on Water. Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affirlrs 

Date. 

SUbject: 

Membe .... Senate Conunittee on Water, Land, Agrioulture, and Hawailan Affairs 

March 8. 2010 

Testimony in Support ofIiouse Bill 674 HDl: Relating to Hawaiian A mrlrs 
Hearing Date: Maroh 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mal kllkou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HD 1 represents the budget provisos that wete 
publicly voted upon on April 30. 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee memb ...... but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items. this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectifY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, S82391 was co-intrnduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

1 $wod in stroag support ofHB674 RD) wh;ch provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawajjan 
educational and cultural programs 8lld initiatives. In Pllrticular. I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision offunds to support the Sovereign Councils ofthc ffawailan Homel(lnds Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. lhis legislation offers the SCHHA/f(ookulniwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affuil\S and the Department of Hawaiian Bome Lands fur the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30.000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UA 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educatiotlal arm of the 
seMI-IA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical. need for excellent teachers. curtio,,\um 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now. more than ever. a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawauans. Thls type of concerted effurt is retlected in the goals of tlte SCHHAlHookuJaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion l'rogram: for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (esl'eclally those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaii"" charter school.; and 

o To prepare Native Hawailan educationalleade ... in areas such as curriculum research. school 
adnlinistration, and teacher education through study at the master's and dootoral levels 

The SCHHAfHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educato ... who are well 
grounded in both the HawaiilJll and Western langUlIges and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being ofIiawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCliHAIHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmak¢l"3, 

In conclusion, I staad in strong support ofHB674 WI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for publio education In Hawaii. 

Name: ~n.J~ 'etarngs Signatur~-e....t-~ 
Organization: N~ 'oOlike;!f'llhQ ~-etnen-rn~ jJ,l;, _ 
Address: 8q-~ }llano MhY-e, W6li0nae' ±tzt~i qbJ~~ I ,~-----
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokucla, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture. and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Commillec ou Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDl: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kiikou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. I:IB674 HD 1 represents the budget provisos that were 
pUblicly voted upon on Apri130, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Cmoll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budger. Similarly, Sa2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, r support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
{SCHHA)fHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulniwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Officc of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands tbr the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you kuow, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center fur Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, morc than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type ofconccrted effort is retlected in the goals of the SCHHNHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title T schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian • 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as cumeulum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at tlte master's and doClCrallevels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven bistory of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse popUlation of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHNHookulaiwi Parmership is established as a pennanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support of 118674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonS~d their unwavering advocacy for public education in~ 

Name: \bIen e Narnoorra Signature: -::[,Me~~~~_~~"-,",,,~ __ _ 
Organization: Ng hC\"1 ktapOhO El;~€))to.~ S ""00 I . 
Address: 8q-(~ \-4a\"\D hf."()U~ W0irAno:tJ fu~j q~1q.?. 
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To: Senator Claylon Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 

Date: 

Subject: 

Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairn 

March 8, 20 \ a 
Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDI: Relating to HawaiiWl Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai klikou; 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HD I represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget docwnent. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to reclify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 20\0 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in StroDg support of HB674 HDI which provides funds to sUppOrt critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision ofrunds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Parmership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Deparrment of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

AS yOll know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational ann of the 
SCHHA. Legislative (indings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers. researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted eftort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulwwi Partnership: 

o To prepate teachers for the Department of Elducation Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and tor Hawwian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum resesrch, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are commined to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse popUlation of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHA/HookuJaiwi Partnership is established as a pClmanent part oflhe 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's childrtn in H'awaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, 1 stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advOC!Wy for public ed:;? in Hawaii. 

Nam~'~ ~~ Signatu~~ ~,(.e
Organization: Ntt 1)Ci\-1 k~pono t3.etn(l)"'tp.'Z1 S ~OO I 
Address: 8q-~ N\ano W'lhY-e. W0i0no.1?I -fu.~i tt~nq:;l.. 
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To: Senator Clayton I'Iee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiiml Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chail', Committee on Water, Lmrd, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agrioulture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: Marcb 8.2010 

Subjeet: Testimony in SUPPllrt of House Bill 674 HD 1: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mal kiikou: 

Mahala nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 lIDl represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget dMument. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to reetify the omission and to inclUde the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, 8B2391 'Was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support of HB674 HDI Which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to SUPPIlrt the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partneTing with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lmrds for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCI-IHA oversees tho:> 30,000 beneficiaries oflhe Hawaiimr Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative tlnclings clearly show that there is a critical need for exeellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher cdUClltors, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational OPPllrtnnities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlAookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in f:hl.waiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages aod cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawalimr children. This 
effort wHl groW exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulniwi Partnership is established as a permmrent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education mId in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawali's 
lawmnkers. 

In conclusion, 1 stand in strong support of Ha674 HOI and sen<i my sincere aloha to those legi$lalOrs who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Name: f'11....:..2...... q...~ Signature: j\1; I... Brc.J~ 
Organization: NtthgiktapollQ e.:{~€tIi!~ ScbOQ! . 
Address: 8q-l~ }.l\aY'lo lv"hy-e W'6\.'ltAhCl'tI =i-rtllf11.li qlo1q~ 
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To; Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affain; 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agricnlture, and Hawaiian 
Affajrs 

Date: 

Subje(t: 

Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8,2010 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HD I: Relating to Hawa;;an Affairs 
Hearing Date: March lO, 20 I 0 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai krucou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to inciude the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB239 1 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support orRD674 HDI which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. Tllis legislation offers the SCHHNHookulaiwi Partnership the privi lege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs atld the: Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for 'Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneticiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. Tile UB 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm ot'the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need fur excellent teachers, cuniculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted eftort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type ofconcertcd effort is retlected in the goals of the SCHHAIHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o "0 prepare teacllers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immcl'Sion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools ill Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, sehoul 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHNHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part oftlle 
University of Hawaii system. LaSting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, 1 stand in strong support onm674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy tor public education in Hawaii. 

Name; (rnon Shraokal Signature: CJ,.wA,S~ 
Organization: N(;I,hVf!~P-£bp El;-etnet'tta.~ Scbool . 
Address: 8q-l&? \J\llrlO N-e,hY-e, W~itAMt7 fu.~i 
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To: Senator Clayton liee, Chair, Committee on Water, l..and., Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
AffiUrs 
Members, Senate Committee On Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HOI: Relating to Hawaiian Affuirs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 a12:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HD1 represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, bur 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectifY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, S.B2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hannbusa, Kim and Hee for 
the srune purpose. 

I stand In strong support of HB674 HDI which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds [0 support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi .Partn~'TShip. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHooknlaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partocring with the Office of Hawaiian Affuirs and the Department ofJ-lawajian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SC)"'lHA oversees the 30 .• 000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hooknlaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational ann of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical. need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especiaUy to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted eftbrt is wHeeled in the goals ofthe SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially tbose schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational lenders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHIWHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effutt will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the ucademic 
outcomes fur Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, 1 stand in strong support of HB674 HOI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
bave demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Name; J;,~\c ~ G..e.('\,>,\o", 0 Signature: ~ '*' Cl. 
Organization: N(;tl1Oflk~~D ~~tD.~:.j--...>.JS~ch~o."-!QI __ . ____ _ 
Address: 8q-~ \J\Gt\'\O N-eny-e, Wli\jOtn~'tI -fu.14I; Q"1G).? 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian AfflUNl 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Aflilirs 

Date: 

Subject: 

Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HD I: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearl~ Date: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kiikou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. 00674 HDl represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30,2009, in open budget session b)' the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently del<::tcd. from the final budget document. As a rel)ult of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 20 J 0 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co--introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hec for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support of BB674 HDl which provides funds to support critjcaJly needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership tho privilege of 
partneri~ with rhe Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands fur the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiian$. 

As you know, the SCHrIA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home I:,.ands T11l$I. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm ofrhe 
SCH);A. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researChers. teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever. a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is tetlected in the goals of the SCHHNHookulaiwi Partnership: 

a To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title 1 schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian chmtel' schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teachet education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAfHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven' history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being ofHawaiPs diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially If the SCHHNHookulaiwi Partnership is established as II permllll0nt part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes fur Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools moot be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

" 

Tn concloolon, T stand in strong support ofHB674 HDl and send my sincere aloha to those Ic:gishno 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Name: hpl d k'(~ e.r -1(1 L\fMdS Signal\lrc:~;"" "'-'-"-="'--"'---

Organization: Ntt h0l1kap.{!no a:-etnen±d~ ~~ 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian AffatTS 
Senator Jill Tokuda, ViccHChair, Committee 011 Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
AffiUrs 
Mep1bers, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date; March 8, 20)0 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HD I: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui fur this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Commille" members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative CortOll to t'tctiJY the omission IIIld to inClude the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, S82391 was co.introduced by SenatoTS Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strang support ofHB674 HDt which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiati"es. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assombly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAIHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
Partncring with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands fof the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities fur Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SeHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational oppoTtunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAIHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Haw allan children (especially those schoofs in Bawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and culrures and who arc committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part ofthe 
UniveTSity of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic ohanges in the qnality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislatoTS who 
bave demQ.nstrate~ their unwaverin~ a1vocacy fOf public education i Hawaii. • 

Name: K1 rl.Sten Yosh, dq Signature: ~ 
Organimtion: ...!N&\~h!}!O\a·~~tlfL~E1;~~g,Q]~WSU~OIa. _____ ~ __ 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian A.ffidt'S 
Senalor Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, LlUld, Agriculrure, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Subjeet: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDl: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date; March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kmcou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDl represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget docwnent. As a result of the inadvertent omission ofmesc 
items, this measure was introduced by Represen1l!tive Carrolllo rectifY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 201 0 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim andHce for 
the same purpose. 

I stand In strong support of HB674 HDI which pr(lVides funds to suppon critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCI·n-lA)/Hookuiaiwi );>arlllersl1ip. this legisialiQn offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands tbrthe common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need fur excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially 10 work with Native: Hawaiian 
communities. Now, mote than ever, a conceited effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
J:fawaiian.~. This type of coneened effon is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian cbarter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas sucb as curriculum rescarch, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history ofprepar(1)g ¢lIcellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are commined to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse popUlation of children, espccially Native Hawaiian chlldren. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a pennanent part oftbe 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDl and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Name: Tcifttl Lv~ 
Organization: Nt\ hV\i~ 0 e::{ 

Address: 8q-l~ ""ano W'''nu-& 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committce on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senatof Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 

Date: 

SUbject: 

Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support of House Bi1l674 HD 1: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahala nui for this opportunity to present testim.ony. fffi674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. A~ a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

J stand in strong support of HB674 HDl which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular" J support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partoership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partncring witb the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SeHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Tl.1lst. The UH 
Manoa I:lookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educationalleaclers, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAiHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiiao eharter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of pm paring excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Westero languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially ifthe SCHHAlHookulaiwi Parmership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic ohaoges in the quality ofcducation and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the higbe..<;1: priority by Hawaij's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in slrong support ofHBli74 HPI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Name: ~~a fi:i,YIQ Signature: ,_,_~ _______ _ 

Organization: \4Db)(~!loiW; Nit'rou to,hlnt ~rdlli::l101'" 

Address: 2/;110 Co\e UI-. I1rJno\lJlu ,qu'p.# 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land. Agdculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 

Date: 

Subject: 

Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mal kakol.l: 

Mahalo nui for this ~pponunjty to present testimony. HB674 HOI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on Apri.l30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure wu introduced by Representative Carroll to rectifY the omission and to include the 
legislation in tbe 20] 0 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by ~nators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same pUrpose. 

I stand in strong SlIpport ofHB674 IJDl which provides funds to support critioally needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In panicular.l support Section 9A, which includes the 
p1'ovision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and tbe Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing eduoational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 benefioiaries of the Hawaiian Horne Lands Trust. TIle UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teacbers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and eduoationa] leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHlWHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To pTepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian chiidTen (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCBHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proV8!J history of preparing excellent educators who are wen 
grounded in both thc Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who ate committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population ofchildrO]!, especially Native Hawaiian chiJ.dren. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a pennanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcome~ for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HOI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Organization: ___ -:--:-______________________ ~ 

Address: UctIatVV-eAi' t\a~ 
Signature; 'h».,* k ~ 
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To: Senator Clayton Bee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Wa.ter, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 

Date: 

Subjeot: 

Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March g, 2010 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 WI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Dale: March 10,20] 0 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahala nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HOI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvenently deleted. from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in tbe 20] 0 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support of:a:n674 HDl which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)IHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers tbe SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partncrlng with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the cornman 
purpose of providing educational opportunities fur Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational ann cfthe 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show tllat there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals ofth. SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teache;r;; for the Depamnent of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers ofBawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaii3ll 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educationalleadE:I5 in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctorallcv~l$ 

The SCHHA/flookulaiwi Partnership bas a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse popUlation of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAJHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in tbe academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in HaWaii's pUblic schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere Bloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Bawaii. 

~~~~-'--------------
Organization: ::::::"--'-'.!.Io.:"""--'~~!!l-__________________ _ 

Address: ---;' ~"""''''''-''-''-'='--..;.-c::...!".!~~I....---:----------------
Signature: k,,::fLl~~W......\~~~!!]~rA.I:i!..VA.L ______ - _____ _ 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 

Date: 

Subject: 

Member.;, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HOI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha rnai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimany. HB674 HD 1 represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the nnaJ budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omissiol) and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim andHee for 
the same purpose. 

l stand in strong support of HB674 HDl which provides fund~ to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Romelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
paTlnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries oflhe Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Educa.tion is the educational arm of the 
SeHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native HawaiiWl 
communitjes. Now, morc than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter scbools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cul!Ure.~ and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effon will grow ellponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes ror Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDJ and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have derno~ their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Name:"! i Mlhu ~an.'S 'ne\e, 
Organization: k£ Ku.I-a 1\\, \ \@,fI.t 0 

Address: \\c,¥c\m! 'M'l!D:i 
Signature:i~ ~ _________ . _____ _ 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affuirs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Comminec on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 

Date: 

Subject: 

Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Marc1l8,2010 

Testimony in Support of Bouse Bill 674 HOI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahala nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, ill open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to reclilY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 201 0 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support of HB674 HD] which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, 1 support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookuiaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
parmering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Haw ali an Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries oftbe Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHRA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchcrs, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, mOTe than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookuJaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as currieulum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages 8IJd cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHNHookuJaiwi Parmership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HOI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Name:th\t~ ~~T\\ ~\~"tf\~y\IA~ ~\~! 
Organization: 14 ,",,,,,tJ.!...L..~~.!....!-_________________ _ 

Address: &\c.Ot.l., )-\aWCI'/l 

Signature:~~1 ~V\CAnt\,-,,-~ ____ , _________ _ 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, COlllmittee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 

Date: 

Subject: 

Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

T ... timony in Support of House Bjll(j74 HDI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Dale: March 10, 20 I 0 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mallalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30,2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission oftltese 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to recti1)t the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support ofHB1l74UJ)1 which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. ht particular, r support Section 9A, which includes tlte 
prOVision of funds to support the Sovereign CouDcils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/flookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHA/B'ookuJaiwi Partnership tlte privilege of 
partncring with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the COmlllon 
purpose of providing educational opportunities fOf Native Hawaiians. 

As you kIlOW, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UIi 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, mor.e than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportUnities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type ofconeerted effort is reflected in the goaJs of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnersltip: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Progra.m; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as currioulum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are weIl 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western Janguages and cultures and who are committed to el)suring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a pennaneot part of the 
University of Hawaii system. La.,.tillg systemic changes in the quality ofeducatioll and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's pUblic schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand ill strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sillcere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Name: cs~ClltQ tsatpolol tQn~h (Zt~ 
Organization: f\:./t. t\1 . ft. t< .&. 
Ad ... " 11 I\cm'4:lh~ 
SIgnature:· ~ #~ 

:' V 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 

Date: 

Sl1bject: 

Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support afHouse Bill 674 HDl: Relating to Hawajjan Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, ;2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HOI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result oftbe inadvertent omission ofthese 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in. the 2010 budget. Similarly, S82391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support of HB674 HDl which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and culrural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision off-unds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partuering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa. Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm ofthe 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and edueatioualleaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAJHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for tho Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large nUmbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum rese=h, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well.being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Name: Ct9' 
Organization: -.---::----:---1""-------------------

Address: M I:"-JA!,I,; tllvv~JZ:> 
Signature: &---
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Cbair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 

Date: 

Subject: 

Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahala nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos tbat were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the filla) budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission oftnes. 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to inclUde the 
legislation in the 201 0 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senator$ Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

J stand in strong support of HB674 HDl which provides funds to support critically needed Nlltive Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, Which includes the 
provision offunds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)t»ookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office ofBawwian Affairs and the Department of Hawaii an Horne Lands for the common 
purpose of pro IIi ding educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, Ihe SCHHA oversees the 30,000 bcndiciaries oftbe Hawaiian Homo Lands Tru~. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is tbe educational arm of the 
SCliMA. LegislatiVe findings clearly show that there is a critical need for .lIcelIent teachers, cumculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Nativc Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. Tbis type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare tcachel$ for the Depal'lrnent of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the ma.<ter's and doctorallevcls 

The SCHHAlHoo1<ulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators WllO are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian Wld Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse popUlation of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership is ""tablished as a permanent part of tile 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in aawaii's public scnools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion~ I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aJoha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Name: 0o.SSie.. l<~Qht,~bllli 

Organization: K ~ K ~hC\ e,'e.yn.e.,tr,-) ..$ <....h.o.Q \ 

Address: K.tXr,. h lA \-\ !A,rJ~\ " 

Signature: Cab l),U,. )t. 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair. Comminee on Water, Land, Agriculrure, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 

Date: 

Subject: 

Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support of House Sill 574 HDI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March J 0,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony, HBti74 HOI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result oflhe inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectity the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB239 1 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand In strong support ofHB674 RDl which provides funds to support eritioalh: needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, tile SCmIA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. Tbe UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead cClmmunities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educatiClnalleaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and dOCloralleve1s 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven bistory of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages a1ld cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse popuJation of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially iftha SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quallty of education and in tile academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Bawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strO!1g support ofHB674 HPI BIld send my sincere aloha tCl those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Organization: ___________________________ ---; 

Address: __ K....,.....""_I._C_f! ___ -</I~~.::;:...:...,_. _________________ ~ 

Signature: 0 eJ:N p ... 
r! 

M .. /4-
• 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Commitle~ on Water, J..and, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Wa,ter, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 

Date: 

Subject: 

Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Aftiiirs 

March 8,2010 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HOI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahala nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on Apri130, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectifY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, 582391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the samo pUJpose. 

I stand in strong support ofHB674 UD] whicll provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lRookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries oflhe Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwl Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is tbe educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is It critical need for excellent teachers, cuniculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work witb Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opport\lJlities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi PartnersJ,ip: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title J schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as cuniculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at th~ master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring thc 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, espccially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effon will grow exponentially if the SCIiHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is establisbed as a permanent part of the 
University ofHawaH system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
Olltcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

( 

Name: ''''(f~I ... \I. 5111!..1fl\I\I\ 

Organization: _____________________________ _ 

Address: M IW!\W~I-I !h 
Signature: \~~'\,J! \(' ~, 

~ 
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To: Senator Clayton Bee, Cbair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HD I: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectiiY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support ofll13674 HDl which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes tbe 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnersbip the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, Ihe SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneflciarie.q of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The uri 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportullities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Titlelschools with large numhers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaii~n 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and . 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both tbe Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusioo, J stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Organization: _____________________________ ~ 

Address:~ 

signa~~-.;;:-.... '__fdi~~~+rf~------
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Senator Clayton Hee, Chair. Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affilirs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony ill Support of House Bill 674 HOI: Relati.ng to Hawaiian AfThirs 
Hearing Date: March ]0,20]0 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opponunity to present testimony. HB674 HD I represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
Were inadvertently deleted from the finaJ budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission oftbese 
items, thls measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to inclUde the 
legislation in the 20 I 0 budget. Similarl)', SB2391 was co-introduced b)' Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

J stand in strong support of HB674 HDl which provide~ funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support tho Sovereign Councils oflbe Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookuJaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department DfHawaiian Home Lands for the common 
pUlJlose of providing educational opportunities f'OrNative Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiartes of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHBA. Legislative findings clearl), show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type ofeoncerIed effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian .tanguage Immersion Program; for 
Title r schools with large numbers of Hawaiian ehildren (especi<illy those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are welJ. 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse popUlation of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentiall)' if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnershi.p is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. tasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority b), Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HOJ. and send my sincere Bloha 10 those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 
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To: Senator Clayton Hec, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and .Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jm Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and .Hawaiian 
Affairs 

Date: 

Subject: 

Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, AgriClllture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8,2010 

Testimony in Support orHouse Bill 674 HDI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 20 I 0 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nul for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDJ represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a resu1t of the inadvertent omission of these 

. items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to inclUde the 
legislation in the 201 0 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators l{anab\lllB, Kim and Hee for 
the same pUrpose. 

J stand in strong snpport ofHB674 HDt which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
eduoational and cultural programs and initiatives. In partiCUlar, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils ofthe Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/H'ookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partncring with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the cammal) 
pu.rpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of me 
SCI-iHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more [han ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title Iscbools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doetorallevels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who arc committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system, Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Name;~ ~ k.chJ(\\}l,r, 
Organization: ~ t\\xtU -\? \<a V\Q. r::g 
Address:_--,. __________________________ _ 

signature~~l ~ L. -k 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
SenatorJiII Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and ffawaiian 
Affairs 

Date: 

Subject: 

Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 20 I 0 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HD I: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos tlJat were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of tbe inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to reolitY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 201 0 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
tbe same purpose. 

I stand in strong SUPPlIrt lIf HB674 HDl which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAiHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office ofHawaHan Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Hom~ Lands for the common 
purpose ofpToviding educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The VH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the education.a1 arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native !-lawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi partnership: 

a To ])Tepare teachers for tbe Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (espeoially tbose schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiiall charter scbools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and dootorallevels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who afe well 
gronnded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and oultures and who are committed to ensuring tlJe 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of ohildren, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's ohildren in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, J stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public eduoation in Hawaii. 

Or~anization: 1(ttrlivkg 
Address: 6) U)e, ~lAOO;i 

Signature: 'fliJlli. ~ 
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Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and 1:l:awaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Comminee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and 1:l:awaiian Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opponunity to present testimony. HB674 HoI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon 01) Apri130, 2009, in opel) budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were madvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectifY thc omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was c(}.introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support oflJJ:1674 HDl which provides funds to SlIpport critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision offunds to suppon the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)IHookulaiwi J'artnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAIHookuiaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with tbe Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The VH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCH}JA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excelhmt teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities far Native 
Hawaiians. This type ofconcer!ed effort is reflected in the goals oftbe SCHHAlHoolruJaiwi J'artoership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title T schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communitie.~); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHooku!aiwi Partnership has a proven history ofprcparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well,being of Hawaii's diverse popUlation of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAJHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part oflhe 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, T stand in strong support ofHB674 HD! and seI)d my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Organization: ___________________________ .......,-

t\ia., J~~ ( tti) qG 7 l,b 
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To: Senator Clayton Bee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, Rod Hawaiian 
Affairs 

Date: . 

Subject: 

Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDI: Relating to HaWaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahala nui for this opportunity to pre.senttestimony . .8B674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on Apri130, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, btlt 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify th", omission and to include the 
legislation in the 20] 0 budget. Similarly. SB2391 was ccrintroduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support of HB674 UDl which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision offtmds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lf:lookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAtBookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partncring with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
pUrPose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Comter for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SeHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, CUrriculum 
developers, resli>archers, teacher educators, and educatiol)alleaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concened effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

·0 To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

Thc SCBHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, e.pecially Native Hawaiian childr",n. This 
effon will grow exponentially 'fthe SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a pennanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support of HB674 HOI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Name: fOron\..e' !<tIlulG\l\i ~\.I.fO(O\. ~t.O:'\t).. 

Organization: _WtliVI\tA Y\i~h 5c \ttOO\ 
Address: E-'~ek, l-ttll.'lfl.ii 

Signature: ~ ~..".,, ________________ _ 
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To: SenatOT Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water. Land. Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 

Date: 

Subject: 

Members, Senate CommillCc on Water. Land. Agriculture. and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8. 2010 

Testimony in Support of House Bi11674 HOI: Relating to Hawaii.n Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportUnity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that wcm 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members. bllt 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectifY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 20 I 0 budget. Similarly. 8B2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

( stand in strong support of UB674 UOJ which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision offunds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookula.iwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian A'lfairs and the Department ofliawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Jndigenous Education is the educational arm ofthc 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers. curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators. and educational leaders. especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is refiected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educationallcaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing e;Kcellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are commilled to ensuring the 
educational well-being ofliawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially iflhe SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand ill strong suppa" ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Name: /bc,-Ib.t Iru 
Organization; __________________________ -,. 

Address: p~ 80)( ICt-o( 0/6 7SOl 

Signature: ~---'12:.-.;.;~~== __ -----------
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To: 

Date: 

Subje~t: 

9569905 CURRICULUM ~IUV1~~ 

Senal'Of Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tolruda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on Aprl130, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Bee for 
the same pUlJlOse. 

I stand in strong support of lIJJ674 HDI which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and culrural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawa.iian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulalwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHoolrulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Haw ali an Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
seHRA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developen;, researchers, teacher educators, and educational)eaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; fOT 

Title 1 schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHtlAIHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse popUlation of children, especially Native Bawa.iian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCBHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakeTS. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HOI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Name; Ct/fo! . to !I/¥ 
Organization; ~j,'i)t.AA t;;c:.h.6d I 

Ad-if' tr:~i 
Slgllarure: "'" Ii. .« ~ 
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To' Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee aD Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 

Dllte: 

Subject; 

Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support of House BjJl674 HPT: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 20 I 0 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahala nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deletecl from the final budget document. As a result oftbe inadvertent omission oflhese 
items, this mea.5ure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include tbe 
legislation in the 20 I 0 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Bee for 
the same purpose. 

J stand in strong support ofDB674 DDt which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and tbe Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know,. the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCliMA. Lcgislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities_ Now, more than ever, a concerted effon is needed to rllise educational opponunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effon is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlH:ookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teaohers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I school. with large numbcrs of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter scbools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as, curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Par!J)ership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes ill the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the higbest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, r stand in strong support of HB674 HD! and send my sincere aloha to those legislatorS who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Name; _-"v. ... (-""il""~--"J!-'-'.-<.:lfAIIk""""""b""!I."-'~"-; ______________ _ 
Org~ization: __________________________________________ ___ 

Address: __ , ....:.M;.!!'tJ~Jt:a=w.~e:!..!/I_· I-l -,Hu..!!.,~Jf,.!::CI.!J/I,--______________ _ 

Signature: _.j'=-"Ac"-",tJ,,..h"'_-'&.""'llNw~....,K.wA;~--I'~-.J;· AIlot)",b.u:c,....(d<B",u ... L=1.; ,,-' ________ _ 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator 1jlJ Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, l-and, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Dde: March 8, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to prc.~ent testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectifY the omission and 10 include the 
legislation in the 20 I 0 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hec for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support of HB674 DDl which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian. 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In panicular, J support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hoolrnlaiwi PartlleTShip. This legislation offers the SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands forthc common 
purpose of providing educational oppormnities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Tru.qt. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of tho 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational 0PP0rluoities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAJHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title J schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCliHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing e)[cellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the :Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-beiug of Hawaii's diverse population of children, eSPl1Cially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part oftha 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaij's public schools must be give!l the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support of HB674 HD J and send my sincere aloha to those legislato!S who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Name: C!(iJ!JrtCI I<utlhtltpill knahele. 
Organization: _______________ . ____________ _ 

Address: M(!r~'(I:'(I,. 11rr11'7ii ._ 

Signature: t!)_L-:( )?? -q 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, !Il1d Hawaiian 
Affairs 

Date: 

Subje.t: 

Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support of Bouse Bill 674 HD I: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Bearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30. 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budge! document. As a result of the inadvertent omi.sllm of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectifY tbe omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly. SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support ofHB674 DDl which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In partic~lar. I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the pnviJege of 
parmering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Ho,me Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers. cUlTiculum 
developers, researchers. teacber educators, aod educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now. more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
HawaiIans. This type of concerted effort is refleeted in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter sohools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, sohool 
administration, and teacher education througb study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children. especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasth)g systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children i1) Hawaii's pubJic schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHJ3674 rlDl and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Name: _---=~=.!!.!~--'J""Dcl~.-.!::.L.:.-. \<!.l-~Nu.;\ C!::!.::,,~ _______ _ 

Organization: ____________________________ _ 

Address: _~. --::-,¥.a""""U""YVn"'-I.C'ffi!4.1L1114· 1---,\la~w~i\L' ___________ _ 
Signature: --t~~:.::r:J.~L::::..L/.:..I<..:.:...i ...J~~"":k:-:;r&:="__ _________ _ 
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To: 

Date: 

Subject: 

9569905 CURRICULUM STUD1~~ 

Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian A.ffairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chai.r, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support of House Bj)] 674 HDI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha rnai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 3D, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. A.s a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 201 0 budget. Similarly, 832391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim lUld Hee for 
the same purpose • 

• stand in strong support of HB674 HDI which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In partioular, r support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
pU1l'ose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawa.iians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries (lithe Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa HookuIaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational ann of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and eduoationalleaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Departrneot of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter scbools; and 

o To prepara Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher'education through study at the master's and dQctorallevels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who arc committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Bawaii 's diverse popUlation of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, J stand in strong support ofHB674 HD! and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in flawaii. 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Subjed: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, il1 open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. SimilarlY, SB2391. was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

1 sta/Jd in strong support of HB674 HDI which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision offunds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCBBA )lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAJHookulaiwi Partnership tbe privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for NatiVE: Bawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm ofthe 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, mo,e than ever, a concerted effort is'needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals oflhe SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepereteachers for the J)epartment of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiiao charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacber education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and wbo are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse popUlation of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University ofBawail system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for 1-lawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support of HB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Name: __ .r;:_Io4_".bt-r''''-=--_~_O..IJ.IA..:.:~-=---_/J_I_·a.t-_________ _ 

Organization: _________ ~----:-~--__=_:_---------

Address:--,?~·_O---=-~_9...:.J(~3_~~:;--.!.f._MJf--.:.:m~4fiLl~c:t.=.:-J1I_· --,~~A<-r_IZ_t_' --,1t~V~--,9~~..:..f..!..<lLl_ 
Signature: ---'~'jR·7;'::· ::.: ______________________ _ 
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To: 

Date: 

Subject: 

9569905 CURRICULUM STUDIES 

Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HD I: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahala nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectifY the omission and 10 include the 
legislation in the 2010 budge!. Similarly, SB239 I was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand jn .strong support of HB674 HDt which {lT0vide5 funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils ofths Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)l.Iiookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAt'Hookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SeHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home J.ands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm oftlte 
SeHHA. Legislative findings clearly sbow that there is a critical need fo; excellent teachers, curriculum 
deVelopers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is :oeeded to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi PartnlilTShip; 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and . 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western hmguages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's divcrse popuJation of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHA/Hookulalwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education IIl)d ill the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii . . 
Name: __ ---'~LY1!J!~.1.·l'1~....!m.f:L!.)-.!!:la:!...... _______________ _ 

Organization: _---1\\~q~...!.tl:::!.(WpQ:L....:\'O~i --...!!o:........!:¥:!!:!.a'tl!!!t;~w!..\;O!l.i _________ _ 

Address: .....:.2~~,.L,tP~~l)o!aI£.~ ~~:!l.!-' ...... ...!:Kl.!:!!f!!YIa.!lll-,}.e..u" I J20 ..... , -LLrl-b!!.!Yl.!.l!O.!:.!lllJ~ll!4-j' -1.J.lllL-....:q~(,_g :1_2--___ _ 

Signature: ~ ~ 
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To: SeJ)ator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affaira 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Snbject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDl: Relating to Hawaiian Affrurs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the tinal budget document. As a result oithe inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include tbe 
legislation in the 20 I 0 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. . 

I stand In strong support ofBB674 DDl which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, whicl1 includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office ofBawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians .. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries ofthe Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm oflhe 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, cun-iculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort i.B needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the :Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing exceUent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of HawElii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HOI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Name:, Cfogmz Jr. eN/au Signature: ~ ~ "2'~r...'/ ___ _ 
Organization: _____________________________ _ 

Address:_-"~"_""fQD..w ....... w."'i5''''tCj.·,_'.Ih:''''''''''~!<>~''''''_I_· ______________ ~ 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator.rill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee OIl Water, Land, AgIiculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support ofF/ouse Bil1674 BDl: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: Mareh 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 001 represents tbe budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by tbe Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadveTtcnt omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include tile 
legislation in the 20 I 0 bUdget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

J stand in strong support of BJl674 UDI which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural PfOgIamS and initiatives. In particular. I support Section 9A, which inchtdes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign CouDcils oftbe Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation oftbrs the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Parmcrship the privilege of 
partnerillg with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportonities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCm:tA (lVersees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is ",nected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Pl'Ogntm; for 
Title I schools with large 11.umbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To p"'pare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and !eaoher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership bas a proven. history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grolmded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and oultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's di-llerse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaij's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in sttong support ofHB674 001 and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Name: Jr:eokopukoa 1(;"'''4 Signature: 

Orgaoi7..ation: Honolulu trolck:.!.rl..!-_____________ _ 
Address: H()no/u/", I IICI/I}'lIIi' 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Clu)ir, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
SenBIor Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Conunittee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and fiawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Commlttee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bi1l674 HDI: 1UIlating to Hawaiian Affair.; 
fiearing Date: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HD I represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectifY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand In stl'Ong support of HB674 HDI which provides funds to suppon critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi PanneJ:Ship the privilelle of 
partneriug with the Office of Hawaiian AffaiIS and the Department ofHawaUan Home Lands fur the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational am1 of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need fo~ excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researcher.;, teacher educators, and educationallesdeJ:S, esl'ccially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHlWHoolrulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language IllImeJ:Sion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian chtldren (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian chaIter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHlWHoolrulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii 's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHNHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes fur Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the higbestpriority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support of HB674 HPI and send IllY sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy {or public ~~:. (J(\ I .,\~_1 

Name: ~SR \(., \c.vd~ signature:~:>..._~ l~'-=~f-_+N_~-=-..:_~ 
Organization: \j 

Address: ~ it) . "OX l\;q C6 \\ t) 0\ e" '" W>. ~ \ q LPl d-£1 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: 

Subject: 

Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 20 I 0 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HD I: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kiikou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectifY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co· introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 
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I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDt which provides funds to support criticallv needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision offunds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative fmdings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii 's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support of HB674 HD I and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public edUC~aii. 

Name: J1aha(If)/{L lTbhn{;oh Signature:~ •• J . .±¥ .t .. H . - dl·h I . H().!vvO--Ita.1') 
Organization: Ufl/VGf"1.1 of MQWa,'" aWaJlnl!.ii/Gw , KQvvOA Lie QJ')I lA../"l~~~ 
Address: 'J)'J;l{ tlOOrJarle14 (;tJ1Jc,f, -HfYlo/tlll4/ HI CfILJ?5::r;r 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kiikou: 

Mahala nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HD I represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the fmal budget document. As a result ofthe inadvertent omission ofthese 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectifY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 
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I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDt which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHA/Hookutaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

a To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
adrriinistration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHA!Hookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed.to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, espe<;ially NativeBawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support of HB674'HD I and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Name: U:bt"l. Signature: _-';#:$7'""'-__ ""::;;....~.Jt:::S'-.>-_____ _ 
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To: Senator Clayton Hoe, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, LEUld, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

:Date: March 8, 20 I 0 

Subject: Testimony in Snpport of House Bill 674 HDI: Relating to Hawaiian Affuirs 
Hearing Date: March to, 20 J 0 at 2;45 p.m. 

Aloha mal kilkou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, ill open budget: session by the Confen.'nce Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budge! document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll 10 -rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by SenatOrs Hanabusa, Kim andHee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support of HB674 HDl which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds 1:0 support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCffiiA)I.HookuHriwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlf'fookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities forNBtive Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees tbe 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands ·frust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native 'Hawaiian and Indigenous EduoSlion is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is retlected in the goals oftne SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers tor the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools ill Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and culmres and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational weU-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership is established as a pennanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools ill t e gIven the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

Organization: N(;tI1Cil!I@p.Ono E{-ernek)ia~ School 
Address: 8q-(~ }t\a.tID M"hY~ WUli~no."6 fuw1..t", 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support afHouse Bill 674 HD1: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kiikan: 

Mahala nni for this opportunity to present testimony. 1·l's674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 3D, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, bu.! 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectifY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand In strflng support of HB674 DDt which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which inoludes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils oCthe Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi 'partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partncring with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities fot Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, cUlTiculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to WOIX with Native Jiawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities tor Native 
Hawaiians. 'l'his type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; lor 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher educatiWl through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAJHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history ofpn.'Paring; excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHflAlHookulaiwi Partnership is estalJlished as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support of HB674 HDl and send my sine 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public educati in.,Haw 

. r,~ c: .~1J /J., . 
Name: 'Pt<1f\fi4'Y ~ lA. Qceaa Signatur~"",·-,"",··A!'ii"....:."gl-"¥-ll ~~~~===-_ 
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To: Senator Clayton Bee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bil1674 HDI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mal kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. flB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted ITom the linal budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission ofthase 
itelUs, this measure was introduced by Represenmtivc Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 201 0 budger. Similarly, 8B2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support ofBB674 HDI which provi.des funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(8CHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCKBNHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Alfairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home tands forthe commou 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
8CHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for cx.ceJlent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, morc than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership; 

o 1'0 prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter school5; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHNHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who arc well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse popUlation of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a pennanenr part of the 
University ofHawnii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes fot Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the bighest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, l. stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sillcere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Name: Awirey _Ho Signature; ~ d 
Organization: Nt\t)~lklilpDhO eq~ta.~ School. 
Address: gq-f&;o Mttno MhY~ W~itAno.tJ :fu.~i ql,jq.? 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Toknda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affilirs 

Pate; MatCh 8, 201 0 

Subjeet: Testimony in Supp':>rI QfHoU(!¢ Bill 674 HDl, Relating to Hawaiian Affl\irs 
AC'lring Date: March 10,2010 at 2;45 p.m. 

Aloha mai Ukou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 lID! represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee membm, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to recti fy the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co--introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support or HR674 HDI which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision offunds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assombly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAiHooknlaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
pUlpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

AS you know, the SCHHA oversees1he 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The U H 
Manoa Hoolrulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings cleady show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, cutriculum 
developers, researchers, !eacher educafors, and educational leaders, especially to work with NatIve Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities tbr Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as cumculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAII'Ioolrulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Westem languages and cultures and whQ are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHI-WHoolrulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

SignatUl'IIl _ ~ 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land. Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support ofIiouse Bill 674 HDI : Relating to H<lwaiian Affairs 
Hearing DalC: Marcb 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kilkou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly vote<! upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectifY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget Similarly. SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDl which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which inCludes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Houkulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookullriwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian AlfaiTS and the Department of Hawaiian Home (.ands for the common 
purpose ofproviding educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands l'rust. The VB: 
Manoa.Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SeHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent tcacheTS, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to WOIX with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type ot'concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership; 

o To prepare teachers for the Department ofEducntion Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title 1 schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Bomestead communities): and for Hawaiian chaner schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian edueationalleaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history ofpreparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
edllcational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow c){poncnlial1y if the SCHIfAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakets. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support of HB674 HDl and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawnii~ 

Name: ¥Ct /.Aahu Ktil Signature: ~ ~ 
Organization: ~ hCilj k(;\PDbO Et:ernet\ta~ S Jioo I 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Conunittee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affuirs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land., Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 201 0 

Subjeet: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HD!: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Dare: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity 10 present testimony. HB674 IIDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted UpOll on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectifY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by SenatolS Hanabusa, Kim and Hee fOT 

the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support (If"RB674 ODI which provides fU11ds to support cri"!ically needed Nalive Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hoolrulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpoSe) of providing educational oppoltUnities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands T11ISt. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center tor Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational ann oflbe 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a criti.cal need for eKcelIent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially [0 work with Native Hawaiian 
commUllities. Now, more than ever, a conceJted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reneclCd in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language [mmersion Program; for 
Title [schools with large numbelS of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHflAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultwes and who are committed to ensuring the 
educWonal well-being ofJ:iawaii's diverse popUlation of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part orlbe 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support of HB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocaoy for public education in Hawaii. 

""'.~~ _., (liid'llf, mOO4l<# 
organi~i:;DhO E{-etnenia~ S~OQI ..". 0 
Address: 8q-l~ MahO MhY<6 W0i0no.~ ~~j q~1q.? 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water. Land. Agriculture, and Hawaiian ~ffairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda. Vice-Chair, Committee on Water. Land, Agriculture, and Hawallan 
Affairs 

Date: 

Subjeet: 

Members, Senate Committee OD Water, Land. Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Mal"Ch 8, ,,010 

Testimony in Support of House I!ilI674 HoI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, ,,010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha rnai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upcm on April 30, ,,009, i.n open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was intl"Cduced by Representative Carroll to reclllY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB239 I was co-introduced by Senators Hanab1.lsa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support of HB674 HDt which provides funds 10 support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
proviSion offunds to support the Sovereign Councils ofthc H~waHan Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnmhip. This legislation offers the SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
parmering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever. a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. TIlls type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals onhe SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department ofEducatioll Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title 1 schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (espeCially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian edueationalleaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii '5 diverse population of . childr en, especially Native flawaiian children. This 
etTort will groW exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is establis.hed as a permanent part oftbe 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusioll, 1 stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public educat::.;t;waii. 

Name: Alo..lA l."e..e. Signature: ~ 
Organization: U VllvlW'SI tv o.f 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Bawa.iian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support on-louse Bill 674 HDI: Relating to Ha.waiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou! 
Welcome everyone! 

PAGE 02 

Mahalo nui (Thank you) for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HOI represents the budget provisos 
that were publicly voted upon on April 30, ;2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee 
members, but were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent 
omission of these items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to 
include the legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, 5B2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa. Kim 
and Hee fOT the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support of IIB674 HDl which provides funds to support critically needed Native 
Hawaiian educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes 
the provision of funds to support the SovereignCouncils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly (SCHCfA)! 
Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of partnering 
with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common purpose of 
providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As a Husband and Father of3 boys and a soon to be girl, [ stand in strong support of HB674 HDI. 
HB674 HDl will provide me the opportunity to continually financially support my family and students in 
these tough economic times. HB674 HOt is providing a financial and educational road for parent-teachers, 
like myself and countless others, the opportunity to gain a "Highly Qualified" teacher status as a State of 
Hawaii, D.O.E.(Department of Education) Public School Teacher. HB674 HDi allows Parent-Teacher;s the 
feeling ofemployment and financial security in these tough economic times. HB674 HOI allows Parent
Teachers to take full and desperate financial care both for Ollr chi! dren at home and our children at school. As 
we all know, "our chiidren arc the future!". 

If you want to support Parent-Teachers for all the sacrifices they make at home and in our schools, 
please stand in strong support of HB67 4 HD 1. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support of HB674 HDl and send my sincere aloha to those legislators 
who have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for publie ~,J"".tion in Hawaii. 

.f' ') 
Name: Re.I') " I JS Frt4 ~a.. n Signatur~;' -<' _ 

Organization: i-IO'O-Kt-l/a..iw ,· 5:f4d...e.fl +- '( \ 
Address: gct-2..Jio &vn'f'11fnn Hw~.,. Wa .. -t'a.ntte-/tll, Q{.;79"2-
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Ji1l Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDl: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HD 1 represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission ofthese 
items, this measure was' introduced by Representative Carroll to rectiJY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 201 ° budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support of HB674 HDI which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the D.epartment of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. , 
As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational ann of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDi and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Name: ~~ ~ Signature:A-t.-=--=:::;;;"".;2;;;;;,,===-___ _ 

Organization: ________________ -~ ______________ _ 

Address: __ y .... \'-"1"''a'-~>=~'\?.L...L¥='--'-I{,,'''f\.'''--.!..f-'-'IT'----------------_ 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, a"d Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 20 10 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahala nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission ofthese 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support of HB674 HDI which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)IHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

I 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a crttical "eed for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected ill the goals of the SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as currtculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support of HB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public ed7}2car in Haw?ii. . 

. ,/1 U·h nYl 'j. J 1'....Jib ~ /' /J1f! -, 
Name: (If lln~'2U ) la! I~ Signaturey. !II.l{L4.fJV) IJjp?{frJj, 

. ~ ", I" ." ( f 
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I I ...f/, .' , ... If I If • 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 20 I 0 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House 8ill674 HOI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai k!!kou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectifY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 20 I 0 budget. Similarly, SB239 J was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support of HB674 HDI which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiiltn 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, J support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils ofthe Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

I 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, cumculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 

. outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in, 

Signature:~~~~~~:m~~~~ ____ _ 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice·Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 20 10 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 614 HOI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB614 HOI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result ofthe inadvertent omission ofthese 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support of HB674 HDI which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)II-Iookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlI-lookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering witll the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational ol1portunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlI-lookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse popUlation ofchildren, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB614 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Name: Ch!A~U>.. ~~ Signature: ~ 
Organization: _______________________________ _ 

Address: ____________________________________________________________ ___ 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice·Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 20 I 0 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HOI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kiikou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDl represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on AprU30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB239I was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support of HB674 HDt which provides funds to support criticallv needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, J support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. , 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHRA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effolt is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, J stand in strong support ofHB674 HOI and send my sincere aloba to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: 

Subject: 

Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 20 10 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HD I represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB239l was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

p.6 

I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDl which provides funds to support criticallv needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
adniinistration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed.to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native'Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support of HB674 HD I and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public educatio~}~aii .. 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: 

Subject: 

Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support of House Bil1674 HOI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,20 I Oat 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahala nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result ofthe inadvertent omission ofthese 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectiry the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 20 I ° budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 
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I stand in strong support of HB674 HDI which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In partICUlar, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHRA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative fmdings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
adnlinistration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed.to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, espe<;ially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HOI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. . 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDl: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testiniony. HB674 HD I represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the fmal budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectifY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 20 I 0 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support of HB674 HDI which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision offunds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education i; the educational arm of the 
SCHRA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and . 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and leacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially ifthe SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HOI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 a12:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support of HB674 HOI which provides funds to support criticallv needed Native Hawaiilln 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. '/) 
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In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and s~nd~'/~/Sincere ala a hose legislators who 
have de~onstrated ~heir unwavering advocacy for public edp'ca n in Haw~,iL . A -'I ~. 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice·Chair, Committee on Water, Land, AgriCUlture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 20 I 0 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HOI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kiikou: 

Mahalo nlli for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HOI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on Aplil 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result ofthe inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support of HB674 HOt which provides funds to support criticallv needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support afHB674 HOI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. / 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: 

Subject: 

Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8,2010 

Testimony in Support of House Bil1674 HOI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HD I represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result ofthe inadvertent omission ofthese 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDl which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, r support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision offunds to support the Sovereign Councils ofthe Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
parmering with the Office of Hawai ian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries ofthe Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

a To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support of HB674 HD I and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice·Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 20 I 0 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HOI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 20 I 0 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kilkou: 

r would like to first give my aloha and mahalo for allowing me the opportunity to present testimony for this 
extremely important bill concerning Native Hawaiian educational and cultural programs and initiatives. HB674 
HOI represents the budget provisos that were publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session 
by the Conference Committee members, but were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a 
result of the inadvertent omission of these items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to 
rectify the omission and to include the legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by 
Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for the same purpose. 

I am in full support ofHB674 HDI which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. Although all initiatives are important, r support Section 9A 
in particular, which includes the provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian 
Homelands Assembly (SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiw.i 
Partnership the privilege ofpartnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian 
Home Lands for the common purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA overseeS the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. . 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HOI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice·Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8,2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HD 1: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on Apri130, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, 8B2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. [n particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision offunds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries oflhe Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part ofthe 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: 

Subject: 

Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice· Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HOI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kiikou: 

Mahala nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDl which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision offunds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm ofthe 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHaokulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support afHB674 HD1 and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrat~d their unwaver~ng advocacy for public education in Ha~&t "L.-
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HD I represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the [mal budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission ofthese 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB239 I was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 
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I stand in strong support of HB674 HDl which provides funds to support criticallv needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partoership the privilege of 
partoering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational ann of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effon: is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
adniinistration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed.to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse popUlation of children, especially Native"Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. " 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HD I: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 20 I 0 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kiikou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HD I represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 20 10 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

p.16 

I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDt which provides funds to support criticallv needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm ofthe 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educationai leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through smdy at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHfWHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are wen 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed. to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, espe~ially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HOI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. . 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8,2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kiikou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HD I represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectifY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

p.l? 

I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDl which provides funds to support critical1v needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative fmdings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
adniinistration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed. to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii .. 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice·Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 20 10 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,20 I a at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai klikou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HD I represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectlfy the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 20 I 0 budget. Similarly, S82391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

p.18 

I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI which provides funds to support criticaUy needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)IHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Departroent of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for exceUent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAIHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Departroent of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAIHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed. to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native' Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their un~avering advocacy for public edUCa"n!-{tj1 d~ 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: 

Subject: 

Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice·Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HD I: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

p.19 

I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDl which provides funds to support criticallv needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
adniinistration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHNHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committedto ensuring the 
educational well·being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi'Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HD I and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. ' 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HD I: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 20 I 0 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai mou: 

Mahalo nul for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HD I represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon onApri130, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result ofthe inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

p.20 

I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI which provides funds to support criticallv needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partneringwith the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effoct is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
adrriinistration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native'Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHIWHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part ofthe 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. . 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. . 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 20 I 0 

Subject: . Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HOI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission ofthese 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support of HB674 HDI which provides funds to support critically needed Native HawaiIan 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UI-! 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHNHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support of HB674 HOI and~~~~~~~f;; 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: 

Subject: 

Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HD I: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HD 1 represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support ofHB614 HDl which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)fHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAfHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels . 

The SCHHAfHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support of HB674 HD I and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. . 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: 

Subject: 

Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March S, 2010 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDl: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai klikou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HD I represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Heefor 
the same purpose. 

-' 
J stand in strong support ofHB674 HDt which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision offunds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals ofthe SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels . 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed. to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HD 1 and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. . 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water,.Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kako u: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDJ represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission ofthese 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, 8B2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision offunds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for el<cellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHNHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part oflhe 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

"In conclusion, I stand in strong support of HB674 HD1 and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

"-$'eJ' k.\IlilU__ ,;",-. ~'Ii1~ 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30,2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

p.3 

I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDt which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, 1 support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partoership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partoering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHaokulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHaokulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support of HB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have deman~trated their u~waVering advocacy for public educat~od ~ _ ~ 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 20 I ° 
Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HOI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 

Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai leakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HD 1 represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, 8B2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support of HB674 HDl which provides funds to support criticallv needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels . 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, 'Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 20 I ° 
Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 

Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 20 I 0 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI which provides funds to support critically needed Native HawaIian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. 10 particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a pennanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDt and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public ~a~aii. (. 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice·Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 20 I 0 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HD 1: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 20 I 0 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kiikou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HD 1 represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectifY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 20 10 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

p.6 

I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii 's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674- HD I and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: 

Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bi11674 HDI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kiikou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HD I represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDl which provides funds to support critical Iv needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision offunds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative fmdings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

a To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HD I and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: 

Subject: 

Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 20 10 

Testimony in Support of House Bil1674 HOI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 1O,20!O at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectifY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 20 I 0 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

p.B. __ 

I stand in strong support of HB674 HDl which provides funds to support critically needed Native HawaHan 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University' of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demo~strated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. n 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice·Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDl: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kiikou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HD I represents the budget provisos tbat were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission oftbese 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include tbe 
legislation in the 20 I 0 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

p.9 

I stand in strong support of HB674 HD t which provides funds to support criticallv needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookuIaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for tbe common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries ofthe Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa HookulaIwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearlY show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in tbe goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for tbe Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
adnlinistration, and teacher education through study ~t the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both tbe Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, espec;iaily Native"Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially iftbe SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part oftbe 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to tbose legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. . 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 

Subject: 

Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March to, 2010 lit 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mm kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30,2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the !inal budget document. As II result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectifY the omission and to include the . 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, S8239 I was co-introduced by Senators H:anabusa, Kim and Hoe for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support of HB674 HDt which provides :funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, [ support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision offunds to support the SOVereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHH:A)!fIookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHH:AlfIookulaiwi Partnersh'ip the privilege of 
partnering with the Office ofliawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian H:ome Lands for the common 
pllIpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa H:ookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, cumenlum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more thau ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals oftha SCHIWHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with latge numbe.t5 of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native H:awaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCH:HAiHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuringtbe 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort Will grow exponentially if the SCBHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a ponnanent part of the 
University offIawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in suong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere a1ohato those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy forpUb~:?~ 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
SenaloT Jill Tokuda, Vice-ChaiT, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Bawaiian 
Affairs 

Date: 

Subject: 

Members, Senate Committee on Water, L?Jld, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 20] 0 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDJ: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 20] 0 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha rnai kakou: 

Mahalo nui fOT this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos tbat were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the flnal bUdget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission ofthcsc 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectifY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 20 1 0 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by .Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

r stanil in strong support ofHB674 HDI which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, T support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Council~ of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Boolrulaiwi PartnerShip. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
p=cnng with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs aod the DepartrnCl)t of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native B:awailan and Indigenous Education is the educational arm oflhe 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent tcachCll, cumculum 
developers, researchers, te.cher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goal$ of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers forthe nepartment ofEducatioo Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead coro)1)unities); and for Hawai;an charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educatio!)al leaders in areas such a.q curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education. through study al the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookul.iwi Partnership has a prO'lleJ) history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in botb the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow expo!)entially if the SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Parmcrship is cstabli$bed as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii'$ children in Hawaii's pubJic schools must be glvell !lIe highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

)1) conclusion,l stand ill strong support ofHB674 HOI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Name: 't<(AhiiO\ Ardl2X"l5a() Signature: ~ ~ __ 

Organization: .J;.G\btl G fri3'hj:.,-,,-,driJ!....:!...O!!....:...I---:--:-_ 

. Address:. ~\Iil. 1-1 i ,q ItJ 1 t.~4 
/ OJ 



To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, La~d, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice.Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee all Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Marell 8, 20 10 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDI; Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nul for this oppommiry t" present testimony. HB674 .ADI represents the budget provisos tbat were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budg~ document. As a result of the inadvertent omission oftJlese 
items, this meaSUre was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectifY the omission and to inclUde tbe 
lcgislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, 8B2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support of }m674 lIDt which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, J support Section 9A, which includes tbe 
provision offunds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCBHA)IHookulaiwi Partnership. n,ls legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Horne Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries aftlle Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UB 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational ann oftlle 
SCHHA. l.egislative findings clearly show that there is a critical ~eed for excellent teachers, curriculum 
devclopers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is lJeeded to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type ofcane"rted effort is refleeted in the goals of the SCH}WHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for Ihe Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I sc.bools witb large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiia~ educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, sellool 
administration, and teacher education through study at th. master's and dOClorallcvels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing exoellent educators who are well 
grounded in bQth the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational weJl·being of Hawaii's diversE popUlation of child reD, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHA/Ilookulaiwi Partnership is establislled as a permanent part of tile 
Universily of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic cbanges in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes fur Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support of HB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have d.rno~strated their ~nwavering advocacy fur public education.,!n Hawaii,#_ 

Name:J?,,\~~'Ri\ce... _ Signature:.~ tL-~---
Organization: _ .. Co. "0-\ \ e... \-\ \ ~\\ 

\( &.\f've.. e ~ Address: 



To: Senator Clayton Hce, Cllair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill 1'okuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculrore, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: Mareb 8, 20 I 0 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 a12:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahala nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
weTe inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of1be inadvertent omission ofllJese 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative CarTot! to rectii)' the omissioI) and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 btldgel. Similarly, 8B2391 was eo·introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and H •• for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support ofRB674 HDl which provides funds to support critically ne~ded Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support tbe Sovereign Councils oftbe Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCBHAlHookulaiwi l'annersbip tb. privilege of 
partnering with thc OfGce of Hawaiian Affairs and tbe Department of Hawaiian Horne Lands fOT the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCRRA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm ofth. 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, cuuiculum 
developers, researchers, teacber educators, and cducatio)l.lleaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opporltmities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHA/}lookulaiwJ Partuership: 

o To prepare teachers fOT the Department of Education Hawaiial) I_anguage Immersion Program; for 
Title I school. witb large numbers of Hawaiian childrf:l) (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian ·charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum re.eaTch, .cbool 
administration, and teacher education through srody allhe master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHl-INHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
gToUJ]ded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring tbe 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow e:x:ponentially If the SCHHAlBookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University ofH.waii system. Lasting systemic eh8JJges in the quality of education and in the acaderoic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand ;1) strong support of HB674 HD I 8JJd send my sincere aloha to lhose legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Name:.Miv.1tleJl~(,l~m Signature: ~ ~ 
Organization: ?OJb I;JY Nil 4 S~--,-f __________ _ 
Address: \Lc..V'€.---c>!,.e,- % 7 cfc[ 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, Bud Hawaiiau Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 

:Oate: 

Suhject: 

Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 20] 0 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HD 1: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing pate: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present tcstimony.lffi674 HDJ represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by tbe Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission ofthesc 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and 10 iuclude the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support of HB674 HDI which provides fuuds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, J support Section 9A, wbich includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries cfthe Hawaiian Horne Land5 Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for NatiVe Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm oftbe 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, cUlTiculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educationall""ders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a cOlleerted effort is needed to raise eduoational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiiaus. This type of concerted effort is reflected in tbe goals of tbe SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To ptepare teachers for the Department ofEdDcation Hawaiian Language Immersiol) Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those sohools jn Hawaiian 
Hom6litead commDl)ities): and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas sDch as ourriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the ma.-ter's and doctoral levels 

The SCHliAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and whQ are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse popUlation of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University oflIawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii'. children in Hawaii's public schools mllst be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in .trong support of HB674 HD J and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii . 

. Name: M~litA NzjiVlolq Signature: ~.JJr~ 
Organization: O~li+ ~i~b lf~ool 
Address: r~l\-f._o....:.h.:..cl?l __________ _ 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawajian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 

Date: 

Subject: 

Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, AgricuJrure, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support ofl-Iouse Bill 674 HU I: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,20 I 0 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahala nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HUI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by tbe Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll 10 rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation ill the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support of HB674 DDl which provides fUnds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils oflhe Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lRooknJaiwi Partnership. TIlis legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and tlJe Department of Hawaiian Home I,ands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries oflhe Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, ;md educationallcaclers, especjaJly to work with Nativc Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opporrunitics for Native 
Hawaiians. This type ofcone.rted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare tcachen; for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language lmmersion Program; for 
Title I schools Witlilarge numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter sch()o]s; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

Tho SCHlWHookulaiwi Parlnen;hip has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
l5Tounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well.being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native HawaHan children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi. Partnership is established as a pemanen! part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lastil)g systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's pUblic schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong suppor! ofHB674 HDJ and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Name; \. &:10..\(1..'" ~\j\-.",,"'Wto.\ \e"> Signature: ~ ~.:.~~~~ .... I\",.,--__ 

Organization: ~.(5 B. ~~Ht h;1kS~q.o.L------- ___ _ 
Address: ~""e ClM'--__________________ _ 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 

Date: 

Subject: 

Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affalrs 

March 8, 20] 0 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDI: Relating to HawaiiaJJ Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,20]0 at 2:45 p.m. 

Alohama; kakou: 

Mahala nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on ApriJ30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently doleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission ofthese 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectilY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budg~. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hauabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand ill strong support of 'lm674 DDl wbicb provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In partiCular, I support Section 9A, which includes tlle 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands· Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering witb the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department ofHawaiiaJ) HQme Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulalwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigcnous Education is the educational arm ofthc 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for exceJlent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of cI>llcerted effort is reflected in the gollls of the SCHHNHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaii au children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities): and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian edue.tionalleadors in aTeas such as cUr,rjcuJum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHA/H<:lOkulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excelJeJJt educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring tbe 
educational well-being of Hawaii 's diverse popUlation of chlldrcn, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHfIAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systeJJlic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawajj's 
lawmakers. 

In cl)nclusion, 1 stand in slrong support ofHB674 HOI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators wbo 

,..,. d,,:,~"""" m.,"_ ~"-", ,,,hl;, 7:','/2"";0 11 ' . 
NameJ~.t..J fYl. Dud rrit Signature: _ ... fot. ~.:V-~ 
Organization:£a;tI-<... Jl~ oc.-h..oo I .. _____ . 
Address: 1-7-1'18 (Gyn. ~n<. 'q.!--<- tt~i rj 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 

Date: 

SubJect: 

Members, Senate Committee on Water, land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8,2010 

Testimony in Support of House BiJl674 HD!: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakoll: 

Mahala nlli for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 IIDl reprE:Sents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30,2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committe~ membom;, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure Was introduced by Representative Carroll to reetilY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 201 0 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by.Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hec for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support of HB674 Bl>l which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes thc 
provision offunds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offcrs the SCIl"HAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
pwpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCI-IHA overs~cs the 30,000 beneficiaries oflhe Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Nalive Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHRA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, cumeulum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educ8tionalleaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. TIlis type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiw) Partl)ership: 

o To prepare teacheIS for the DEpartment of Education Hawaiian Language Jmmersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those scbools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Haw~.iian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, lllJd teacher education through study ~t the master's and doctorall~vels 

The SC:HHAlHookuJaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population ofehildren. especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system.. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support of 00614 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy fOT)lublic education in Hawaii. 

Name: !-'D'Ou:'I-IllA ltMN (M/9tHA-). Signature: (~4 
Organization: JAN~ Ib CltV:n£ ltlC,H ~::.:.=!17L<-=..._7 ________ ~ 
Address: I<AIllt;;all~ ... 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 

Date: 

Subject: 

Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

TestimonY in Support of House Bm 674 HOI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahala nui for this opportunity to present testimony. BB674 HOI represent.; the budget provisos tllat were 
publicly voted upon on April 30,2009, il) open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Cauoll to rectifY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support of HB674 lIDl which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councjls of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)fJJookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHBMlookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office ofHawaii!lJl Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries oflhe Hawaiian Home Lands TTllS!. The VB 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. LegislatiVe findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, r""earchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to wInk with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department ofEducatio)) Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title r schools with large numbers ofBawaiian cbildren (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead commuJ)iti",,); and for Hawaiian charler schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educationalJ""ders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacller education through stud~ at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excelleDt educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and wllo are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAfHookulai wi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University ofBawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii'. children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong SlIPpOr! of HB674 HOI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public educati· .. "-"-:::~ 

N~6~~~~ ~re: c" .. < 

Organization: ?Z~JI~ tr.. l~ _________ _ 
Address: ~(~ C)/fo~1' &-. 2& Z 9"'Z--
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affilirs 
Senator JIll Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 

Date: 

Subjed: 

Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculrure, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8,2010 

Testimony in Support of rIo us. BiJl674 HOI: Relating to Hawajj!ll) Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HD! represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon 01] April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadverten:tly deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission (If these 
items, this measure was introduced by Repre.~entative Carroll to recti!}> tbe omission !ll)d to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, S,B239 I was co-introduced by Senators H!II)ahusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in 5trong support of HB674 HDl which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In patticular, r support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision offunds to support the Sovereign Councils oflhe Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Tnmt. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigcoous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there i~ a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to wolk with Nati.ve Hawaij!ll) 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opporrunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effbrt is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookldaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools witb large numbers of Hawaiian children (e.~pecially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacber education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHoolrulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of HaWaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially If the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic cbanges in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priQrity by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 tIDl and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have de")5trated their unwavePng advocacy for public cdu~a;io~ in-Hawaii. , 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senal:or Jill Tokuda, Vice·Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agrieulture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 

Subj~t: 

Membe.n;, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in support of House Bil1674 HDI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 20 I 0 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahala nui for this opponunjty to present testimony. HB674 I'ID I represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly votcd upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and tD include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB239) was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

r stand iu strong support of lIB674 HDI which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I $UPport Section 9A, which includes the 
provisiou of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands AssemblY 
(SCHItA)/Hookulaiwi Partne.n;hip. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and tbe Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose o(providing educational opportunitie" for Native Hawaiians. 

As you !mow, the SCRRA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries oftb. Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native B;awaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort j~ needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAfHookulaiwi Partnership; 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program.; for 
Title I scbools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especialty those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and ('OJ: Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education througb study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHB"AiHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiia1\ and Westem languages and cultures and who are committed to e:nsuring the 
educational well·being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effon will grow exponentially jfthe SCHHAlHookulaiwiPartncmhip is established as a penn anent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic cbanges in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public sebools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

10 conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public educa~~ 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 20 I 0 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDl: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kiikou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission ofthese 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectifY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

1 stand in strong support of HB674 HDl which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision offunds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title J schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especialIy those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriCUlum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excelIent educators who are welI 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HOI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 
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To: 

Date: 

Subject: 

Universit~ of Hawai'i 9564599 

Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice.Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8,20 10 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HOI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mat kakou: 

Mahala nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the· Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectilY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

p.2 

I staud in strong support of HB674 HDI which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultuml programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision offunds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support of HB674 HOI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Name:dohOlh nkT -I<. £I7Jn-e 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDl: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahala nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission ofthese 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabuso, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In partiCUlar, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision off1.lnds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hook1.l1aiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excel1ent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse popUlation of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 

have demonstrated their unwaV~ring advocacy ~r pUbli~4awaii. ~ ~ 
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To: 

Date: 

SUbject: 

Universit~ of Hawai'i 9564599 

Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support of Bouse Bill 674 HDl: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission ofthese 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

p.4 

I stand in strong support of HB674 HOt which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian HomeLands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries ofthe Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational attn of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHNHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHNHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse popUlation of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHNHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDl and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 20 I 0 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House BiIl674 HDI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectifY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 20 10 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I sland in strong support of HB674 HDI which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse popUlation of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 

have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public edU'?lcar Ip ://aii. ~ _ a" 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice·Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 20 I 0 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 a12:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HOI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30,2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectifY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co·introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support of HB674 HDl which provides funds to support criticallv needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils ofthe Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHNHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse popUlation of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHNHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HOI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 20 I 0 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 Hot: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission ofthese 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectilY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support of HB674 HDI which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision offunds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Horne Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and education!!1 leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHNHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort wiII grow exponentially if the SCHHNHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part ofthe 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support of HB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 20 I 0 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 20 I 0 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission ofthese 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectilY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB239 1 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support ofH8674 HOI which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision offunds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDt and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have de~nstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Ha~ __ ( V) 

Name: t=mmg(tfYII 1J7C1Pt;0?- r-~ Signature: . _. '. __ .~ Ix:. L .. 
Organization: 6iu Oi::; - .I7'7,ij/yOfl- if>4w..!J, 1(. 

Address: p o:::Bo'l< 11 4-£ 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Iiawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice.Chair, Committee OIl Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HD): Relating 10 Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March J 0, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloba mai kakou: 

Mahala nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 liD 1 represents the budget provisos Ibat were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budge1.ession by Ibe Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result oflbe inadvertent omission ofthe!e 
items, this measure was inlToduced by Representative Car;roll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. SimilarlY, SB2391 was co-jnlTod\lced by Senators Han.busa, Kim and Hec for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong SU~POTt of HB674 BDl which provides funds to support critically needed Niltive Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
prOVision offunds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookul.iwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department ofBawaijaJJ Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries ofthe Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is tbe educational ann oftlle 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, it concerted effort is veeded to raise educational opporrunilies fur Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaden; in areas such as curriculum researoh, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the masler's and doctomllevels 

The SCHBAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history ofpTeparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially iithe SCHHAfHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part "fthe 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators wbo 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Haw:au~"~. __ -:::> 

/~ ~ J .. __ ~ 
Name:~~ ~t.vL...._ Signature:d~::.....------

Organization:~ sf& .. .-_______________ < 

AddresS:;sP©lZ &.Y1e<!:>tt~""-_______ ~ ___ _ 



To: 

CURR1CULUM ~IUD1~~ 

Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vi ce-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Subjeot: Testimony in Suppon of }louse Bill 674 ijn I: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloba mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. H.B674 liDl represents tile budget provisos tIlat were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omissio!) of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll (0 rectifY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the2010 budget. Similarly, SB239l w~s co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same pUlpose. 

I stand in strong sopport of1IB674 DDl which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, J support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils oftbe Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation ·offers the SCHHAlHookulalwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home 1.ands fur the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCID-IA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hook:ulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and IDdigenol1s Education i. the educational arm oftbe 
SCHHA. Legislative finding. clearly show that tbere is a critical need for e:)Ccellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. NoW, more than ever, a concerted effort i. needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of ooncerted effurt is reflected in the goals oflhe SCHHAlHook:ulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education l'Iawaiian J.anguage Immersion Program; for 
Title I sohools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian cbarter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiia!) educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

TIIB SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history ofpre:paring excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Iiawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
efforl wj]] grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
ot\lcomcs fur Hawaii's children iT) Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii'. 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HOI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demcmstrated their unwavering advocacy faT public education in Hawaii. 

Name:_~hOtne 4f-P~ Signature: ~ A-Ji2KM.' 
Organization: ~S+-l'( It.&~ ~Ql... ... _____ _ 
Address: Kca.J.n...!...!:::ec...:0:....L2h('t-_______ . 
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To: Senator Clayton Bee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 

Date: 

Subject! 

Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDl: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai k<lkou: 

Mahala nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Couference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the £inal budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission oftbese 
items, this lIlllssure was introduced by Reprcset)tative Carroll to rectify tbe omission and to ,nclude the 
legislation in the 20 I 0 budgct. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

J stllnd in strong support of HB674 FIDI which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultuml programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which inc1ud<:ll tbe 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)iHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAiHooktilaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA OV"l'sees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, CUrriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
commuoities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of tile SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language lmmersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers offJawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); a1)d for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaden; in are~s such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAJHookulalwi Partnership has a proven history ofprepanng exoellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and Who are C()mmitted to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, cspeci~l1y Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially iftbe SCHHAJHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent pan of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in tbe academic 
Qutcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools mu.t be given tile highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In OOl)c)usion, I stand ill strong support ofHB674 HDt and selld my sincere aloba to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Name:~ ~_ Sigl)ature:~~-
organizQi~ ~ %kf/ __ ,-y:e7 
Address: j(~ _. _______ _ 



To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee 01) Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: Maroh 8, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 ED!: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mal kakou: 

Mahala 1)1Ii for this opportunity to present testimony. HBG74 HDI represents the hudget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by th. Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the tinal budget document As 'it result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this meaSUre was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same pUlJlose. 

J stand in strong support ofHB674 HDl which provides fimds to support critically noeded Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural progJ"lllllS and initiativcs. In particular, J support Section 9A, whioh includes the 
provision of funds to support th~ Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
paTlnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Tnlst. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Na!;ve Hawaiian and Indigenous Educa1ion is the educational ann of the 
SCI-IHA. legislative findings cloarly show that there is a critical need for excellent teaohers, cUrriCU)Ull) 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

a To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with Jarge numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Ha"'<lUan charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in arc .. such as curriculum research, school 
admin\.stration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven histolY of preparing excellent educators Who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who a.re committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii 's diverse population ofcbildreJl, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow eJr.ponentially if the SCHHA/f[ookulaiwi Panncrship is established as a permanent part oftb. 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawa;j's 
lawmakers. 

III conclusion, J stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators wbo 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Name:.tW.:c;<IIS f.l:.kol:V . Signature: ~. __ 

Organization: Wlt l·-Hfb f.dn.ool 
Addre~s: !{ 6'- 'i"" ~~ Vwt ~(' IIIe,--
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Lalld, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affitirs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee 01) Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 20 10 

Subject: Testimony in S\IPport of Bouse Bill 674 HDI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 a{ 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha rna; kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HOI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Represcntative Carroll to rectiJr the omission and to include the 
legislation ill the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by .senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand ill strong support ofllB674 8D1 which provides fbnds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
cducational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provisioll offimds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCJ;JHAiBookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Horne Lands forthe common 
purpose o{providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 b"".ficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UN 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiial] and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that t]lere is a critical need for ""cellent teacbers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, leacheT educators, and educationallcaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiiau 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiiaus. This type of concerted cffort is reflected in the goals ofth. SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teacllers for the Department of Education Hawaiian L~nguage Immersion Program; for 
Title 1 schools whh large numbers of Hawaiian cbildTell (especially those schools in Hawaiiau 
Homestead communities); and for fJawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and {eacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western Janguages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii '5 diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCI:lHAlHQokulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part ofthe 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality ofeducation and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong supporl ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aloba to those legislators 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Name: K I ruJ.fl car- \I ru1::LQ ... _ Signature: -¥-'E;Z.!!IM.:!!!.",-L1.~~0:t:::LY""'-~ 

Organization:QIA-"tto High !oS..c..tLl1:..:o:...· [1--____ _ 

Address: ~ KCi!n~ol\& --.-.. --------
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee aD Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jll! Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 

Date: 

Subject: 

Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agric~lture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8,20] 0 

TestimonY in Support of House Bill 674 HDI; Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 20 I 0 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mal kakou: 

Mahalo nul for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 IIDl represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by tbe Conference Committee members, but 
wcre inadvenently deleted from the fmal budget document. As a resul! oftbe inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Reprosentative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in th.e 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support of UB674 HDl whicb provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In panicular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils oftbe Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookutaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department oUlawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 bomeficiaries oflhe Hawaiian Home Lands Trost. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawajian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teacheIS for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title J schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum rosearch, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven histoty of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures aod who are committed to tmsuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse popUlation of children, especially Native fIawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHJ-WHookulaiwi Partn"",hip is established as a permanent part oftbe 
University of Hawaii .\ystem. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in tho academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools mu.,1 he given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHBG74 HDI and send my sincere aloha 10 those legislators who 
have demonstrated tbeirunwavering advocacy for public CdUcati0t!::!~~ 

Name: Sh or l q h h 1ft VlT I \1 D Signature: ...... ----L~w.c:=-p'fL-!'--""-m~""---_ 
Organization:~_qd\~ D \._1f1-!h-,-__ .. _ .. .-.... , 
Address: '6o,,\o-CO It,-e. 



To: 

rHOc. tJ t 

Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HPl: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing pate: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mal kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opporrunily to present testimony. H/3674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvB);Iently deleted from tbe final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission ofthcsc . 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 20 J 0 hudget. Similarly, SB239 J was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim a:nd Hee for 
tbo same purpose. 

I stand in strong support of HB674 HDI which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, T support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHA/HooklJlaiwi Partoership the privilege of 
partncring with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
pmpose dfproviding educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCI{/-IJ\ oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UB 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational ar.m of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show thai there is a critical need for excellent teachers, cUlTiculum· 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educationalleadern, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This lype of concerted effort is reflected in tbe goals onhe SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Bducation Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title J schools with liU"ge numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools: and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum reseaTch, scbool 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven bistory of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and Gultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHBAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in tbe quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHJ3674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
bave demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Name: k'itll1A lA..mg~Wc.1 Signature~ ~ 
Organization: CQ(tltJ HIQh ~.!:!.vn!..!:o~o~\ _____ ~ _____ _ 
Address: t(on '\/0 Vi ~ 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 

Date: 

Subject: 

Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8,2010 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HOI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,20]0 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha maj kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. H.B674 HDl represents the budget provisos thai were 
publicly voted upon on Apri130, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of me inadvertent omission of these 
items, this IDEasure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 20 I 0 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support oflIB674 HDl which provides funds to ~upport critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and eultural programs and initiatives. In particular, J support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the HawajjaJ) Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi PaTlIlership. This legislation offers the SCBHNHookulaiwi PaTlIlcrship the privilege of 
partnering with tbe Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, tbe SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center fur Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational ann of the 
SCliHA. Legislative findings clearly sbow that there is a critical need for excellent leacllers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more tban ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities f.orNative 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals oflbe SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiiau children (especially tbose schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare "Native Hawaiian educational leaders in are ... such as curriculum reseaTch, school 
administration, and teacher education through stUdy at the master's and docto:ral levels 

The SCBHNHookulaiwi Partnf:J"ship has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse popuJation of children, especially Nalive Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHNHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a pemanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic'changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highe.~t priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakcrn. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated tbeir unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Name: Ka'/IG\~ .. lOcr il'lOloi ~ Signature:~~ 
Organization: Oq&:tLe. High ,ohOOL 

Address: \<:: C!1\e"O\'\e,. 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 

Dat.: 

Subject: 

Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support of House aill 674 HDI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Bearing Date: March 10,2010 at2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahala nui for this opport\lnity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee membm, but 
were ilJadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to recrifjr the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, 8B2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
tbe same purpose. 

I stand in strong support of HB674 HOI which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision offunds to support the Sovereign Councils oflbc Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaivii Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership Ihe privilege of 
partnering with tJle Office of Hawaiian Affairs:md the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunitie.~ for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries oftbe Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. Thc UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational ann of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effon is needed tl) raise ed\lcational opportunities for Native 
F./awaihl1ls. This type of concerted effort is retlected in the goals of the SCHl-lAIHooku]aiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian cbildren (especially.those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communitie.q); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

a To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHNHookulaiwi Partnership bas a proven history of preparing excellent educators wbo are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and wbo are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse popUlation of children, especialJy Native Hawaiian children. This 
effon will grow exponentially if the SCHI-WHoQkulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part oftbe 
University of Hawaii system .. Lasting systemic cbanges in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomcs faT Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, J stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Organi?.ation: ,1 h-M.t<-~ , 15 C~~. 
Address: "'i::>-,...~ ... - UhI/-ehU4 F( #I!---
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To: Senator ClaytoI) Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 

Date: 

Sllbject: 

Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support "fHouse Bill 674 HOI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mal kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. I-ffi674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted Upon on April 3 0, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the :6nal budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission ofthese 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to inclUde the 
legislation in the 20]0 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by.Senators Hanabus", Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support ofHB674 UDI, Which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision offunds to support the Sovereign Councils of the HawajiaI) Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi ?artnership. Tbis 1egislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and tbe Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose ~f providing educational opportunities fur Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UB' 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm oflhe 
SCRHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need faT ""ne11ent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. NOW, more than ever, a concerted effor! is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians_ TIlis type of concerted effurt is reflected in the goals of the SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare lcachers for tbe Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large Dumbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and fOT Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas .ucb :)'l curric~11um research, .ehool 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHA/Hool<ulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators wbo are well 
grounded i;, both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being ofHawaij's diverse popUlation of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. Tbis 
effort will grow exPonentially iflhe SCHHNHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part ofth. 
University afHawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Bawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public educa . 

Name:~te. WA-~ __ _ 

Organization: _et..;:;f LE -H- IQ \1- ~ . __ ~-:-_______ _ 
Address: ___ ~~=tJCo..:::...-.."",,---,,-\tG-.!.-=._~_\ ..,:..\ t1._LP_l-'t.U.('--'-______ _ 





To: 

......................... 

Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agric.llture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8,2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HOI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hea;ing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HOI represents the budgct provisos that were 
publicly voted Upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget dOCllment. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these . 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectii'y the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 20 I 0 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

J stand in strong slIpport of HB674 UDl which provides f'll1)ds to support critically needed Native aawaiian 
educational and cultural. programs and initiatives. In particul~r, I support Seotion 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
parmering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lauds for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SClmA oversees tbe 30,000 beneficiaries ofthc Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UB 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCRIM. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for e)i;eej]ent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with l'Iative Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more tban ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise edljcational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers fortb. Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Tille I schools with large numbers of Hawajian children (especially tbose schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and leacher education through study at the master'g and doctoraIlevels 

The SCBHAl.Hookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and We..<rtern languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especiaJly Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort wiJl grow exponentially if the SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partoership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's cbildren in Hawaii'. public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and sen 
have demonstrated tbeir unwavering advocacy for publie educ lio.n AI),~'~ 

Name: Qq'lid C,''1~3fClJ l \ 
Signature: +-':'-f.~~'fS.~----'-----

Organization: (B..s1\L\\,.>.;.:\j'-l'-It\.!.....>ol\Si.><l\,~"--"-'O\ ____ ----\-'" 

Address: l-l1\f\~on~ m. 



To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: 

Subject: 

Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HOI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 20 I 0 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kiikou: 

Mahala nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HD I represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDl which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is tl,e educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show tl,at there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher educati on through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii 's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support of H13674 HOI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demon~tr:ted ~heir unwavering advocacy for public educ~4-Yd' 

Name: At'Ci10 Pe.r.a... Signature:--"~"-'"'-=..>=t.~-L.-/f' ______ _ 

Organization: ~~WaJ~ W~ '1§v ~~bti,j6\A~ ~~, WI ~ 
Address: 19f1J ~ W~) bl>aUt~ j~.?-' .t\JiM\'~ i \H q(Q~2-1.-



To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: 

Subject: 

Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 20 I 0 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HD I: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kiikou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HD I represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on Apri130, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. . 

I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDl which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm ofthe 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHfWHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Name: _<1~Slf'=-t-'-......!~'--~....c......::..'lI-,-Vl~..:..:.W-=- Signature: ......,Q.~---.C¢:.~==~---

Organization: ~.tW41 ~ uelCi\.f'\i Ce..Il-\Ov.f(rv ~M'I tM,\ 

Address: ~~-,--O_M_e(._1 u_W_~-L--!-.-' ~~_&-,0j-=l'-":"')s'::":"'~.!.o' _kJ'J=-=n..:...... .-:::L.!.-''''I""W!""-,,pZL<Y'-· _ 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: 

Subject: 

Senator Ji II Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support of House Bi\l674 HDI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB 674 HD 1 represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB239 I was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support of HB674 HDI which provides funds to support criticallv needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision offunds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially tllOse schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse popUlation of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part ofthe 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
dutcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support of HB674 HD I and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated ~heir unwavering adV~CaCy for public education in Hawai~.~ 

Name: NaomI C . L00e.h Signature::rt~ e. ~..Jl../ 
Organization: -¥'aW a..i ~ (~ U1:fM C 

Address: --I-j7+-'Q..=---~~-,-·..::..:..=.....·· ___ 1>r",-,--,-. ---,-~>-=tLL=Lv..=· =-&( .-I-k,-,--,-~'l t:.'47....::..3-r-t-
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: 

Subject: 

Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support of House Bi11674 HD1: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 20 I 0 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents tile budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30,2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission ofthese 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDt which provides funds to support criticallv needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the .. 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm oflhe 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially ifthe SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support of HB674 HD1 and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have de~onst~at:d their unwa~ering advocacy for public education in .H_aWaii../) '. ./1. . ~ 
Name: WV4C1U L {{.tIlt!, f}afi1srJl} Signature: ~1ttitt or ;&t#l ~ft:fi'Pr 
Organization: ivtdttc{ ( 
Address: .!kte, /t))£/M-/ dstJ.s / fJde .Jf, tM # '}'3ZJ t tll.tf') d.. 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Suhject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HOI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahala nui for this opportunity to present testimony. 1-16674 I-IDl represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectii)' the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 20 I 0 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI which provides funds to support criticallv needed Native HawaiIan 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 bel1efictaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii 's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofl-lB674 HOI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Name: .!.:(7/€itt{ &~kfo,.r Signature: ~ U:· ~/(L~ 
Organization: Itttf/l,.Ci,.../e.- c? 

Address: if - ~g'1 f/e/eUln d_ a-t 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: 

Subject: 

Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Alohamai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

r stand in strong support of HB674 HDI which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision offunds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly. 
(SCHHA}lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational ann of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part ofthe 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support of HB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public educatio in Hawaii. 

Name: 10£1 I !( My 
Organization: sluo'el7l 
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To: 

Date: 

Subject: 

Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and 
Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and 
Hawaiian Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDl: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kiikou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos 
that were publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference 
Committee members, but were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result 
of the inadvertent omission of these items, this measure was introduced by Representative 
Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, 
SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support ofHB674 HD! which provides funds to support critically needed 
Native Hawaiian.educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support 
Section 9A, which includes the provision offunds to support the Sovereign Councils of the 
Hawaiian Homelands Assembly (SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the 
SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege ofpartnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs 
and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common purpose of providing educational 
opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

I have had the great professional privilege of partnering with Hookulaiwi on various initiatives. I 
can attest to the fact that the faculty and staff of Hookulai",rj are top notch. Their proven history 
of preparing excellent educators who are well grounded in the local culture and who are 
committed to ensuring the educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, 
especially Native Hawaiian children is an asset to the educational system here in Hawaii. This 
effort will grow exponentially if Hookulai",rj is established as a permanent part of the University 
of Hawaii system. Lasting systematic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by 
Hawaii's lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those 
legislators who have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Name: Katrina-Ann Kapa Oliveira 

Address: 2640 Dole Street, Honolulu, Hawaii 96822 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Subjcct: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDl: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result ofthe inadvertent omission ofthese 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectilY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 20 I 0 bUdget. Similarly, 8B2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong snpport of HB674 HD! which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaii'im 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision offunds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAfHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UB 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAfHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAfHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western lang'uages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAfHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tolcuda, Vice·Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HOI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HOI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support of HB674 HOI which provides funds to support criticallv needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm ofthe 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAIHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Westem languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAIHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support of HB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Name: K~1'I\4lv Be~l1Ie'l Signature: _~_l __ t_-..::.IV _______ _ 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 20 10 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha rna; kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30,2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectifY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I staud in strong support of HB674 HDl which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawairan 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
paltnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The VH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more tharr ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders, in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

-<-'-'~:;::~~~' =!~c-;!'~~-:'~"=~~====~ ____ __ Signature: _ 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HOI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HD I represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission ofthese 
items, this measure Was introduced by Representative CarroIl to rectifY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCRRA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and'lndigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHNHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHNHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership is established as a pennanent part ofthe 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support of HB674 HD I and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Name: .i-c.gC \'\lSi Signature' ~ .~ 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice·Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculrure, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HD1: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.rn. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HOI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 201 0 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co·introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support of HB674 HDl which provides funds to support criticallv needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I SUppOlt Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
parruering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm ofthe 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals ofthe SCHHNHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well·being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand' in strong support of HB674 HOI and send m sincere aloha t ose legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public educatIon' 

1./.." - I . /I I 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: 

Subject: 

Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice.Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8,2010 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDl: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloba mal kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co·introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support of HB674 HDI which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA qversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational ann ofthe 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well·being of Hawaii 's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a pennanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HOI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public edl1~i i. 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: 

Subject: 

Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDl: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 20 I 0 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HOI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30,2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision offunds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partnersllip. This legislation offers the SCHI-lAIHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneflciaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHI-lAIHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse popUlation of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHI-WHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HD 1 and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date! March 8, 20 I 0 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HOI: Relating to l-Iawaiial1 Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kilkou: 

PAGE 03 

Thank you very much for considering my testimony on behalf ofHB674 HDI, which represents the budget 
provisos that were inadvertently omitted from the final budget document. In an open budget session on April 
3D, ;2009, the Conference Committee members voted upon these provisos. At this time Representative Carroll 
as well as Senators Hanabusa, Kim, and Heeseek to rectify this accidental oversight by introducing HB674 
HOI and SB2391 (respectively), both of which would reinstate the missing legislation within the 2010 budget. 

HB674 HD I allocElles crucial funding for k5naka 'oiwi (Native Hawaiian) educational and cultural programs 
and initiatives. Throughout the islands there is a critical need for high-caliber teachers, curriculum developers, 
researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, but the need is especially high within kfinaka 'oiwi 
communities. Ho'okuliiiwi: 'Aha Ho'ona'auao 'Oiwi (the Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous 
Education), within the College ofBducation at the University of Hawai'i at Milnoa, remedies this shortage by 
preparing student teachers to make positive contributions within the following capacities: 

I!I Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immer~ion Programs; 
I!I Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children; 
lID Hawaiian cultural charter schools; and 
lID Curriculum research, school administration, and teacher education at post-secondary institutions. 

The Ho'okoliiiwi program represents the educational arm of the Sovereign Councils ofthe Hawaiian 
Homelands Assembly (SCHHA), which, as you know, oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian 
Home Lands Trust. HB674 HOl offers SCRHA (and, thus, Bo'okuliliwi) the opportunity to partner with the 
Office of Hawaiian Affairs al1d the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for their common purpose of 
providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. Section 9A of the bill includes the provision of 
funds that support the specific, combined efforts of SCHHA and Ho'okulniwi. 

As a current Master of education in Teaching candidate within the Ho'okuliiiwi program, I firmly back HB674 
HD I, since I as well as future generations of 'Opio (youth) stand to benefit greatly from it. In order to increase 
educational opportunities for k1lnaka 'oiwi, a concerted effort must be made to recruit and train educators who 
are not only committed to improving the educational wel1.being of Hawai 'i 's keiki and 'Gpio but who are also 
well-versed in Hawaiian and Western languages, cultures, and values. Ho'okullliwi seeks to enrich its student 
teachers as well as their future students. 

Again, I humbly thank you for hearing my testimony in support ofHB674 HOI and look forward to a better, 
brighter future for I-Iawai'i's students. 

Me aloha no, 

#-:.t/ t:X~ 
Darienne Dey _.~d_ .", .. 
lio'okuliiiwi; • Aha Ho'ona BUBO 'Oiwi 
2712 Wai'akaRoad, Apartment 9 
Honolulu, HI 96826 



To: Senator Clayton Bee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, 
Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs Members, Senate Committee on Water, 
Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

l, Alexandra Pualilia Ka'j'inioku'upu'uwai Coelho, imI in strong support of HB 674 
HDl which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian educational and 
cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision offunds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian fIomelands 
Assembly (SCHHA)/Ho'okuliiiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the 
SCHHA/Ho'okulaiwi Partnership the privilege of partnering with the Office of Hawaiian 
Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Homelands for the common purpose of 
providing educational opportunities for Native fIawaiians. 

I am currently a student of Ho'okulliiwi and am studying to be a Math teacher in my 
hometown Wai'anae. This program is very important to me because it provides a 
multifaceted teacher education and curriculum research initiative designed to raise the 
educational achievement of Native Hawaiians. Ho'okulliiwi prepares teachers for 
Hawai'i Department of Education Title 1 schools with large numbers of Hawaiian 
children and for the Hawai' i Department of Education Hawaiian Language Jmmersion 
Program and for Hawaiian charter schools. I am a strong advocate for this program 
because it allows me to fulfill my career goals as well as personal goals to help Native 
Hawaiians in my community. 

Name: Ale.J{anara P·K. CoelhO Signature: .\f;:kIU¥,!':!:!,j~4~, .~""",===--_ 

Organization: l1o'oi<:.lA\ijiwi SftI den t --------------------------

Address: 430 \(eohicltlQ 51' fl.;pl. ~ IOOi; Honolulu 1-1-1 qh~3'~ 
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To: Senator Clayton H~e, Chair, Commillee on Watcr, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land. Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 20 I 0 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bi.IJ 674 HDI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

My name is James Keawe Bright and 1 grew up in the Hawaiian Homestead of Waimanalo. [ am a 
Master's Candidate MEdT with the Hookulaiwi program, Elementary Education. My field assignment is at 
Nan.ikapono Elementary. Without sounding too cliched this program has changed my life. After receiving 
my Bachelor'. of Arts degree in Theatre in 2000, I worked at Longs Moiliili for almost five years and 
applied as an apprentice into the Carpenter's Union in 2005. My decision to return to school for my 
Masters degree in Education was pre-empted by the decline in the housing market and being unemployed 
for over two ye~rs. This was a cross road in my life where literally my future was in limbo. When my 
girlfriend was in a conversation with her cousin, he informed her of a program whose initiative was focused 
on preparing and encouraging Hawaiian males to become teachers. As a former Hawaiian Homes resident 
this program spoke directly to me. In fact through this program T have discovered my true calling. My 
dream, my career has been revealed through a program encouraging service and education. 

As a student ofHookulaiwi, T have been inspired to become more thanjust the most effective, 
most innovative and student-focused teacher possible for the Leeward Coast. My aspiratiOlls arc in 
coaching, directing, resea:rching. and administration. My final goal will be to seek office in the Boa:rd of 
Education. As a Master of Education in Teaching candidate I am encouraged to strive for policy change for 
the bettennent of the students and the community. I want the best for the children of Hawaii and with the 
professional development provided by Hoolculaiwi to their partner schools this program .h~ shaped my 
Educational Philosophy. 

My cateer plan after becoming a licensed teacher is to work as a volunteer coach with a wrestling 
program for a couple of seasons until I could apply for a penn anent coaching position. My dream of 
coaching originates from my experience with wrestling in High School. Another aspiration would be to 
start up a theatre program on the Leeward Coast. This program would incorporate the skills ofthe students 
in the area. of; olelo Hawaii, Hula, and actors/performers of we stem style theatre & dance. All of these 
skilled students would be encouraged to collaborate their talents with students skillcd with cinematography, 
film making and editing. 

Af!"er becoming part ofthe community my plan would be to pursue my doctorate in either 
Educational Psychology or Educational Administration with the final goal of obtaining a position as a 
Principal. . 

I stand in strong support of HB674 HDI which provides funds to support critjcally needed 
Native Hawaiian eduoatlonal and cultural programs and initiatives. This bill and Ihe funds it provides will 
be the catalystto achieVing my career objectives 

thalo

, A.rb¥ 
Jt:eawe Sright 
Ho'okulaiwi Kaikaina Cohort 
3610 KanainaAvenue 
Honolulu, HI 96815 
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To: 

Date: 

Subject: 

Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice.Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support of House BiI1674 HOI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahala nui for this opportunity to present testimony for HB674 HOI. I stand in strong support of HB674 
nDl which provides fuods to support critically needed Native Hawaiian educational and cultural programs 
and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which include.~ the provision offunds to support the 
Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly (SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation 
offen; the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and 
the Department of Hawaiian Home Land$ for the common purpose of providing educational opportunities for 
Native Hawaiians_ 

HB674 HDI directly affects me as a student, teacher, mother and member of the Hawaiian Community. As a 
student in the Hookulaiwi Program I have benefited from the financial assistance that has been provided by 
this bill. The Hookulaiwi Program has helped to mold me into a better educator for Native Hawaiian students 
witbin my own community and othen; alike. As a member of the community in which I teach, I recognize the 
need for good teachers tbat understand the community that they are teaching in. Thus, I am thankful for such 
programs as Hookulaiwi. As a mother, this program has given me hope that my child will benefit from 
qualified teacher tlu!.t understand and love the people and the place that they teach in. 

In conclusion, r stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for puhlic education in Hawaii. 

Name: -.N:~I§i&h~ pd~~Zli -w'iilj 
Organization: ttaolLu(Q'Ij\fj £~~r I DCle-1'!~ 

Signature: ~~ Ft?: ~ , 
Address: ~1~1.3>'l LIr1~..tT. ~k'AfJAe._.:.:.;Iti,-"I~c.'1_1.,_2. _______ . 



To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vjee.Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land. Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, :ZOI 0 

Subject: Testimony in Support ofliouse 8ill674 liD!: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 2010 al 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha Inal kiikou: 

'H\,;OII;;.. UU 

Thank you for allowing me this chance to present testimony, HB674 HDl. I stand strongly in support of this 
bill because it wi\[ allow the sustainability of Native Hawaiian educational and cultural programs. I would like 
to focus on Section 9A, which includes the provision offunds to suppOrt the Sovereign Councils of tile 
Hawaiian Homelands Assembly (SCHHA)/Ho'okulaiwi Partnership. This will allow the SCHH/Ho'okulaiwi 
Partnership the honor of partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home 
Lands in hopes of giving equal educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

I am a student in the Ho'okulaiwi Program at tbe University of Hawaii at Manoa, and as a future educator of 
the children ofHawai'i, including Native Hawaiians,l can make a personal connection to this bill. Being part 
Native Hawaiian myself! am a benefiCiary ofthese funds and hope to be onc in the future. It has aided me 
greatly, finanCially throughout my education, and has given me the motivation to move forward in my studies. 
It has also given me inspiration to aid others in the process. As a future educator of Hawaii, I know how the 
children ofthese islands will gain much success due to the initiatives ofthis bill. ! am writing to you today to 
request that the House Bi1I674 SDI is approved to provide to the future of not only Nativc Hawaiian Students, 
but the people of Hawaii. 

In conclusion, J stand in sirong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public educ~~: . 

Name: Id,&f LlOh~rdl Signature: ---=~"'f-':""';'\~,--j'--------
Organization: f-/o'OlQAlailllli "~,,t-
Address: r·o (boX \0, ~h\A,\l.u "" ~1I1.7\ 

r i 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, 
Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs Members, Senate Committee on Water, 
Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

I, Anna-Maria Correa, am in strong support of HB 674 HDl. The Ho'okulliiwi 
Program has given me the opportunity to be trained for Hawai'i Department of Education 
Title 1 schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children. I rely heavily on the program 
and the financial aid it provides for me. Without this program, I would not be able to 
continue my education in this particular field. In addition, it has given me the opportunity 
to work with other teachers in Title I schools. I have learned a great deal from these 
teachers and the students I service. This program has only strengthened my desired to 
work on the Leeward Coast. Mahala for your continued support in the Ho'okulliiwi 
Program. 

Name: ANna ~folal.J.a C. {;rfl;tl Signature: ;.i#l.I/($Ud~ {1 ~"'=-

Organization: -.& lc,kul4 /W/ ·.~S"'-LIUIitClct-.Sef::.jfiut~ ... _______ _ 
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To: 

DDte: 

Subject: 

Wclina mai, 

Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Bawaiian 
Affuirs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8,2010 

Test.imony in Support of House Bill 674 HDl, Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 20 J 0 at 2:45 p.m. 

I, Sydney Kapuahfnanokauikalai Coelho, stand in strong .upport ot: the HB674 HD1, in its 
effort to provide adequate funds and support for the advancement and achievements of Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs. I am currently working on my MedT masters and certificate in teaching at 
the University of Bawali at Manoa as a cohon member of the HO'okuliiiwi program. The Ho'okulaiwi program 
is a "research initiative to raise the educational achievement!! of Native Hawaiians"; hence the support of this 
bill will allow me to obtain our mission objective as well as my own personal goals as an educated Native 
Hawaiian. As an aspiring teacher, haVing the support of the Legislature and State will provide future 
opportunities and recognition of our efforts and support for the movement of substantial education for all 
Native Hawaiian youth. As a beneficiary of this land, it is my knleana to give back to the keiki ofHawai'i, for 
they will be the future leaders and representatives on-Iawai'i nei. 

The Legislative findings emphasize the critical need for eJ(cellent teachers, curriculum researchers, 
developElfs and leaders within communities that have a high concentration of Native Hawaiians. Through the 
Ho'okuliiiwi program, we cater to working in rural areas that meets this vcry requirement, $chools such as 
Nllniikuli high school/middle, Wai'anae, and Kahuku high scl)ool, thus supporting the concerns of our 
Legislature is validated. The next year of my lifc will be very critical and having the support ofthis bill will 
help alleviate some of the financial pressures that impact my life as a [cachero a researcher and a student. 

In conclusion, I do here by sign my name in strong support ofHB674 HOI and send my sincere 
mahalo and aloha to the Legislator who their support in the advancement and achievements of our youth and 
especially for the public education ofHawai'i. 
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Aloha mai kiikou, 

Mahalo nw loa for this additional opportunity to present testimony for HJ3674 HD 1. I sta11d in 
support ofHB674HDl which provides funds to support Native Hawaiian educational and 
cultural programs. I especially support Section 9A which includes funds to support Sovereign 
Councils of Hawaiian Homelands Assembly (SCHHA) and the Ho'okulaiwi Partenership. 

As a Native student in the Ho'okul1iiwi program at the University ofHawai'i at Manoa, I feel 
that the funds are a necessity to perpetuating culture here in Hawai'i nei. HB674HDI allows 
students like me to be given educational opportunities that may not otherwise be offered. 

Without HB674HDl, we cannot educationally prosper to our fullest extent. As a student and a 
future teacher, it is pertinent that HB674HDl funds be issued. HB674HDI gives US all the 
opportunity of a lifetime, the chance to gain funds that we normally could not obtain, and it 
allows us the chance to receive an education that is very much deserved. 

'Anela Jackson 

1-/0 'D/O.UrXi yv j '/(M" "-' 

/pL/10l-f!;, t%t or
'l')vD-.~. H \ 

.91D10i;? 
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To: 

Date: 

Sub.iect: 
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Senator Clayton Hoe, Chair. Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture .• and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Waler, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in SuPPOrt of House BiJ1614 HOI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha my name is Tara Keanuenue Gumapac and I am in support of}10use Bill 674 HOI. I am currently a 
student enrolled in Ho 'okulaiwi and I support this program because they support Native Hawaiians and their 
pursuit to further their education. Ho' okulaiwi gives the opportuniry to students who want to pursuit a Masters 
in Education and who want to pursuit educating our Native Hawaiian youth. They create opportunities and 
establish connections with other schools and other people who want to further indigenous knowledge. Please 
institutionalize Ho'okuliiiwi at the University ofHawai'i at Manoa. It is important that they become an 
e.~tablished entity in the university system. By having them institutionalized, it gives them the opportunity to 
expand to other dist.ricts, create connections with the OUler islands, intake more students and create more 
opportunities in Hawaiian education. 

Sincerely. 

lara Keanuenue Gumapac 
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Subject: 
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Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair. Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Member:;, Senate Committee on Water, Land. Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support of House aill 674 B"Dl: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha Mai Kakou, 

My name is Marnhall Joy, and I am a graduate student at the University of Hawaii at Manoa. Born 
and raised on the island ofMoiokai, I had the rare opportunity to move away from the island and further my 
education by attaining a college degree. Knowing that the future of Molokai is through the education of our 
youth, I chose to become a teacher and service the community who made me what I am today. There are many 
others like me on the island, that did not get the opportunity to further their education past an associates degree 
offered at the local community college. This bill would enable an entire community to move forward through 
education by certifying teachers that are from the community. It is proven that students learn the best from one 
oftile;r own. This bill would change the dynamic ofMolokai forever through improving the education of its 
people. The "ffeclS of this bill will be felt long after we are gone. Please take this testimony into 
consideration. 

Marshall Joy 



To: 

Date: 

........................... 
'-''-'''' , ........ '-' ........ ,., -.J I ..................... 

Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and 
Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and 
Hawaiian Affairs 

. ........... ...-, 

Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, ;2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House )3il1674 HDl: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.rn.. 

Aloha mai kakou, 

Mahala for this opportunity to testify in behalf of House Bill 67 4 HD I. My name is Kali 
Lopez and I am in my second year with the Ho I okulaiwi program. I am currently 
teaching Kindergarten at Niiniiikapono Elementary in Naniikuli - from the time that I 
chose to go into education, my goal has been to teach in a predominantly Hawaiian 
community to give children a sense of the possibilities that exist out there. My CllITent 
placement would not have been possible without the help and guidance of my mentors in 
Ho 'okulaiwi. For all the trials a11d tribulations I've been through, this past year has been 
one of the most rewarding times of my life; this feeling comes ftom knowing that I am 
exactly where I am supposed to be. 

I am just one of many who Ho I okulaiwi has given a hand up to - the program is 
instrumental in placing Hawaiians with advanced degrees in classrooms across the state. 
Please support the program and help it to continue its good work. 

q!;);'~ ~-
Kali~ez Y 



To: 

Date: 

Subject: 

Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 20 1 0 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou, 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present my testimony. I have lived all my life in Naniikuli on the 
Wai'anae Coast ofO'ahu and hav!!: cxperiencl!:d first hand the critical need for a change in "Native Hawaiian 
education. There is a critical need for excellent teachers who are able to attend to the needs of Native 
Hawaiian communities that aro faced with extenuating circumstances, such as high poverty, high student drop 
outs, single parent homes, and drug abuse. Ho'okuliiiwi provides this service, providing well prepared 
educators who are able to connect with their students and off"Cr guidancc and support. 

The Ho'okulaiwi program is dedicated to the education of all keiki, especially in Native Hawaiian 
communities. I became a student in the HO'okulaiwi program almo.t 2 years ago and will be graduating this 
May with my Masters in Teaching. The guidance and preparation I have received from the faculty of 
Ho'okulaiwi has opened my eyes in a way that has changed my perspective on the Wai'anae Coast forever. I 
went into classrooms ranging from Third grade to Seniors in high school 01) the Wai'anae Coast and have seen 
the dedication of so many teachers to the well being of the students on the Coast and Twanted to be a part of 
that e)(perience. Being a part of this program has guided me to take an active roll in the educational process 
and to find a solid ground for our keiki to stand on and grow. 

I come from a family where out of8 nieces and nephews who should hold their high school diploma, 
only 2 oftbern do. When 1 ask them why they dropped out, one reason they give Ine is because they could not 
relate to the teachers. The teachers were talking about things they could not relate to or they had no idea the 
life the students had out.~ide of the classroom. One nephew even told me it was because he felt everyday he 
stepped into the classToom he was being judged by the teacher who was not from here (Hawai' i). 
The Ho'okulaiwi program offers experiences of both pro-service and in-service teachers to develop their 
teaching style to betler suit the needs of the Native Hawaiian community. 

In conclusion, I strong support House Bill 674 HDI and would like to thank you for this opportunity 
to share my rna\1a'o with you. 
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To: 

Dote: 

Senator Clayton Bee, Chair, Committee on Water, Laud, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HD1: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha pumehana kakou, 

I am currently completing my tinalsemester in the Ho'okulaiwi program at the University ofHawai'i 
at Manoa. Through this program ( was able and continuing to wOl'k towards my goal of becoming a Hawaiian 
Language immersion teacher. Currently, I am employed at Nanilkuli ElementarY School and teach 
Kindergarten in the Hawaiian immersion program. I have thoroughly appreciated how prepared I was goiog 
into my first year of solo teaching, and this was due solely to HO'okulaiwi and the opportunities that I was 
given io the teacher training courses. The program focuses on preparing teachers to work in Hawaiian 
communities and the majority ofthe courses focus on using Hawaiian thought and value in education. In my 
opinion, this is the best way that I learn and also the best way to teach the children ofHawai'i. I was able to 
implement a lot of What I learned in the program in my classroom and offer suggestions to my colleagues, 
many ofwllich are from the mainland. Niinilkuli has one ofthe largest native Hawaiian populations in the state 
and through the program, I was given the opportunity to work in the community and help to promote the 
importance of Hawaiian culture and language to future generation~. 1 am in strong support of HOllse F.li1I674 
HDI, and I want to stress how important Ho'okulaiwi is for teachers who feel it is important to make a 
difference in the Hawaiian community. Mahala a nui for you time. 

~~~ 
Ellys" tJ 'ilani Urabe 



To: 

Date: 

Subject: 

Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda. Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDt: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Given the continuing need for sustainable and academically rigorous programs that improve our state's 
educational system, I would like to express my support for House Bil1674 HDl: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs," 
as it seeks funding for programs and measures that will actively improve our educational system not juS! for 
Native Hawaiians, but all students who are part of the DOE system. In particular, Ho'okulaiwi encourages the 
development of initiatives that benefit all students of Hawai'j through research-based best pmctiees and 
academic scholarship, by generating interest In Hawaiian affairs, and by better enabling new teachers to 
understand, and implement, Hawaiian culture into their work. During a tumultuous period for Hawai'i's 
educational system, Ho'okulaiwi is one of only a handful of reacher eduoation programs that truly provides the 
cultural and acooemic background teachers of Hawaiian and other indigenous students. As a scholar at the 
University of Hawai'i at Manoa, as a teacher based in a school with a very large population of Native 
Hawaiian and other indigenous students, and as a Native Hawaiian individual myself, I wholeheartedly 
endorse House Bill 674 HOI. 

S:t~~z.~ /' ~ ~vrJ"~~ 
Kimberly Hi'ilei Coleman 
University of Hawai'i at Manoa 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Haw.iian 
Affairs 

Date; 

Subject: 

Members, Senate Committee 011 Water, I.and, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8,2010 

Testimony in Support of House B1II674 HD1: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha Mai Kakou: 

My name is Kamuela Makanahiwahiwa Kimokco and I strongly support House sill 674. I am currently a 
student ofHookulaiwi and a gr.duate assistant for the program. I get to see first hand the good that the 
program provide'l for our Native Hawaiian students. Within my field observations and practicum I have had 
opportunities to visit many schools on the tcoward coast as well as our Hawaiian Immersion schools. I 
quickly noticed the need for more qualified Native Hawaiian teachers to be a part of the educat.ion system in 
those areas. Hookulaiwi strongly advocates for gualitied Native Hawaiian teachers to teach our Native 
Hawaiian student. I have seen the work that Hookulaiwi does in schools and the community and the work that 
they do is changing the face of the educational systems on the leeward coast and in the immersion schools. 
The teachers that come out ofHookulaiwi ilJ'e teught to understand, respect, and adhere to community interests 
aDd protocols. As Hawaiians we have seen tbis way of thinking disregarded by people constantly telling us 
what is best for OUI' communi.ties without getting to know the community or its specific needs. 

As a Hawaiian 1 have been directly affected by the funding that was given to Hookulaiwi and will continue to 
be directly affected by it. Had it !lot been for the funding provided, there would have been no position 
available for me to work as a graduate assistant for Hookulaiwi. This would have greatly affected me because 
I would not have been able to afford to pursue my masters degree and teaching license. Hookulaiwi has 
provided opportunities like this for many ofthe Nati;!o Hawaiian students that are in the program, whether it 
be through job positions or student stipends. 

Hookulaiwi also gave me an opportunity to see Hawaiians who are taking part in advocating for systemic 
change. Because of their shining examples, I plan on continuing my education and pursuing my Ph.D. so that I 
can be a part of this movement that allows Hawaiians to teach Hawaiians. 

In conclusion, T want to mahalo all the representatives and programs that have stood in our support. This 
program is something that our people need. This program needs to continue to grow to beltcr meet the desires 
of the outer islands. This bill is a step in providing the opportunity for that growth to take place. Mahalo! 

Name:---,-K8_W1._v...::e...::...~"-,q"--,-K!-,,,i=-~,---=,-,,ke.o==-______________ _ 

Organization: +f11'Q~\.~i.w-i. ~ 

Addressdllll"l U....:i~L~. # UCf. f t¥-fIUlLJIJJ I tH.1b~ 
j~ ~1> I ' 

Signature:~ " _________ _ 
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To: 

Date: 

Subject: 
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Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, AgricultUre, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDl: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

This letter is to show the appreciation ofrnyselfas well as my fellow classmates of the Ho'okuliiiwi 
program. As Hawaiians who care, we believe that an education program directed towards bettering Hawaii's 
teachers is the only way to better our students. The support that is received in the legislature as well as the 
public is much appreciated. Many of us Hawaiians have a desire to help those who are the face of our fut1Jre, 
and tbe HO'okul!tiwi program is the path many choose to take. Due to the support, we arc now able to conti~ue 
with the progress in striving to educate Hawaii's youth in the way they learn best. Tha~k you very much for 
the opportunity to continue what has been started. 

Mahalo nul loa, 

'/;;:~ 
J. Ka'aimalani Spencer 



9569905 CURRICULUM STUDIES 

To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, 
Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs Members, Senate Committee on Warer, 
Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bi11674 HDl: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

I, Elise Tomie Ke'ala DuPonte, am in str.ong suppor.t of HB 674 HDI which provides 
funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian educational and cultural programs and 
initiatives. r strongly support Section 9A, which includes the provision of funds to 
support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)/Ho'okulliiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHo'okulliiwi 
Partnership the privilege of partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the 
Department of Hawaiian Homelands for the common purpose of providing educational 
opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

I am currently a first year student of the Ho'okullliwi program.l am from Hilo on the Big 
Island of Hawaii, and am studying to become an elementary school teacher. I graduated 
from Pacific University, which is a private university in Oregon and returned home last 
winter. I feel that this program is very beneficial to the Native Hawaiian culture as well 
as our Native Hawaiian communities. This program has helped me come back to my 
roots and is helping Ine to become a contributing member to my Hawaiian community. 
Ho'okulaiwi prepares teachers for Hawai 'i Department of Education Title 1 schools with 
large numbers of Hawaiian children and for tbe Hawai'i Department of Education 
Hawaiian Language Immersion Program, as well as for Hawaiian charter schools. I feel 
that this program's purpose of providing an educational opportunity for Native Hawaiians 
to teach in communities with a high concentration of Native Hawaiian children, is a big 
contribution to the advancement of our children in society, and the betterment of our 
communities as a whole. I strongly support this bill. 

Name: EUSE' Dt.t i'Of,l1"'&: Signature: ti..!:.a~.te:.!::' ~A ===-~~~~~~ __ _ 
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To: Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 20 I 0 at.2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but 
were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result ofthe inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectifY the omission and to include the 
legislation in the 2010 budget. SimilarlY, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for 
the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAiHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries ofthe Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH 
Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the 
SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum 
developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian 
communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for'Native 
Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for 
Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian 
Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partoership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic 
outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to thosy!o;gislators who 
have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public educatiq a'i, I 

,". I " 
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To: 

Fr: 

Date: 

Subject: 

Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and 
Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and 
Hawaiian Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 

Pohai Kukea-Shultz 
Parent of children atten 
Hookulaiwi faculty 

March 8, 2010 

ersion schools and 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HD1: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo for this opportunity to stand in strong support of HB674 HD 1 which provides funds to 
support critically needed Native Hawaiian educational and cultural programs and initiatives. I 
am writing this testimony not only as a faculty member of Hookulaiwi, but also as a parent of 
children who attend Hawaiian immersion schools. I am one of a team of people who prepare 
students to. become teachers for our children but this is not just rhetoric as my child is 
currently being taught by one of our graduates. This makes our initiative (and the funding that 
supports it) critically important to me professionally and personally. I have a vested interest in 
making sure that we can continue to provide these types of programs for the benefit of my 
children as well as many other Hawaiian children across the state. 

HB674 HD1 represents the budget provisos that were publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, 
in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but were inadvertently 
deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these 
items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectif'y the omission and to 
include the legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators 
Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for the same purpose. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support of HB674 HD 1 and send my sincere aloha to the 
legislators who introduced this bill. Their unwavering advocacy for public education in 
Hawaii marks them as outstanding lawmakers. 



To: 

Date: 

Subject: 

Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HD I: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kiikou: 

I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
CSCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

I am currently a Junior Specialist in Ho'okulaiwi. My primary responsibilities are field supervision of our 
student teachers at N anaikapono Elementary School and Kapolei High School, co-teaching a course for our 
Master's students and providing professional development support to our partner school Nanaikapono 
Elementary. I have a long-standing relationship with Nanaikapono Elementary School. It is where I began my 
teaching career 17 years ago. I taught at the school for 10 years, then worked at the Leeward District Office Cat 
the time, Nanakuli-Pearl City-Waipahu Complex Areas) and then became a faculty member at Ho'okulaiwi 
two years ago. In each of these opportunities I was able to work closely with the Nanakuli Complex schools 
and supported them at the school-level, district level and now as a professional development support. My 
dream has always been to help educate our youth. Having worked on the Leeward Coast, specifically in 
Nanakuli, I have found a community that I have established a positive relationship with and am making a 
difference. Now through Ho'okulaiwi I am able to support our pre-service teachers in their pursuit to become 
educators of students in Native Hawaiian communities. Ho'okulaiwi allows for the successful training of pre
service teachers to work in Native Hawaiian communities and also supports and encourages Native Hawaiians 
to become educational leaders. This is critical as we look to supporting the success of all students, especially 
in this age ofNCLB. Who better to educate indigenous children than their own people? This is the 
importance ofHo'okulaiwi's mission and vision. 

Again, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI. 

Sincerely, 

Stephanie Furuta 
Junior Specialist, Ho'okulaiwi 
Home address: 2749 Poelua Street 

Honolulu, Hawaii 96822 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

T 

Kilia Purdy-Avelino [kpurdyavelino@yahoo.comj 
Monday, March 08, 201010:36 PM 
WTL Testimony 
HB 674 HD1: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs, Hearing Date: March 10,2010 2:45pm 

Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

March 8, 2010 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HDI: Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 

Hearing Date: March 10,2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were publicly voted upon 
on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but were inadvertently deleted from the final 
budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these items, this measure was introduced by Representative Carroll 
to rectifY the omission and to include the legislation in the 2010 budget. SimilarlY, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators 
Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for the same purpose.· 

I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian educational and 
cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the provision of funds to support the 
Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly (SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the 
SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege ofpartnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of 
Hawaiian Home Lands for the common purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH Manoa Hookulaiwi 
Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show 
that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum developers, researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, 
especially to work with Native Hawaiian communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational 
opportunities for Native Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi 
Partnership: 

1 



o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for Title I schools with 
large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian 
charter schools; and 

o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school administration, and 
teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well grounded in both the 
Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the educational well-being of Hawaii's 
diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This effort will grow exponentially if the 
SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic 
changes in the quality of education and in the academic outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be 
given the highest priority by Hawaii's lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HOI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who have demonstrated 
their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

na'u no me ka ha'aha'a, 

na Kilia Purdy-Avelino, Hawaiian Immersion TeacherlMasters Candidate 

PO Box 117 

Kualapuu, Molokai, HI 96757 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

mailinglist@capitol.hawaiLgov 
Monday, March 08, 2010 11 :36 PM 
WTL Testimony 
kcashman@hawaii.edu 

Subject: Testimony for HB674 on 3/10/2010 2:45:00 PM 

Testimony for WTL 3/10/2010 2:45:00 PM HB674 

Conference room: 229 
Testifier position: support 
Testifier will be present: No 
Submitted by: Kimo Cashman 
Organization: Individual 
Address: 1776 University Avenue Honolulu, HI 
Phone: 386-7751 
E-mail: kcashman@hawaii.edu 
Submitted on: 3/8/2010 

Comments: 
Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. I stand in strong support of House Bill 
674 HDl which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian educational and 
cultural programs and initiatives-this includes support for the Sovereign Councils for 
Hawaiian Homelands Assembly (SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi: Aha Hoonaauao Oiwi (Center for Native 
Hawaiian and Indigenous Education) Partnership; the provision of legal services and 
representation for Native Hawaiians; support for the Achieving a Dream Initiative at the 
Hawaii Community College; and support for the establishment of a research and training 
program for Native Hawaiians at the Hawaii Institute of Marine Biology. 

In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the provision of funds to support the 
building, operating, and personnel expenses of the SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership. As you know, 
the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust and the 
organization that is working with UHCOE/Hookulaiwi, To clarify, Hookulaiwi is the educational 
arm of the SCHHA. In keeping with legislative findings, I believe that there is a critical 
need for excellent teachers, curriculum developers, researchers, teacher educators, and 
educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian communities. Now, more than 
ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 
This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of Hookulaiwi: 
o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion 
Program; 
o To prepare teachers for Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children 
(especially those schools in Hawaiian Homestead communities); 
o To prepare teachers for Hawaiian charter schools; and 
o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, 
school administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral 
levels 

The SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who 
are well grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are 
committed to ensuring the educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, 
especially Native Hawaiian children. This effort will grow exponentially if the 
SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the University of Hawaii 
system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic outcomes for 
Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 
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In conclusion, I stand in strong support of House Bill 674 HOi and send my sincere aloha to 
the legislators who introduced this bill. Their unwavering advocacy for public education in 
Hawaii marks them as outstanding lawmakers. 
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To: Senator Clayton Heel Chair, Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and 
Hawaiian Affairs 

Senator Jill Tokuno, Vice- Chair, Committee on Water, Land, 
Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 

Members, Senate Committee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and Hawaiian 
Affairs 

Date: March 8, 2010 

Subject: Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HD1: Relating to Hawaiian 
Affairs 

Hearing Date: Wednesday, March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou, 

I write to express my full support of House Bill 674 HDl that provides funds 
for Native Hawaiian educational programs and initiatives that seek to improve 
the overall well-being of Native Hawaiians through educational reform, 
research, and general systemic change. There is a critical need for 
improvement in the education of Native Hawaiian children and there are 
programs in existence that have proven successful in effecting positive 
change in an otherwise dismal status quo. 

I am particularly interested in Section 9A of the bill which provides support 
for the expansion of Hoyokulaiwi, a program dedicated to the improvement of 
the educational well-being of Native Hawaiians as well as other residents of 
primarily Native Hawaiian communities. Hoyokulaiwi has a multi-faceted 
mission that strives to prepare leaders for Hawaiian communities by 
recruiting members of those communities and preparing them to become 
excellent teachers, scholars, curriculum developers, and community advocates. 
Hoyokulaiwi's educational programs prepare teachers for English medium 
schools in predominantly Hawaiian communities, Hawaiian language immersion 
schools, and Hawaiian charter schools. They also support in-service training 
and professional development for teachers on Kauayi and NiYihau. 

The funds provided in this bill will enable Hoyokul&iwi to extend its support 
to other areas of the State and to expand its capacity to \\home grown" 
teachers and educational leaders. The bill will also support much needed 
research projects designed to inform Hawaiian language immersion education as 
well as Hawaiian education in general, and will help to solidify 
Hoyokulaiwi's status at the University as an autonomous center. 

This proactive approach by Hoyokulaiwi to elevating the living conditions of 
Native Hawaiians through improved educational opportunities is eminently more 
cost effective than any reactive alternative. 

For the reasons outlined above, and for the fact that my eldest son is a 
graduate of the Hoyokulaiiwi Masters in Education Teaching program and is now 
teaching in a Hawaiian language immersion school, I reiterate my strong 
support for House Bill 674 HDI. It represents the remarkable vision of its 
authors and reveals their genuine intent to invest in the future of Hawaiian 
children. 

Mahalo a nui, 

Laiana Wong, Parent of a Hoyokulaiwi Graduate 
2734 Kalihi St., Honolulu, HI 96819 
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TESTIMONY OF PAPAKOLEA COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 
BEFORE THE 

SENATE COMMITTEE ON WATER, LAND & HAWAIIAN AFFAIRS 
Senator Clayton Hee, Chair 

Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair & Members 

Testimony in support of House Bill 674 HD 1 -- Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 

Thursday, March 11,2010,2:45 PM 

TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT 

Aloha mai kakou: Chair Hee, Vice-Chair Tokuda & Members: 

Mahala nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HD 1 represents the budget provisos that were publicly voted 
upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but were inadvertently deleted from 
the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these items, this measure was introduced by 
Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the legislation in the 2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co
introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support of HB674 HDI which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian educational 
and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the provision of funds to support 
the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly (SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the 
SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership the privilege ofpartnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of 
Hawaiian Home Lands for the common purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH Manoa 
Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational ann of the SCHHA. Legislative 
findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum developers, researchers, teacher 
educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian communities. Now, more than ever, a concerted 
effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals 
of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

• To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for Title I schools 
with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian Homestead communities); and 
for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

• To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school administration, and 
teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well grounded in both 
the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the educational well-being of Hawaii's 
diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This effort will grow exponentially if the 
SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership is established as a pennanent part of the University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic 
changes in the quality of education and in the academic outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be 
given the highest priority by Hawaii's lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who have 
demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 
Established in 1999, the Papakolea Community Development Corporation exists to mobilize broad-based community 
participation, promoting self-detennination by building effective community leadership and to manage the Papakolea Full 
Service Center and Park. 

The Papakolea Community Development Corporation urges you to pass this bill. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Harold Johnston 
President 
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TESTIMONY OF PAPAKOLEA COMMUNITY ASSOCIA TlON 
BEFORE THE 

SENATE COMMITTEE ON WATER, LAND & HAWAIIAN AFFAIRS 
Senator Clayton Hee, Chair 

Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair & Members 

Testimony in support of House Bill 674 HD 1-- Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 

Thursday, March 11,2010,2:45 PM 

TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT 

Aloha mai kakou: Chair Hee, Vice-Chair Tokuda & Members: 
Mahala nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HOI represents the budget provisos that were 
publicly voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but were 
inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these items, this 
measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectifY the omission and to include the legislation in the 
2010 budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the 
provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils ofthe Hawaiian Homelands Assembly 
(SCHHA)lHookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership the privilege of 
partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common 
purpose of providing educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH Manoa 
Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the SCHHA. 
Legislative f'mdings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum developers, 
researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian communities. 
Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. This 
type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership: 

• To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for Title 
I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian Homestead 
communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

• To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the 
educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This 
effort will grow exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the 
University of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic outcomes 
for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support ofHB674 HOI and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who have 
demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

Established in May 1934, the Papakolea Community Association exists to direct its efforts toward the betterment 
of all residents living on Papakolea Hawaiian Homestead Land. PCA's primary purpose is to defend, preserve 
and protect the Hawaiian Homes Commission Act, 1921, as amended. 

The Papakolea Community Association urges you to pass this bill. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Orson Enos 
President 



TESTIMONY OF KEW ALO HAW AllAN HOMESTEAD COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION 
BEFORE THE 

SENATE COMMITTEE ON WATER, LAND & HAW AllAN AFFAIRS 
Senator Clayton Hee, Chair 

Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair & Members 

Testimony in support of House Bill 674 HD 1 -- Relating to Hawaiian Affairs 

Thursday, March I I, 2010, 2:45 PM 

TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT 

Aloha mai kakou: Chair Hee, Vice-Chair Tokuda & Members: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDI represents the budget provisos that were publicly 
voted upon on April 30, 2009, in open budget session by the Conference Committee members, but were 
inadvertently deleted from the fmal budget docmnent. As a result of the inadvertent omission of these items, this 
measure was introduced by Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the legislation in the 20 I 0 
budget. Similarly, SB239I was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for the same purpose. 

I stand in strong support ofHB674 HDI which provides funds to support critically needed Native Hawaiian 
educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support Section 9A, which includes the provision 
of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the Hawaiian Homelands Assembly (SCHHA)lHookulaiwi 
Partuership. This legislation offers the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partuership the privilege of partuering with the Office 
of Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common purpose of providing 
educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you kuow, the SCHHA oversees the 30,000 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. The UH Manoa 
Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the educational arm of the SCHHA. 
Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need for excellent teachers, curriculum developers, 
researchers, teacher educators, and educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian communities. 
Now, more than ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. This type 
of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partuership: 

• To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion Program; for Title I 
schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those schools in Hawaiian Homestead 
communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 

• To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, school 
administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral levels 

The SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well grounded 
in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are committed to ensuring the educational well
being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This effort will grow 
exponentially if the SCHHAlHookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the University of Hawaii 
system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic outcomes for Hawaii's children in 
Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support of HB674 HD I and send my sincere aloha to those legislators who have 
demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 

The Kewalo Hawaiian Homestead Community Association was re-established in 1993 to provide its residents with 
health, educational, social and economical services and resources to improve their quality of life. KHHCA's primary 
objective is to protect and preserve the Hawaiian Homes Commission Act of 192 I, as amended. 

The Kewalo Hawaiian Homestead Community Association urges you to pass this bill. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Annie Au Hoon 
President 
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Conference room: 229 
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Submitted by: Richard 500 

Organization: SCHHA 
Address: 1656 Queen st., Suite 266 Hon, Hi. 
Phone: 529-1627 
E-mail: soor601@hawaii.rr.com 
Submitted on: 3/9/2616 

Comments: 
Aloha mai kakou: 

Mahalo nui for this opportunity to present testimony. HB674 HDl represents the budget 
provisos that were publicly voted upon on April 36, 2669, in open budget session by the 
Conference Committee members, but were inadvertently deleted from the final budget document. 
As a result of the inadvertent omission of these items, this measure was introduced by 
Representative Carroll to rectify the omission and to include the legislation in the 2616 
budget. Similarly, SB2391 was co-introduced by Senators Hanabusa, Kim and Hee for the same 
purpose. 

I stand in strong support of HB674 HDl which provides funds to support critically needed 
Native Hawaiian educational and cultural programs and initiatives. In particular, I support 
Section 9A, which includes the provision of funds to support the Sovereign Councils of the 
Hawaiian Homelands Assembly (SCHHA)/Hookulaiwi Partnership. This legislation offers the 
SCHHA/Hookulaiwi partnership the privilege of partnering with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs 
and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the common purpose of providing educational 
opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 

As you know, the SCHHA oversees the 36,666 beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust. 
The UH Manoa Hookulaiwi Center for Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Education is the 
educational arm of the SCHHA. Legislative findings clearly show that there is a critical need 
for excellent teachers, curriculum developers, researchers, teacher educators, and 
educational leaders, especially to work with Native Hawaiian communities. Now, more than 
ever, a concerted effort is needed to raise educational opportunities for Native Hawaiians. 
This type of concerted effort is reflected in the goals of the SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership: 
o To prepare teachers for the Department of Education Hawaiian Language Immersion 
Program; for Title I schools with large numbers of Hawaiian children (especially those 
schools in Hawaiian Homestead communities); and for Hawaiian charter schools; and 
o To prepare Native Hawaiian educational leaders in areas such as curriculum research, 
school administration, and teacher education through study at the master's and doctoral 
levels 

The SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who 
are well grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who are 
committed to ensuring the educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse population of children, 
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especially Native Hawaiian children. This effort will grow exponentially if the 
SCHHA/Hookulaiwi Partnership is established as a permanent part of the University of Hawaii 
system. Lasting systemic changes in the quality of education and in the academic outcomes for 
Hawaii's children in Hawaii's public schools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's 
lawmakers. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support of HB674 HDl and send my sincere aloha to those 
legislators who have demonstrated their unwavering advocacy for public education in Hawaii. 
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To: 

Fr: 

Date: 

Subject: 

Senator Clayton Hee, Chair, Conurllttee on Water, Land, 
Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Senator Jill Tokuda, Vice-Chair, Conmlittee on Water, Land, 
Agriculture, and Hawaiian Affairs 
Members, Senate Conmlittee on Water, Land, Agriculture, and 
Hawaiian Affairs 

E6mailani Bettellcourt~~r-~~ 
Ho'okuliiiwi 

March 9, 2010 

Testimony in Support of House Bill 674 HD1: Relating to 
Hawaiian Affairs 
Hearing Date: March 10, 2010 at 2:45 p.m. 

Aloha mai kakou, 

I stand in strong support of House Bill 674 HDI that provides funds to support 
critically needed Native Hawaiian educational and cultural programs and 
initiatives-this includes support for the Universiry of Hawaii at Manoa College 
of Education Ho'okuliiiwi: Aha Hoonaauao Oiwi (Center for Native Hawaiian 
and Indigenous Education); the provision oflegal services and representation 
for Native Hawaiians; support for the Achieving a Dream Initiative at the 
Hawaii Conmllmiry College; and support for the establishment of a research 
and training program for Native Hawaiians at the Hawaii Institute of Marine 
Biology. 

Ho'okulaiwi has a proven history of preparing excellent educators who are well 
grounded in both the Hawaiian and Western languages and cultures and who 
are committed to ensuring the educational well-being of Hawaii's diverse 
population of children, especially Native Hawaiian children. This effort will 
grow exponentially if Ho'okuliiiwi is established as a permanent part of the 
Universiry of Hawaii system. Lasting systemic cllanges in the qnaliry of 
education and in the academic outcomes for Hawaii's children in Hawaii's 
public scllools must be given the highest priority by Hawaii's lawmakers. 

On of the prinlary strengths of Ho' okuliiiwi is that this initiative is focused on 
meeting the needs of our students, schools and conmmnities, and not 
mandating their needs to them. In that we are fortunate to have formed strong 
partnerships in many schools with large populations of Hawaiian students. 



Some such examples of this are Kula Kaiapuni 0 Anuenue, Nanaikapono 
Elementary, Nanakuli High School, Waianae High School, and several others. 
Working in these diverse schools has been an excellent opportunity for use to 
work with the schools to assess and meet the needs of students. . 

As a math educator in the College of Education at the University of Hawaii at 
Manoa, I have seen first hand the positive initiatives that Ho'okulaiwi has 
forged through its dedication and partnerships in the community. One such 
example of this partnership that I was fortunate to engage in a course offered 
by Nanaikapono, one of our partnership schools, which examined the critical 
link of language arts with mathematics education. In addition to the 
motivational ideas learned in class, there was an additional opportunity for the 
teachers in the class to tutor students at Nanaikapono Elementary School, using 
the concepts learned. In addition three of our Niihau cohort students were also 
able to attend the course and exchange ideas with the teachers at Nanaikapono 
and as result all are better teachers committed to teaching our keiki. This is the 
kind of innovation by Ho'okulruwi in conjunction with our DOE schools that 
benefit children, families, and communities. 

In conclusion, I stand in strong support of House Bill 674 HDI and send my 
sincere aloha to the senators who introduced this bill. Their unwavering 
advocacy for public education in Hawaii marks them as outstanding lawmakers. 
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